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FOREWORD

H. M. YUHI VI BUSHAYIJA

King of Rwanda

      I was born into a branch of the ruling dynasty of the Kingdom of Rwanda as it

entered its final phase as the active central component of the country's political

and cultural life, during the reign of my late uncle, King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa.

The king of Rwanda, called  Umwami in our Kinyarwanda language, has always

been considered the “father of the nation,” and is seen as the universal patriarch

of  the  countless  family  groups  that  constitute  the  vital  human  fabric  of  our

country.

     Through decades of foreign intervention and encroachment, the institution of

the monarchy withstood the test of time, and was seen as the central pillar of the

Rwandan state. Under the wise rule of my grandfather, Yuhi V Musinga, as well

during that of my uncles Mutara III Rudahigwa and Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, the

nation was able to preserve its cultural heritage and internal autonomy, all the

while  moving  haltingly  toward  full  independence  and  eventual  self-

determination. The monarchy, and the monarch in particular, have always acted

as guarantors of stability and continuity across the land, despite the turmoil that

engulfed  other  surrounding  nations  as  the  moral,  social,  and  political

depredations of colonialism left waves of conflict and bloodshed in their wake.

     Following the enactment of colonialist schemes to dethrone my uncle, King
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Kigeli  V,  in  the  early  1960s,  came  the  early,  bloody  days  of  the  Republic  of

Rwanda, during which tens of thousands of Rwandans were either murdered or

forced  out  of  our  territory  into  neighboring  countries.  The  seeds  of  the

unspeakable tragedy that was the Genocide of 1994 were initially planted by the

cynical  social  engineering  of  the  Belgian  colonialists  during  the  1930s,  who

separated  Hutu,  Tutsi,  and  Twa  into  ethno-racial,  rather  than  into  socio-

economic categories, which had always been our commonly-held view of such

things  before  the  intervention  of  a  foreign  power  in  the  unbroken millennial

stream  of  our  national  history.  The  intrusion  of  this  false  scheme  of  racial

classification and segregation was just a small part of Belgian efforts to “divide

and conquer” us, using fabricated designations, falsely based on the notion of

race, to divide our people, our one and only people, the Banyarwanda.

     The elimination of the monarchy, and the imposition of the Belgian-controlled

Republic,  caused  great  distress  and  instability  within  the  country,  as  well  as

widespread violence and bloodshed. The “Father of the Nation,”  Umwami,  my

late and beloved uncle, Kigeli V, was barred from re-entering the country, and

since that time, Rwanda has vacillated between periods of brutally enforced, but

precarious  “stability,”  usually  under  the  rule  of  unscrupulous  strongmen  and

their regimes, or has been overwhelmed by chaos, death, and destruction, as seen

most  tragically  during  the  horrific,  bloody,  and  heartbreaking  weeks  that

witnessed the maniacal savagery of the Genocide during the spring of 1994.  

      As a Rwandan born at the very moment when the culturally organic and

stabilizing  edifice  of  the  national  monarchy  was  being  demolished,  both  by

foreign intervention and domestic collusion, I have lived the majority of my life as

an exile. Following the sad passing of my beloved uncle Kigeli, on 16 October,

2016,  I  was  later  named,  in  full  accordance  with  our  ancient  monarchical

traditions, as the new Head of the Royal House, and as titular King of Rwanda.

The fact that I have lived in the United Kingdom for many years as a subject of

Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II,  has perhaps prepared me to be the Head of

another equally ancient Royal House, while at the same time I am fully conscious

of the realities of this modern age. In this position for which fate has prepared

me, and which in many ways is no less important than that of my royal forebears,
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who once actively ruled over the territorial expanses of our Rwanda, I know that I

must continue to accept, to understand, and to adapt to new realities, while at the

same time never abandoning what is at the heart of the ancient concepts and

values  that  will,  I  hope,  continue to serve as essential  guides for present  and

future generations of my fellow countrymen.

     All Royal Houses have tales of triumphs and of tragedies. My grandfather,

King Yuhi V Musinga, for example, who was a noble king and warrior, much like

His father, the great Kigeli  IV Rwabugili,  nevertheless failed to recognize that

modernization and conversion were necessary, in order to better confront and

adapt to European colonialism, and to better protect His people from its negative

effects. Sadly, because of His unwillingness to entirely submit to the dictates of

foreign interlopers, He was forced to abdicate by the Belgian colonial authorities,

who considered Him too independently-minded and nationalistic.

     Both of my uncles, however, studied abroad, and were entirely open to the

modernization  and  Westernization  of  Rwanda,  and  of  its  monarchy.  Their

successes  in  gaining  recognition  of  Rwandan  national  sovereignty  from  the

United  Nations,  from  various  fellow  rulers,  and  from  the  Pope  Himself,

unfortunately resulted in the ill-concealed murder of King Mutara III Rudahigwa,

on 25 July, 1959, and in the eventual prohibition of the return of King Kigeli V

Ndahindurwa to Rwanda following His famous address at the United Nations in

1960, the year of my own birth. Both vile political acts were motivated, not by the

people of Rwanda, but by the intruders in our country, as well as by opposing

forces working outside it  to undermine the monarchy's stabilizing effects.  The

ultimate long-term result was the horrible massacre of millions that took place in

1994, which was witnessed by the entire world, and which gave rise to a trauma

that still resonates across the collective minds and souls of all of humanity.

     It is essential that the lessons of the past, both glorious and painful, should be 

frequently called to mind, and that the related story of my family and its kings, in 

their role as guardians of the nation, should be recorded and assessed from a 

historical perspective. This book, written in direct collaboration with my late 

uncle, King Kigeli, and His associates, is a deeply and comprehensively 
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researched account of the final active days of our country's monarchy within the 

context of its extended recent history. It has been created to further underscore 

and to celebrate the importance of unity, tolerance, and cooperation, values that 

we, as Banyarwanda throughout the modern world, hold most dear in our hearts, 

and which have always been a key aspect of the precious heritage that is our great

and genuinely unique national culture.
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28 July, 2019

      I sometimes imagined that King Kigeli would always be with us, that He 

would one day return to the throne of His Kingdom, and that a painful and 

persistently suppurating wound of modern Rwandan history would somehow be 

healed thereby. On 17 October, 2016, however, I learned of the folly of my 

imaginings, for on that morning I was informed by email that His Majesty had 

suddenly passed away, the victim of long-hidden heart disease.  As one often 

vividly remembers moments of great joy, so, too, does one recall moments of 

deepest sadness and personal loss, and in this case, the irretrievable loss of a 

great living link with Rwanda's millennial royal heritage. More than anything, 

however, I am still frequently reminded of the pall that descended upon all those 

of us who had admired and served His Majesty at the end of His life, for both His 

personal presence and His humble struggle to heal the wounds of colonization 

and genocide in His homeland had touched all of us very deeply, and had 

inspired us all most profoundly.  

     My association with the late King Kigeli V came about in a most modern 

fashion, for I was initially contacted directly by His Chancellor, Boniface 

Benzinge, via the good offices of the owners and operators of an internet armorial

register. As I was due to make an unrelated business trip to the Washington, DC, 

area a few months later, I happily agreed to a meeting with representatives of the 

Tutsi monarch at His favorite local hotel, the Marriott Fair Oaks in Fairfax, 

Virginia. Once my professional obligations on the East Coast of the US had been 

fulfilled, I was met by Chancellor Benzinge himself, and we then embarked on 

what I must admit seemed very much to my mind like an ever-so-gentle game of 
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“cat and mouse.” 

     Ever circumspect about the safety, comfort, and reputation of the King, 

Chancellor Benzinge, frequently in the company of Rwandan historian Israel 

Ntaganzwa, set about vetting and testing me for roughly one week. We would 

meet daily, and he would on each occasion try to determine whether or not I 

could be considered a “friendly party.” The Rwandan Royal Court in its heyday 

was constantly awash in scandal, intrigue, and assassination plots, and a difficult 

life in exile had not served to at all dissuade the Chancellor and his kingly charge 

from the celebrated notion that “uneasy lies the head that wears a Crown.” As I 

was to learn later on, however, the ultimate aim of this somewhat round-about 

exercise was to discover whether I might be a suitable person to write the history 

of the last one-hundred-fifty years of the King's dynasty, and if so, whether I was 

truly up to such a daunting task. At the start of each day, therefore, I would 

inquire as to whether or not I might be allowed to meet the King at some point 

soon, and on each occasion, I was warmly assured by Messrs. Benzinge and 

Ntaganzwa that an audience with His Majesty was to be arranged for me in due 

course. 

     Following about a week's worth of patient waiting on my part, and on the heels

of rather intense research on Rwandan royal history in the company of Councilor 

Ntaganzwa and the Chancellor, the great day finally arrived. I was on pins and 

needles in the lobby of the Fairfax Marriott as I stood ready to meet His Majesty, 

Umwami Jean-Baptiste Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, last reigning King of Rwanda, 

and I was to be in no way disappointed by our encounter. After a final, anxious, 

and unforeseen delay, and with no fanfare whatsoever, I suddenly saw striding 

purposefully toward me from the hotel's main door an elderly, distinguished, and 

strikingly tall African gentleman, who stood, as had most of His regal forebears, 

at more than seven feet, and who very kindly put forward His hand for a shake. I 

grasped His Majesty's hand with great excitement and gratitude, for I suddenly 

sensed that I had, in fact, been judged worthy of undertaking the task that 

Chancellor Benzinge and Councilor Ntaganzwa had for the better part of a week 

been suggesting might be entrusted to me, i.e., the creation of the present book. 

    What followed my initial meeting with the King was a series of conversations, 
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meals, and travels together that took place over the better part of two years, and 

which culminated in His Majesty's Eightieth Royal Birthday Jubilee Dinner, 

which was held in London on 29 June, 2016. That event also marks the very last 

time that I ever had the honor of spending time with King Kigeli, and it is quite 

touching to recall that our final interaction took place at the high point of the 

great soirée at the Cavalry and Guards Club in Whitehall, and in a suitably august

and notable international company, all arrayed in formal evening dress 

throughout the distinguished rooms in which it was held. 

     During that unique celebration of His life and reign, and at the height of the 

ceremonial component of the evening, I had the distinct pleasure of assisting the 

King as He donned the Grand Collar of the Order of Merit of the Royal House of 

Portugal, a marvelous birthday tribute from His good friend, H.R.H. Dom Duarte 

Pio, Prince Royal of Portugal and Duke of Braganza. This presentation marked 

the pinnacle of a joyful evening for all of us, and was especially appreciated by 

His Majesty, who remarked to me on the generosity of Dom Duarte's gift, as well 

as on the great beauty of the Order's insignia. A few short hours later,  however, I 

was on my way back to Beijing, and His Majesty continued on what would turn 

out to be His last tour of the United Kingdom.  

     Now, almost three years on, King Kigeli has passed away, the world has paid 

its respects, and He has finally been laid to rest on Mwima Hill, in the former 

royal capital of Nyanza, Rwanda, at the side of His late brother and royal 

predecessor, King Mutara III Rudahigwa (r. 1931-1959). As we all now look back 

on His life and legacy, however, it is my earnest hope that His unstinting and 

quietly heroic efforts on behalf of His former kingdom might be fully recognized, 

understood, and genuinely appreciated by thoughtful people everywhere.
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CHAPTER I

Out of the Shadows:

Pre-Colonial Rwanda

(ca. 1200-1850 AD)

     In an era of ten-second sound bites and mass media, it is rather difficult to

imagine  a  society  founded  on  the  notion  of  the  political,  administrative  and

religious centrality of a hereditary monarch. The various modern institutions of

the  Western  world,  largely  the  inheritance  of  the  Enlightenment,  have  fixed

firmly in the public mind a model of democratic government that has been cut to

fit a wide range of national situations, often with very mixed results. Informed

democracy, while certainly a major step forward in man's uneven and shambling

progress toward self-realization, has not been the universal panacea promised by

so many of the hopeful and far-thinking political philosophers of the 18th and

19th  centuries.  Many  are  the  failed  experiments  in  democratic  government,

frequently imposed or inspired by foreign powers, that have littered the African

continent in particular since the middle decades of the 20th century.

     Long before the notion of popular democracy ever appeared on the shores of

Africa, however, there existed the small kingdom of Rwanda, originally confined

to the open savanna between Lake Victoria and Lake Kivu, and whose modern

roots  as  a  sovereign  and  independent  nation  date  back  to  the  13th  century.

Rwanda constituted a triple exception in Africa, for it was a true nation-state.

Comprised  of  three  different  and  yet  interrelated  socio-economic  groups-

Abatwa, Abahutu and Abatutsi-  the Kingdom of  Rwanda was not the random

patchwork creation of some European colonial power which had simply imposed

its will on a collection of tribes and/or regions, but rather a true nation-state in

every sense of the word. In addition, and despite the artificial distinctions later

introduced by colonial imperialists determined to divide and conquer her, the

three groups that comprised her population together constituted one unique and

identical ethnicity, that of Abanyarwanda, or "people of Rwanda." 

     The first signs of a human presence in the area now known as Rwanda date
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from about 1000 BC, and archaeologists have discovered there the remains of a

civilization that had mastered both the production of iron and of pottery. The

area was originally populated by Pygmy tribes, ancestors of the Batwa, and it was

early in the first millennium AD that the pastoralist Batutsi (originally from the

areas north of Rwanda) and the agriculturalist Bahutu (originally from the areas

south of Rwanda) initially migrated to this beautiful and fertile land of rolling

hills, open plains, and large, crystalline lakes.   

     The eminent Rwandan cleric, historian and statesman, Alexis Kagame, writes

powerfully  of  the  role  of  the  early  kinglets  of  what  is  today  Rwanda.  “The

patriarchal chief… was [U]mwami = [the] king; he reigned over a people with

whom he had blood ties. He represented the lineage that, from father to son, had

governed  the  group  and,  by  succession,  attached  itself  in  this  quality  to  the

founding ancestor. The indigenous king was “patriarch” of his Family. He was

also the ultimate owner of the lands that had come down to his group, which is to

say all domains, both the deforested tracts, as well as the forested reserves.” In

this  fashion,  therefore,  the national  Mwami was universally  recognized as the

paramount feudal lord of the lands, lakes, and forests of Rwanda.

     While few hard facts are available about the many individuals who reigned

over the people of Rwanda as kings during the ages that preceded the arrival of

European  explorers  in  the  mid-19th  century,  a  considerable  amount  of

information has been preserved about the role of the mwami in Rwandan society.

Thanks to the collection of  rituals and protocols known as the Gakondo, first

passed on by means of oral tradition, and later committed to writing after the

coming of the Europeans, it is possible to acquire a strong appreciation of the

nature and primacy of  the king in the Rwandan state,  and to gain important

insights into the absolutely pivotal role occupied by the monarch in the life of the

nation and of the people.

     One  of  the  most  central  figures  in  both  Rwandan  history,  and  in  the

subsequent  perpetuation  of  that  history,  was  the  first  of  its  kings,  Gihanga.

According  to  the  foundation story  recounted  by  French author  and diplomat,

Paul Del Perugia,

   … [T]he founding king, Gihanga, came from Heaven, quite a long time ago,
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accompanied by Thunder, like the gods of Sumer, of Mesopotamia, or of Crete.

With him, he brought Fire, Cattle, living seeds of edible plants, and the plan for

huts. A sacred fire constituted a memorial to that of Gihanga, [and] thus shone

perpetually, day and night, at Court.

         However, according to Rwandan historian Israel Ntaganzwa, 

     Gihanga and his  ancestors,  who were  Rwanda's  original  settlers,  were

known as    “Ibimanuka,"     which is to say, “those who come down from a higher

ground.” This is where the confusion began with foreign researchers, probably

because they did not understand the true meaning of   Ibimanuka  . It comes from

the  verb    "kumanuka,"    which  means  to  descend  from  a  mountain  or  higher

ground. It has absolutely nothing to do with falling, dropping, or landing from

above, i.e., from the sky, or from heaven. 

      “The true meaning of the term Ibimanuka now becomes perfectly clear,”

continues Ntaganzwa.

     Thus, as the story goes,   Ibimanuka   came from the mountains that are higher

than the Rwandan mountains, from a location known as   “Ibusakazataka.”    The

higher mountains in the region are in and around Kilimanjaro.   "Ibusakazataka"

means  the  land  where  houses  are  covered  with  mud,  which  is    Maasailand  ,

located around the Kilimanjaro area. The origin of the ancestors of Gihanga is

therefore in and around today's Maasailand, in modern-day Tanzania.

     For his  part, Del Perugia notes further that,  according to early Rwandan

history,  it  was  “King  Gihanga  [who]  instituted  the  Drum,  a  visible  sign,  an

emblem-palladium of the unifying monarchy. The monumental dynastic Drums,"

he continues, 

     would definitively... superimpose themselves over [the former small drums of

the  Bantu  kings],  allowing  these  to  subsist  in  the  courts  of  the  smaller

principalities, but entirely stripped of their political prestige. By their majesty,

the tall Drums that were so prestigious in Africa would become the source of

national authority.

     This national authority would, however, come to be fully embodied in, and

focused  on  the  person  of  the  king,  the  paramount  ruler  of  all  Rwanda.  That

Gihanga was, in fact, the first historically-recorded mwami of Rwanda has been
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established fairly solidly by modern scholarship, and the far-reaching nature of

the  changes  of  focus,  and  of  symbols,  that  he  wrought  were  themselves  to

engender tremendous shifts within the fabric of Rwandan social and political life.

“These changes of emblem,” writes Del Perugia,

     [b]rought in their wake immense political consequences. In their component

materials  of  wood,  of  skin,  and  of  air,  they  were  the  incarnation  of  the

monarchy itself, and enjoyed the right to the same species of honors as were

rendered to the King in person. In this fashion, they are somewhat analogous to

our current [national] flags. If they play a role in the history of the country, one

must remember that their symbolism, magnified and ennobled, lies in part in

the ancient ceremonial of the [Bantu] Kings of the Small Drum.

     Furthermore, avers Del Perugia, the new monarchs “affirmed only that their

Drums had been granted to them by the Founding Monarch, Gihanga, and that

they arrived on the Earth at the same time as the Cow, the Seeds, and the Fire: an

emblem  could  not  possibly  have  more  illustrious  respondents,  nor  a  more

constraining origin.”

     Finally, claims the French author-diplomat, “Little by little, 

[t]he  pastoral  Drums emerged victorious  over  the rustic  Small  Drums,

which were thus rendered devoid of any illustrious aspect. The Great Reigning

Drum, named Kalinga- the most illustrious of all- was enthroned in a palace,

protected  day  and  night  by  a  special  guard,  and  surrounded  by  infinite

veneration. 

     Like many other African sovereigns of the period, the mwami of Rwanda was

the undisputed master of the entirety of his kingdom, and his word was quite

literally  law.  His  decisions,  although  often  taken  in  consultation  with  his

counselors, or biru, were not subject to popular appeal,  and failure to comply

with his will was punishable in the most rigorous way possible. The scholar Donat

Murego of the University of Louvain, who has devoted much of his work to the

study of the idea of "sacred royalty" in pre-colonial Africa, states unequivocally

that with the conquest of the Bahutu and Batwa chiefs by the Batutsi kings in the

13th century, "Batutsi power was established, [and] the Bahutu and their former

chiefs had been defeated and reduced to servitude.”
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After  having sought to take in hand every decision,  and to control  the

entirety  of  the  administration,  the  Batutsi  monarch  finished  by  placing  his

supreme authority beyond question. It is he who distributes the privileges; he is

judged  by  no  one,  controlled  by  no  one.  No  independent  or  autonomous

structure, having its own powers, exists within his sphere, and therefore cannot

limit him. From the king flows all power, all authority, and all decisions.

     According to scholar Paul Del Perugia, however, this state of affairs was not to

prevail  unchanged  over  the  course  of  the  succeeding  centuries.  “In  reality,  a

power which deploys its authority over so many centuries cannot show itself to be

‘absolutist,’ or even absolute.”

     In order to subsist over such a long term, across so many generations, it

necessarily nourished the liberties which balance its principle. If one wishes to

discover them, it suffices only to go beyond the appearances with which are

charged the words, ‘absolutism,’ ‘feudalism,’ and ‘barbarism.’

     Neither was the life of the mwami one of undiluted comfort and boundless

pleasures, for his real work as cornerstone of the nation frequently demanded

great  sacrifices  of  the  man  solely  responsible  for  the  continued  welfare  and

happiness  of  his  people.  "Father  of  the  people,"  writes  modern  Rwandan

historian Benjamin Sehene, "the mwami played the role of savior of the nation,

particularly in times of crisis: wars, political rivalries or internal conflicts. It was

frequently that he sacrificed himself by going to the forefront of danger; during

battles,  for  example,  but  also  by  committing  suicide  or  by  letting  himself  be

'assassinated' and replaced by another if the biru, ritualists of the Court, decided

that this was necessary for the safety of the kingdom." Thus the position of the

mwami was one that often placed great demands on its titularies,  despite the

myriad and far-ranging powers associated with the exercise of this sacred office. 

     Over the course of the centuries, and under the strong central rule of the bami,

the  three  different  groups  of  the  population  lived  side-by-side  and  gradually

melded into one, the nation of the Banyarwanda. The people of the nation-state

eventually came to speak a common language, Kinyarwanda, to share a common

native  animistic  religion  (centered  around  the  Creator-God,  Imana),  and  to

partake  in  the  same social  and  cultural  rituals  and  activities.  In  addition,  as
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intermarriage  and  social  interaction  between  the  groups  became  increasingly

common at this time, thus were born both the modern kingdom of Rwanda and

the nation of the Banyarwanda. 

According to Del Perugia, 

The [Rwandan] Kings still maintain[ed] their patriarchal taste for travel,

for stunning sojourns at the heart of the yearling flocks. Despite the healthiness

of  the  air,  the  pastures  nourished  not  a  single  horse,  and  as  there  was  no

question of mounting the cattle, their journeys took place on foot, framed by a

solid contingent of porters of whom the teams worked in relays while crossing

the  horizons  echoing  to  the  sound  of  the  lowing  of  cattle.  Preceded  by  the

dynastic Drums, flanked by the Pygmy guard, and by flutists, they drew in their

wake a colorful  court,  filled out by villagers who spilled over the hills  while

clapping their hands. The royal palanquins, resembling portable huts of fine

leather, advanced on the backs of men, much like the movement of arks on the

grassy  sea.  Most  often  the  cortege,  both  subject  to  protocol  and  eminently

practical, took up the paths traced on the steppes by the local cattle…

However, despite the rather peripatetic nature of their reigns, the Rwandan

kings maintained a fully-functioning and relatively compact court, composed of

their immediate family, their ministers, and the various government departments

and individuals of a sort typically associated with the business of the state in any

well-organized  modern  nation.  Del  Perugia  writes  thus  of  this  nomadic  and

hierarchical assemblage:

          This repose at the heart of nature was accompanied by patriarchal rites

for, even on journeys of [several] stages, one remained in a Court regulated by

etiquette. Thanks to this mobility, the kings stayed in contact with grass and

with labor better than at the heart of a capital. While on endless pilgrimage

across  the  luminous  hills,  their  pastoral  instinct  nourished  their  sense  of

government, of which farming and cattle-raising formed the two breasts of the

kingdom. Their  reign seemed to be  a  permanent  inspection.  The  soul  of  the

hamlets was their councilor. 

     Nevertheless, and although most of those concerned must have enjoyed a

measure of stability during longer encampments, at the very moment that it was
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deemed necessary by the royal ministers or soothsayers to abruptly change the

location of the royal caravanserai, such could be done rapidly, straightforwardly,

and in full accordance with established protocols for such operations.

     As the centuries passed, and particularly with the coming of the German

colonialists at the end of the 19th century, the monarchy came more and more to

consider the area around Nyanza as the heartland of its power, and as the seat of

its grand ceremonials. However, during the centuries before the coming of the

Europeans, mobile “cities” were erected hither and yon throughout the kingdom,

depending on the exigencies of  the moment,  as  well  as  on the counsel  of  the

elders and oracles of the royal court.

     Del Perugia, writing of the high days of the pre-European Rwandan monarchy,

claims that     

although  constructed  of  hard  materials,  the  “city”  presented  an  air  of

improvisation  that  was  positively  resplendent  with  life.  Its  atmosphere

rendered it similar to (albeit in a distinctly peaceful way) the Mongol camps of

which medieval Europe dreamed with terror. Neither the lashing of the walls,

nor the thatched roofs, nor the woven enclosures, nor the palisades gave any

bourgeois impression of the permanent. A summary general plan, the lightness

of  the  materials,  the  rapidity  of  the  construction,  conferred  on  this

improvisation of straw lean-tos and huts the aspect of the huge encampments

raised  by  nomadic  peoples  in  the  steppes.  One  sign  from  the  heavens,  and

everything became deserted once again. 

     According  to  the  French  scholar  and  long-time  Rwanda  resident,  this

“wandering court” had aspects of both the permanent, and of the transitory. 

     Placed directly on the grass, the city was composed of a juxtaposition of

“palaces,” which is to say, of vast huts more or less decorated, separated by an

interlacing of covered alleys, of breezeways, and of tortuous paths, leading out

of this agglomeration. Throughout this labyrinth sweated an alert population of

stylized servants, of parasites, of courtiers, of priests, and of diverse officers.

The dominant color, brown-red, was due to the materials: laterite mud, straw,

wood. 

     The above facts having been noted, the start of every reign was accompanied
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by the choice and establishment of a royal residence, but one that could never be

that of the new king's royal predecessor.

     On the advice of wizards and of diviners, the Princes designated, at the time

of their ascent to the throne, a place of residence that was never that of their

father… The site depended upon the taste of the King, or of a wizard who, upon

seeing  a  danger  forming,  indicated a  more  favorable  “city.”  As  soon  as  the

oracle  was verified,  the porters wrapped the royal  furniture up in nets;  the

grand personages, the officers, and the bureaucrats collected their own limited

possessions. In a few days, the Court transported itself, without any other form

of process, to one of the one-hundred thirteen other capitals. 

     The proclamation of an official  residence notwithstanding,  the fashion of

governing  of  the  Rwandan  monarchs  dictated  a  largely  peripatetic,  hands-on

approach to the oversight of their kingdom. Nevertheless, the aesthetics of the

royal  shelter  varied  little  between  the  official  establishment,  and  that  which

constituted the King's dwelling “on the road,” so to speak. Del Perugia writes that

“[t]he royal Residence was distinguished by its proportions, and by its interior

arrangement,"

the ground covered by fiber rugs, enclosures of delicately woven screens,

some decorations of pearls or cowries, leather work with handsome geometric

designs and, above all, an infinity of pots, of jars, and of amphorae. Rwandan

art  excluded  the  depiction  of  the  human  face,  whether  in  drawings,  or  in

sculpture, which imposed on the decoration a geometric allure that was both

austere and sometimes esoteric.

    Not only was this palatial hut the center of the royal government on progress,

but  it  was  also  a  gathering  place  for  the  great  and  good  of  the  nation,  who

mingled with younger and humbler types in what must have been an interesting

amalgam of camp jamboree and worldly soiree.

     In  this  dwelling  were  held,  in  the  evenings,  the  famous  “nights”  which

brought together, along with the personages of the permanent Court, all those

subjects  of  the  King  having  any  measure  of  notoriety,  come  from  the  four

corners of the provinces to render homage. Poets, storytellers, historians gave

an  extraordinary  relief  to  these  meetings,  albeit  more  noble,  which  were
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analogous to those held every night in most of the huts. Beneath the sparkling of

the eastern sky, the frail palace thus became the center of this... civilization that

was so refined… Before this dwelling was spread out an agora where there was

assembled, on feast days, a heaving crowd, picturesque and respectful, come as

well to ‘see the King,’ the great actor of all ceremonies.     

     Indeed, Del Perugia writes eloquently of the humanity and warmth of such

encampments,  noting  that  it  was  the  social  element,  and  not  the  associated

splendors of the court, that created a particular atmosphere of reverence, and of

belonging, amongst those who were players in this drama of power and pomp

among the Thousand Hills. 

      By its sociability and the addition of its manners, the human element gave to

these  fragile  capitals  a  subtle  allure  and  a  patrician  charm.  The  hastily-

assembled  structures  and  huts  which  encircled  the  palace  harbored  a  very

diverse world: firstly, a stable element, having titled functions at the Court, but

also an imprecise crowd of the curious and the parasitic, drawn by the lights of

the city and the appeal of some small profit. The disparity between these two

populations did not  appear immediately  in  a region where clothing holds a

summary place. An extreme politeness,  an innate sense of  the hierarchies of

function, and of social rank, required that everyone observe, no matter what his

role, the greatest courtesy.

     Below the monarch, who wielded supreme power over his dominion, were the

various members of his family, his wives and children, and the chiefs and sub-

chiefs who executed his will on the local level, and who were directly responsible

to  him  for  the  payment  of  taxes  and  for  the  general  administration  of  the

kingdom. Because of  its  relatively  small  size,  however,  it  was possible  for the

mwami to rule the country quasi-personally for much of its history, particularly

as the Rwandan royal court was a peripatetic one until the early part of the 20th

century. According to the historian Alexis Kagame, at this juncture in her history,

the mwami was quite literally  considered to be "the eye of God, by which He

contemplate[d]  Rwanda."  In  fact,  the  king  was  the  sole  legal  possessor  of  all

property  of  any  kind  within  the  borders  of  his  kingdom,  and  he  carried  the

additional title of Sebantu or "owner of men." 
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     According to Alexandre Pages, 

     [T]he king inspired in his entourage a very humble respect, mixed with a

constant uncertainty. The uncertainty that his dignified yet somewhat haughty

attitude  instilled in  them never  ceased  to  torture  these  ambitious  seekers  of

fortune. Also, they spied with some apprehension the various movements of his

august countenance which, while remaining most frequently closed, sometimes

betrayed his most intimate feelings and his most spontaneous inclinations. A

rapid flash of anger in his eyes foretold disgrace and perhaps death; a sunny

smile  on  his  severe  visage  made  for  the  unfolding  of  radiant  hopes.  These

brusque and capricious changes- which could determine the future and even

decide between life and death- kept these souls perpetually in suspense between

a fear that could induce shivers and peacefulness as pleasant as a fresh breeze.

Thus, at the very apogee of the pre-colonial era of the kingdom of Rwanda,

the monarch was both all-powerful and, in the eyes of his many subjects,  all-

knowing, the veritable incarnation of a god. The tension that was inherent and

ever-present in a monarchical state, one that was so intensely centered on the

thoughts,  words,  and  deeds  of  a  sacred  autocrat,  was  subtly  masked  and

sublimated by an innate sense of courtesy that was present at every level, at all

times, and in every walk of society. Paul Del Perugia, in Les deniers Rois mages

(The Last Magi Kings), writes that

    [a]t the summit of the hierarchy, Hamites, Bantus, and Pygmys, allied by

marriage  to  the  most  important  families,  overcame,  a  bit  too  smoothly,

whatever odious  elements racial  differences might have presented.  For their

part,  the  commoners,  deferential  and  refined,  busied  themselves  with  small

tasks, which were often theirs by privilege. The ties between such varied social

classes were nothing more than the brilliance of an exquisite politeness. 

     It was, however, just this highly developed sense of politeness and proper

breeding,  coupled with  an almost  instinctive  sensitivity  to  the  social  needs of

others,  no matter what their  respective levels in society,  that held the various

component elements of Rwandan society in a harmonious balance that endured

for  centuries  before  the  arrival  of  the  Europeans  in  the  1890s.  It  was  this

precarious  social  and  political  equilibrium,  woven  of  protocol,  courtesy,  and
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deference, the finest and most ephemeral of threads, that allowed the King to

carry  out  his  manifold  duties  undisturbed,  and  to  see  to  the  myriad  tasks

associated with his place at the very pinnacle of society. This veneer of exquisite

politeness notwithstanding, Del Perugia observes that there was a further check

on intrigue and rebellion that usually served to stay even the boldest of hands

from the execution of a fell design. 

     The King contemplated with serenity this tranquil Court, posed, near the

prairies and the banana plantations, in a reddened countryside watched over

by blue-capped mountains. His pharaonic impassibility resembled that of the

limpid sky: it fooled no one. Each person knew that he intelligently distributed

the sun of his favors and the thunder of his punishments. To defend himself, he

had recourse to an absolute weapon: not death,  which would have been too

vulgar, but,  in order to economize its effects,  death in the midst of  the most

delicious tortures. This was known. He thus saw the clouded souls of the high

bureaucrats,  of  whose  natural  cowardice  he  was  aware,  cover  themselves

before him with the most delicate smiles…

[Neverthless], whatever were the inner thoughts of each, all truly venerated

the King and the emblems which represented him on the steppes and the great

roads.

Thus, while to the uneducated eye of the outsider all might have seemed to

be politesse and measured protocol, the keen survival instincts of the Rwandan

courtiers themselves never permitted them to be lulled into a false sense of ease

or  of  passing  security;  royal  favor  was  balanced,  quite  literally  (and  quite

precariously) on the very sharpest of knife blades. 

     The mwami Cyilima (r. 1482-1506), of the middle Nyiginya Dynasty, expanded

the domains of Rwanda to include several new areas, conquering the neighboring

chiefdoms of Bumbogo, Buriza and Rukoma. This state, however, was somewhat

subservient to its larger neighbors, and was later overcome by the Bunyoro of

present-day Uganda.  Nevertheless,  few truly significant details  emerge,  as  the

paucity  of  written  accounts  from  this  period  of  Rwandan  history  has  forced

modern scholars to rely heavily on the sparse oral traditions of the age to fill in

the many gaps present in the historical record. 
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    After their defeat at the hands of the Bunyoro, the remnants of the Rwandan

kingdom  relocated  west  to  the  Nduga  highlands,  where  they  soon  came  to

flourish again as a nation. In the early 17th century, under the inspired rule of

Ruganzu II Ndori (r. 1600-1624 AD), the nation expanded in all directions, and

Buganza  was  retaken.  Later  rulers  of  Rwanda  continued  this  drive  toward

expansion, and by the mid-18th century, the Rwandan state had become far more

powerful  and centralized,  thus manifesting more of a historical  presence than

ever it had before. 

    The expansion of the 18th century eventually reached the shores of Lake Kivu,

and  had  as  its  primary  goal  not  military  conquest,  but  the  migration  of  the

Rwandan population into other fertile areas, thereby spreading its agricultural

techniques, its social and political structures, and effectively extending the power

base of its kings. Outposts of warriors were established along the borders of the

kingdom, with the aim of  protecting vulnerable frontier areas from unwanted

incursions. It was only against other advanced states, such as Gisaka, Bugesera

and Burundi, that expansion was undertaken using primarily military means.

     The three groups of Rwanda's population, despite the long-term effects of

intermarriage and a common culture, settled into distinctive roles which, when

considered  in  their  totality,  were  each  of  great  and  lasting  benefit  to  the

development of the society as a whole.  The Batwa maintained themselves largely

through hunting wild animals, the Bahutu through agriculture, and the Batutsi

through the raising of livestock. Thus each group played its part in the ongoing

growth and prosperity of a nation where different avenues of social mobility were

open to all through marriage, service to the state, and/or economic achievement.

     The main holdings of the mwami were comprised of a collection of over one

hundred estates spread throughout the various regions of the kingdom. These

estates were composed mainly of fields of banana trees and thousands of head of

cattle. They formed the real foundation of the ruler's wealth, and it was between

these many different estates that the mwami would travel with his entourage of

chiefly courtiers while on periodic progress throughout the kingdom. The greatest

and most luxurious of these estates would also be home to one of the monarch's

many wives, with some bami having as many as twenty at a time.
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     Tribute was to be paid to the mwami by all Rwandans, Abatwa, Abahutu and

Abatutsi, and was generally collected by Abatutsi members of the administration.

The mwami was also assisted in his governance by a ministerial council of great

chiefs, known as the  batware b'intebe. Below this council of chiefs there was a

lesser group of Batutsi leaders who were charged with governing the country in

districts, each of which had a cattle chief and a land chief. It was the cattle chief

who collected tribute in cattle, with the land chief collecting the requisite tribute

in  produce.  Further  down  the  ladder  were  the  hill  chiefs,  charged  with  the

oversight of a particular area within a district, and the neighborhood chiefs, who

kept watch over the smallest of the localities.

     The  frontier  regions  were  overseen  by  the  military  chiefs,  who  were  an

important element in the security and organization of the nation. Their role was

both defensive and offensive, with many military chiefs securing the borders in

times of relative calm, while striking out on cattle raids against neighboring tribes

under less pacific circumstances. The great chief and the army chief were often

one and the same person, and this identification of the military with the nobiliary

persisted throughout the history of the kingdom. Finally, the biru, or guardians of

tradition,  played  an  important  part  in  the  administration  of  the  mwami,  and

provided guidance on matters related to the "supernatural powers" of the king, as

well  as  on  questions  of  court  ritual  and  protocol.  Indeed,  according  to  Del

Perugia, “The Rwandan despotism presented, as in many other civilizations, but

an imposing façade. The Egyptian pharaohs, however more magnificent, had to

contend with a  college  of  priests,  who limited their  authority.  Thus it  was  in

Rwanda, as well.” Therefore, while the Rwandan mwami enjoyed a tremendous

amount of regal power and prestige, at the end of the day, even he was subject to

important and well-designed checks and balances, built into the very fabric of the

state by the experience and foresight of generations of leaders and mystics.

     The kingly power of the mwami was symbolized by Kalinga, a large ceremonial

drum  frequently  decorated  with  the  dried  heads  and  desiccated  testicles  of

vanquished  opponents  of  the  royal  armies.  Rwandan  author  and  historian

Benjamin  Sehene  writes  that  "an  atmosphere  of  veneration  and  a  grand

ceremonial  surrounded  [the]  kalinga  ("token  of  hope"),  which  was  kept  in  a
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palace, protected day and night by a special guard." This important symbol was

painted with the blood of bulls, which gave it a reddish-brown appearance, and

was often escorted by three other royal drums, called "He Possesses Knowledge,"

"The Country Expands" and "The Nations Are Subject to Me." If ever Kalinga

were lost or captured in battle, it was universally believed that this setback would

certainly signal disaster for the entirety of the Rwandan nation.

Del Perugia writes with insight about the history and the role of the royal

drum that was initially the most revered and highly prized of all. 

The most venerated of the political Drums, and the first of all, was called

Rwoga, which is to say, “The Swimmer.” Its origin was plunged far in the past.

Doubtless it had “swum” in the clouds that the founder of the dynasty [Gihanga]

had passed through, and who, from the Heavens, had brought it to Earth. After

centuries of veneration, it was struck by a catastrophe. In the XVth century, it

disappeared in a raid. For eleven years, the country remained in a frightening

state of “widowhood,” which overturned the kingdom of the high plateaus. The

human race, deprived of the tabernacle which united it to the cosmos, fell back

into conditions of life  which were the same as its conditions at the origin of

Time,  when it  struggled,  without  aid,  against  the  unconscious  forces  of  the

universe.

The seemingly unconquerable shadow that had fallen over the kingdom was

eventually lifted, writes Del Perugia, by the sagacity and devotion of one of the

“magi kings,” who brought new life to the nation through his mystical expertise

and dogged perspicacity.

After twelve years of national “widowhood,” a sage King rediscovered, by

the science of numbers, the form of the primitive Rwoga, and reestablished, by

the return among us of a mystic space, harmony with the universe. After so

much  despair,  he  called  the  new Drum Kalinga,  which  is  to  say,  “Token  of

Hope.”  From the XVth century until  1960,  [the]  Kalinga,  surrounded by the

veneration of all, retied the ties of the ancient cosmic alliance. Within its sides, it

enclosed  the  real  presence  of  that  space  unknown  by  us,  where  the  divine

dynamism is at play. Rwanda once more possessed this treasure.

Although first in the hearts of the Rwandan nation, Kalinga was not the only
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drum of mystical significance to play a pivotal role in the social, political, and

religious life of the kingdom. According to the author of Les derniers Rois mages,

These dramatic memories explain why [the] Kalinga held first place in the

veneration of all Rwandans. At the heart of the other palaces reserved for them,

other Drums were enthroned close to it, and answered to ritual names: “The

King Possesses Knowledge,” the oldest of all; “The Country Is Enlarged;” and

the last, the youngest, “The Nations Are Subject to Me.”

Despite  the  primacy  of  Kalinga  as  the  national  drum par  excellence,  Del

Perugia claims that 

[b]y reason of their majesty, none of them could be touched, under pain of

death, nor could they be looked at outside the presence of the King. The Guard

would not raise, except in his presence, the curtains with geometric designs that

hid them ordinarily.  Thus  could  be  seen their  high cases,  set  up on thrones

which maintained them out of contact with the feminine principle represented

by the Earth. This precaution was so necessary that, when the Drums followed

the  Court,  during  the  grazing,  they  traveled carried in  palanquins.  At  their

destination, the officers reinstalled them on their thrones.

These  drums,  vital  as  they  were  to  the  political  life  of  the  nation,  were

accorded  the  same  profound  veneration  and  respect  that  were  the  natural

appurtenance of the person of the King himself. When he traveled, they traveled;

when he rested, they rested. Indeed, avers Del Perugia, 

During  the  pastoral  journeys,  as  in  the  palace,  personal  bodyguards

watch over them night and day. A Promethean fire, analogous to that which the

founder of the dynasty brought down to Earth, burns perpetually before them.

At  night,  its  glow  makes  their  brown-red  varnish  shimmer.  It  is  formed  of

superimposed layers of blood with which it is doused, during the sacrifice of the

bulls, slaughtered to respond to the questions posed by the King. On its sides,

hung  upon  it  like  votive  garlands,  hang  the  desiccated  male  organs  of

vanquished minor kings.

The power and majesty of the Rwandan royal state were enshrined in both

the person of the King, and within the enclosed cases of the revered quartet of

royal drums. Del Perugia writes evocatively of the gestures of respect accorded to
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these national symbols,  both human and material,  and of the incredibly close

mystical  relationship  that  existed  between  the  sovereign  and  the  drums  that

broadcast the audible manifestation of his omnipotence across the length and

breadth of the Thousand Hills of Rwanda.

As soon as  one  spies  the  four  Drums,  and especially  [the]  Kalinga,  one

salutes them, as one does the King in person, by three light claps of the hands.

Effectively, there exists a mystical bond between them and the Sovereign. The

Prince incarnates in the flesh the power that they represent on Earth. But the

nature of  this power,  impalpable  and powerful  like  the rolling of  the Drum,

remains mysterious to humans. Each emblem encloses a “soul,” known only to

the Prince; a quartz stone placed in the interior of each of them. The soul of the

Drum was chosen by the Magi, among thousands of crystals, for its mineral

affinities with the reigning Sovereign. He alone knows the qualities of the four

pieces of mineral. Within the mystic plan, the “souls” of the Drums of the reign

correspond to his.

The various component institutions of the traditional society of the nation

were a fascinating amalgam of the eminently practical, and of the highly mystical,

with history and poetry, statecraft and religion, war and dance, occupying equally

pivotal and complementary roles within the greater continuum of Rwandan life.

Among the central elements of national life was the creation and recitation of

poetry, a key component of exclusively oral cultures, as Rwanda was until the

advent of the European explorers and adventurers of the mid-19 th century. Paul

Del Perugia evokes the power, precision, and subtlety of Rwandan poetry and

dance thus:

[Ancient Rwandans possessed] a language of which they made a very rare

instrument of culture, capable of expressing the finest nuances of thought, of

feeling, and of an entirely oriental politeness. For centuries, academies of poets,

of bards, of historians cultivated, in this miniscule eagle’s nest, the art of fine

speaking,  of  expressing  oneself  with  force  and  elegance,  while  the

choreographers and the ballet troupes gave to the Court a brilliance that was

incomparable on this continent.

To nourish such impulses required complex institutions. To maintain that
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they were the work of chance over the centuries would be rather naïve. It is

suitable to see in this, on the contrary, the action of a brilliant intelligence.

As evidenced by their continuous and attentive perambulations throughout

their kingdom, the Rwandan bami were not in the least bit averse to presenting

themselves for the adulation and edification of their many subjects. Indeed, Del

Perugia  states  unequivocally  that  the  [Rwandan]  princes  had  no  interest  in

hiding themselves… behind leatherwork screens. They loved, on the contrary, to

appear  in  the  one-hundred  thirteen  capitals  that  marked  the  stages  in  the

grazing of their reign. In the heart of the open horizons, they passed before the

gaze of all, like the Biblical patriarchs. Sure of their majesty, they manifested it.

Furthermore,  this  august  and  imposing  figure,  already  sufficiently  regal

merely by reason of height alone, and yet made ever more so by reason of his

divine mandate, was fully at home, and fully engaged, on both a political and a

mystical level, wherever he happened to find himself within the confines of his

kingdom.

Whether he camps with his House on the grassy byways, or whether he

resides, on the contrary, in the palace of some faraway province, he obeys a

mystical  timetable,  daily  carries  out  curious  ceremonies;  he  fulfills  precise

political obligations which permit us to take part in his life like a spectacle that

evokes those of the Byzantine basileus. In observing it, our minds are surprised

to  live  at  the  heart  of  ceremonial  civilizations,  mothers  of  the  human  race,

which maintain an unsuspected place in the depth of our sensibilities… His days

oscillate thus in one thousand rites, between the duties that he is bound to carry

out equitably for Labor and Prairie. 

Sadly, however, the carefully balanced and organically conceived society that

flourished under the rule of the  bami, the sacred Kings of Rwanda, was to be

forever altered by the arrival of visitors, and eventually of interlopers, from the

far-off  shores  of  northern  Europe.  With  them came the  seeds  of  division,  of

discontent,  and  eventually  of  destruction,  elements  which  were  to  wipe  away

forever the delicate skeins of the web of deference and daring, of courtesy and

connivance,  that once constituted the chief  facets  of the life  of  the traditional

Kingdom of Rwanda. In the wake of the colonialists were to emerge internecine
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violence, bitter class hatreds, and the total uprooting of all that was most stable

and worthy in the civilization that had taken root on the slopes of the Thousand

Hills. 
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CHAPTER II

Two Worlds Collide:

The Arrival of the Europeans

(ca. 1850 to 1900)

The nature and organization of the independent kingdom that first greeted the

eyes of European explorers of the mid-19th century, when first they ventured into

the region of Lake Victoria on their quest to discover the source of the Nile River,

were exceptional, to say the very least. John Hanning Speke was the first of the

British explorers to mention the Kingdom of Rwanda in his writings, and it was

during the time of the great mwami Kigeli IV Rwabugili (r. 1853-1895) that the

nation knew its last days of total independence. Under his reign, Rwanda had

successfully resisted the incursions of the Arab slave traders who had attempted

to penetrate the interior in search of  human grist  for  their  satanic  mills,  and

Kigeli IV was himself the first mwami to ever set eyes upon a European within the

confines of his formerly secluded kingdom.

     Within  that  isolated  land  palpitated  a  wide  variety  of  institutions  and

practices,  all  of which served to create the national  identity,  and to mark the

Kingdom of Rwanda as a place unique on the continent. Among the practices that

served as a buttress of the society, and indeed, of the very monarchy itself, was

the intellectual, physical, and moral education of the noble youths of the court,

and of the sons of provincial notables and officials. Paul Del Perugia conjures the

rare atmosphere of idealism, courtesy, and valor that comprised the “corps de

cadets” of the Rwandan royal court.

     [The King] loves to make contact with the future of his kingdom, which is to

say, with the rising generations who are being educated within the army. The

highest function of the latter consists of inculcating in the youth the principles of

the  civilization  of  the  patriarchs,  considered  superior  to  all  others.  It  was

conscious of its duty as an educator, ensuring the passage from one Time to

another.  A  refined  spirit,  a  solidity  of  character,  knightly  loyalty,  an

imperturbable consciousness of the values of the Hamites, such were the first
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traits which oriented an education recalling Athens more than Sparta.

     Indeed, propriety of behavior and of action, as well as prowess in war, came to

be  the  very  hallmarks  of  the  species  of  African  chivalry  practiced  among the

Thousand Hills in the time of the bami, a chivalry that was not restricted to the

central  royal  court,  but  which  was  inculcated  by  the  masters  of  the  various

second-tier schools of pages that were maintained by the King's liege men of the

provinces.

    Not only did the King of Rwanda maintain within his Court a school of pages,

but the provincial feudatories held to the honor of nourishing their own corps of

cadets,  to  whom  they  taught  the  code  of  honor  of  the  pastoral  elite.  While

rivaling each other in the transmission, from generation to generation, of the

education  which  justified  their  prestige,  the  great  families  perpetuated  with

magnificence a civilization that was born quite far from Rwanda, and which

assured its power of renewal.

     This rather ineffable species of courtesy and hardiness, of chivalry and dogged

devotion,  is  difficult  to  imagine  in  our  modern  world  of  commercialism,

consumerism,  and  the  “me-first”  society.  Indeed,  writes  Del  Perugia,  “For  a

European, it remains forever impossible to describe from outside the spirit of this

education which the King so prized. A logical analysis of its program does not

explain the extraordinary hold which it exercised on the young African souls.” 

This education created Ubupfura, which is to say a style of chivalry that is

untranslatable, rather close to a hidalguia of Spain rethought by samurai. Still

today, no one resists a charm which unites in these Giants so many contrary

aspects.  Haughty  impassibility,  mastery  of  self,  guarding  secret  one’s  true

designs, an infinite  subtlety of  obliging, all  close within their silken nets the

spirit of every interlocutor. In the immobility of the visage that speaks arises a

delicious  smile.  However,  a  strange  expression always dwells  there:  that  of

meditated  fidelity,  but  also  the  imminent  possibility  of  a  tempestuous  and

crushing about-face. Such mastery is not imparted by mediocre educators. It

demands of the child an absolute domination of the self and an elevated human

ideal. In a country where nobility of blood remains so honored, this formation

represents  in  reality  the  totality  of  a  man.  A  popular  adage  proclaims,
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“Education trumps birth.”

In the end, it was precisely this kind of education, an education to service

and self-discipline, to loyalty and persistence, that distinguished the warriors of

Rwanda among the many valiant and truly noble fighters of traditional Africa.

“The Rwandans,” writes Del Perugia, “had not awaited the arrival of the Whites to

create for themselves manners without which laws remain lifeless. This treasure

existed,  entrusted  to  each pastoral  family,  respected by each child.  The army

educated the Hamite youth, and one day the young people left it to occupy civil

functions, administrative functions that had nothing military about them. A solid

interior discipline had brought them to an aristocratic conception of  personal

liberty.” It was this combination of aristocratic values and dogged determination

among  its  warrior  class  that  helped  to  shield  Rwanda  against  the  dangerous

military  incursions  and  the  fatal  territorial  losses  that  had  plagued  nearby

kingdoms such as Bunyoro, Nkole, and Toro, among others. In addition, as with

the samurai of Meiji Japan, the same qualities of organization, of zeal, and of all-

encompassing  determination  to  prevail  that  had  served  the  young  Rwandan

warriors  on  the  battlefield  were  ultimately  those  that  also  allowed  them  to

flourish in an administrative capacity, and to preserve and defend with their wits,

as  well  as  with  their  sinews,  the  small  mountainous  fastness  that  was  their

beloved homeland.

Del Perugia writes of the high sense of chivalry and culture that were the

direct  result  of  the  kind  of  nurturing  and  practical  education  that  was  most

valued by the kings of Rwanda. “This ancient sweetness of youth,” he avers, 

in the midst of the pastoral herds, created a youth well-versed in literature

and poetry. The image of the uncultured and limited warrior, as opposed to the

‘intellectual,’  friend  of  culture,  does  not  exist  in  Rwanda.  He  has,  on  the

contrary, all the virtues of Apollo. On the battlefields, or during the cattle raids,

this courage made of these cadets incomparable trainers of men. Their great

stature, their extraordinary beauty, their eloquence, lent a great allure to the

battalion that guaranteed the security of the Monarch. He accorded to them free

access to  his  person in  such a way that  they participated each night  in the

soirees of the Court with the same deference as within their paternal dwellings;
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they were marvelous dancers, ardent spirits which were enflamed by the poetry

of  the  bards,  and  who shaped  their  intelligence  via  the  tales  of  the  official

historians.

There was a distinctly pragmatic side to this kind of training, however, an

eminently logical one, that guaranteed both the loyalty and the expertise of those

who were one day to surround the royal throne.

Watching them undetected, the King recognized in them the sons of such-

and-such bureaucrats who served him in his provinces, or in the great pastures.

In  his  hands,  they  represented  at  times  precious  hostages,  but  they  figured

above all  in his own future. Their commands, the high charges, the pastoral

domains would one day devolve on them. The flower of Hamite youth, renewed

by regular promotions, thus passed before his eyes. The men remained tied to

him by the power of their memories as adolescents. From the point of view of a

peaceful transfer from the past to the future, is there a wiser form of policy?

     The English explorer Speke, who was to be among the first Europeans to

actually set eyes on the country, albeit from a distance, writes evocatively of his

first sight of Rwanda, to other explorers of the day an isolated and distant land.

On 28/29 September, 1861, while encamped in Karagwe, to the east of Rwanda,

Speke made the following entry in his travel journal.

     In the evening, my attention was drawn to the high conical summits situated

in Rwanda, and which then sparkled beneath the fire of the setting sun. This

brought to my mind the rather vague tales that the Arabs had told me about a

marvelous mountain, always lost among the clouds, and on which hail or snow

fell  constantly. This completely fortuitous discovery had its value, for I have

verified the fact that the principal point of departure of the waters of central

Africa was indeed to be found on these heights.

According to Speke’s host, King Rumanyika of Karagwe, 

There  existed  in  Rwanda  dwarves  who  lived  in  the  trees,  but  who

descended sometimes from them at night, stopping before the doors of men’s

huts to listen until they had heard the name of one of the occupants. They would

then call him outside, piercing his heart with an arrow, then disappearing in

the same way in which they had come.
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Despite the “fairy tale” nature of this story, one can glimpse enough truth to

know that Rumanyika was, in fact, telling a tale of the Batwa, or forest-dwelling

ceramicists,  of  the  Rwandan  hinterland.  The  King  continued  his  story  of  the

mountainous civilization thus:

The Rwandan villages are extremely extensive, and are peopled by great

hunters. They go in large groups to hunt the leopard. They bring along small

dogs, and attach little bells to their necks, while they themselves blow horns.

They  are  thus  very  superstitious,  and  allow  no  foreigners  to  penetrate  the

borders of their country, for a few years ago, after the arrival of some Arabs,

there broke out  a great  drought,  and a famine which they attributed to the

malign influences that the latter were thought to have exercised. They chased

these foreigners from their country,  and will  not allow any similar types to

enter its confines. 

Known far and wide as a place of isolation and secrecy, the reputation of

Rwanda among European explorers only served to make it a more seductive prize

to those who strove to go where no others had yet been able to journey. Henry

Morton Stanley, famous as the man who was to uncover the whereabouts of the

missionary  David  Livingstone,  was  an  intrepid  and  inquisitive  adventurer.

During a visit to the region in 1889, Stanley inquired of some locals as to the

nature of those who were said to reside beyond the Ruwenzori. Their response

was a striking one: They do not dress in your fashion, they do not wear shoes as

you do, but these are tall and strong men, with long noses and pale faces; they

come  from  beyond  the  Ruwenzori…  [They  live]  in  Rwanda,  a  great  semi-

circular  country  from  the  south-east  to  south,  south-west.  Their  lances  are

innumerable,  and their bows are taller  than I… There are some men whom

[King] Kabalega [of Bunyoro] has not been able to defeat, and these men are in

Rwanda.  The  King  of  Uganda himself  would  not  dare  to  venture  into  their

lands.

As King Kabalega of Bunyoro was well-known as a ruler of great personal

courage and determination, his refusal to risk himself in pitched battle against

the Rwandan forces speaks volumes about their intrepidity and valor. Another of

the notable European explorers of the time, Emin Pasha, attempted to woo the
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Rwandan  king,  Kigeli  IV  Rwabugili,  with  gifts  from  outside  his  kingdom.

Approaching its borders, he tried unsuccessfully to get one of Kigeli’s chiefs to

accept the presents on the King’s behalf. Franz Stuhlman, Emin Pasha’s traveling

companion, takes up the tale thus:

Pasha did his best to incite the men to take the gifts to their king, and to

thus  announce  our arrival.  The  oldest  of  the men insisted that  he could not

accept  the  gifts,  his  king not  having given him an order to  bring them. An

example that is certainly unheard of among Negroes. That people should refuse

to accept gifts is the most explicit proof of the tight control under which the king

keeps his subjects. 

     Kigeli IV Rwabugili is considered to have been one of the very greatest of

abami,  despite  a  considerable  reputation  for  harshness  in  dealings  with  his

subjects. His strict administration imposed a draconian regime on the once semi-

independent  Batutsi  and  Bahutu  chieftains  of  the  Rwandan  hinterland,

frequently  confiscating  their  holdings  and  eventually  breaking  their  political

power in the country. He also established a more modern army, one that was

equipped  with  guns,  and  which  successfully  blocked  most  foreigners  from

entering the tiny state during the greater part of his reign. 

     The  power  of  the  king,  while  not  untrammeled  in  many  respects,  was

nevertheless,  especially  during  the  heyday  of  the  monarchical  system,  of  a

considerable and extreme extent, particularly in questions of life and death, and

of the holding of  property.  “Like many absolute monarchies,”  writes Paul Del

Perugia, “that of Rwanda possessed powerful constitutional brakes,”

but carefully concealed, so that the masses might regard the Sovereign as

divinely invested with all power. Was he not the only owner of the lands and the

flocks? Did he not have the right of life and death over each of his subjects?

Every  gift,  all  fortune,  every  public  function  emanated  from  this  hieratic

personage. At any instant, it was legal for him to retake everything, without

having to give a word of explanation.     

     Thus, although the King could exercise a maximum level of agency within his

kingdom, the origin and seat of this power lay not within his royal person, or

within his royal lineage, but, according to Del Perugia, came from on high.
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     This authority was in no way derived from his personal value, but from God.

The origin of such a power would have sufficed to render him formidable and

almost  untouchable.  His  physical  beauty  comprised  part  of  his  political

prestige…  This  giant  of  almost  two  meters,  with  a  hermetic  and  subtle

countenance, had to do nothing more than to appear before the multitudes. For

them,  the  presentation  made  their  superiority  indisputable.  Their  sense  of

command,  their  calculating facility  as  great  shepherds,  counted as  much as

their gigantic size, their refined features, their fascinating courtesy… 

     In his role as the representative of God on earth, the mwami was a being set

apart, even if his powers were at times limited by the counsels of the elders, and

by those of the oracles and sages. Nevertheless, such was his prestige that his

mere  appearance  among  the  people  could  spark  a  wave  of  almost  fanatical

adulation,  and  represented  for  them  a  precious  opportunity  to  make  direct

contact with the earthly agent of Imana, Lord of Creation. “Seen from this angle,”

muses Paul Del Perugia, 

the  person  of  the  King  attained  an  unsuspected  dimension.  The  acts,

emanating from a man tied to the invisible and the divine awakened echoes that

reached  the  outer  extremities  of  the  world.  Certain  of  his  gestures  spread

themselves out so far that it was suitable to calculate their amplitude, so that

they might not impede the normal unfolding of daily events. From hence sprang

a  series  of  limitations  and  of  abstinences  which  bestowed  on  the  day  a

mysterious character, and engaged it in ceremonies of a strange beauty.

     As a receptacle of divine power and favor, however, the mwami was subject to

certain dietary restrictions, in order to maintain his ritual purity at all times of

the day and night.

He subjected  himself  first  of  all  to  certain  alimentary  disciplines  rather

similar to those of the Bantu princelings. They were less narrow, but aimed at

maintaining the organic life of the King only by using immaculate products:

beef selected by the wizards,  clear honeys,  faultless grain flour, all  of which

were prepared by a veritable hive of cupbearers, of milkmen, of butchers, who

risked their lives through the least malaise of the King. The daily energy of his

nerves, of his muscles, of his blood did not recharge itself but by means of pure
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elements…. 

The restrictions to which he was subject were not exclusively for the king to

observe, but there was also a set of taboos that had to do with the behavior of

others who were in his presence. “[I]t was strictly forbidden,” avers Del Perugia,

to shake his hand too vigorously. In May, 1894, Count [v]on Götzen was the

first white man presented to a Rwandan king. The meeting had been prepared

by  the  magi  joined  in  council,  in  order  to  learn  if  the  foreigner  would  not

exercise on the Sovereign, during the course of the interview, an influence which

would have harmed, via the King, the entirety of the country. As soon as he was

introduced,  the  explorer  quite  innocently  gave  to  King  Kigeli  IV  a  warm

handshake. Immediately, the latter became worried about the stability of his

hillsides.  ‘How is  it,’  he  said to  the  foreigner,  ‘that  you shake me with  such

violence? You thus wish to shake Rwanda!’ In exchange, he pulled violently on

the hand of the German gentleman, who understood nothing of what was going

on.

     Dietary  and mystical  prohibitions  notwithstanding,  when  it  came  to  the

exclusively  practical  domain  of  socio-political  engineering,  monarchs  such  as

Kigeli IV relied on a number of decidedly earthly feudal structures, such as the

uburetwa ("labor  for  land")  system,  which  was  somewhat  analogous  to  the

institution of serfdom practiced in medieval Europe. Although his reign officially

began in 1853, it was not until 1860 that Kigeli IV Rwabugili managed to unite all

parts  of  Rwanda  under  his  strong,  centralized  rule.  Despite  the  fiercely

independent spirit of its monarch, Rwanda fell under the control of the German

East Africa Company by an act of the Berlin International Conference of 1884-85.

The regions of Rwanda and Urundi (today's Burundi) were ceded to Germany as

colonial spheres of interest, and it was within the final years of Kigeli's long reign

that a caravan of over six hundred men, led by the German Count von Götzen,

finally penetrated the borders of the kingdom. 

     On May 29, 1894, Count von Götzen was received by the mwami in person

while the Royal Court of Rwanda was in residence at Kageyo, near the present-

day  town  of  Gisenyi.  Von  Götzen  himself  has  left  an  account  of  his  history-

making encounter with King Kigeli IV Rwabugili.
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     As we prepared to descend from our mules, a bizarre creature came to greet

us: a man of great  stature,  very imposing in the size  of  his  body,  as in the

elegance of his appearance. His strong limbs were covered with necklaces of

pearls, and only his waist was tied about with a finely tanned hide.

     This giant- certainly a sort of senechal, or master of ceremonies- headed

toward  me,  and  indicated  to  me  with  imperious  gestures  that  I  must  stop,

gesticulating in  the direction of  the ground with  a  white  baton.  As I  looked

smilingly at him and passed him by with my mule, he regarded us in a shocked

and mute fashion. But when some of my men broke loudly into laughter, he

headed  with  great  strides  toward  the  interior  of  the  enclosure,  in  order  to

announce to his master this incredible disdain for his authority.

…   After  a  while,  other  dignitaries  exited  the  [royal  dwelling]  before  the

appearance (stooping low before himself, by reason of the small height of the

doorway, and hesitating while looking timidly at us) of the formidable Kigeli in

person… 

     The features of [Kigeli IV] Rwabugili were of an incomparable beauty. He

wore around his forehead a crown of green leaves, and his penetrating gaze, as

well as the terrible expression of his mouth recalled immediately to my mind the

visages of certain of the Roman Caesars…

The  German  soldiers  organized  military  parades  and  demonstrations  of

marksmanship, as well as a display of fireworks. For his part, the mwami made a

valuable gift of livestock to the foreign visitors, and appeared to be moderately

pleased with  the  encounter.  What  he could not  know,  however,  was  that  this

meeting  would  mark  the  beginning  of  a  painful  and  tremendously  difficult

century  for  his  formerly  isolated  kingdom,  a  century  that  would  see  it

increasingly  on  the  defensive  against  a  carefully  planned  and  minutely

coordinated takeover by European rulers whose domains lay thousands of miles

away from the sacred enclosure of his simple palace. Unknown to Kigeli and his

biru, an unseen Rubicon had been crossed, and sadly there was soon to be no

reasonable hope of a safe return.
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CHAPTER III

Days of Turmoil:

Yuhi V Musinga and the Foreign Occupation

(1896 to 1931)

     Within a year after the arrival of the German explorers at Kageyo, the great

mwami Kigeli IV Rwabugili had died, and had been succeeded by one of his sons,

who had been chosen as a co-ruler by Kigeli  IV Rwabugili  during the  latter’s

lifetime, and who reigned after his death in 1895 under the name Mibambwe IV

Rutalindwa.  There  was  intense  dissatisfaction  at  court,  however,  as  the  new

monarch was not considered to be an entirely suitable choice, particularly at a

time when foreign encroachment on Rwandan soil  loomed large on the socio-

political landscape. In addition, and perhaps even more significantly, there had

been a number of bad omens at the time of his elevation, and Kigeli IV Rwabugili,

in  naming  this  co-king  (and  eventual  successor),  had  himself  completely

disregarded several important aspects of the traditional laws of Rwandan royal

succession.

     Mibambwe had initially been installed as a co-mwami of Kigeli IV Rwabugili, 

following a successful military expedition against the Island of Ijwi, and its 

kinglet, Nkundiye, who had rebelled against the central power of the Rwandan 

state. It was at this time, on 22 December, 1889, that Mibambwe IV Rutalindwa 

was enthroned with Kigeli IV Rwabugili, a day which also witnessed the last solar 

eclipse of pre-colonial Rwanda. 

    The elevation to the kingship of Mibambwe was shadowed by this unforeseen

eclipse, and was thought by many to augur ill for the young monarch, and for his

troubled kingdom. In addition, the enthronement was marred by two significant

and fatal ritual irregularities. The first was the fact that the youth had been given

the name Mibambwe, when in fact, and according to ancient Rwandan traditions,

only the names Cyilima or Mutara could be given to such kings. The second fatal

faux pas was the fact that, according to royal custom, Kigeli was meant to give to

Mibambwe an adoptive “queen mother” who was herself without issue, but his
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selection fell on Queen Kanjogera, who already had a living son by Kigeli, namely

Musinga,  thereby  usually  disbarring  her  from  consideration.  This  second

irregularity was harshly denounced by a large number of the biru at the time, and

may well have led them to support the overthrow of the interloper, Mibambwe, in

favor  of  his  half-brother,  the  entirely  (and  quite  eminently)  eligible  Prince

Musinga.

Consequently, the reign of Mibambwe IV Rutalindwa was not a long one,

and he was  duly  replaced  on  the  throne  in  1896 by Yuhi  V Musinga  (whose

mother, Queen Kanjogera, is also known dynastically as Nyirajuhi V), in what has

come to be known as the Coup d'Etat of Rucunshu. In accordance with Rwandan

royal tradition, the ousted king was put to death for the benefit of the nation,

Kalinga was presented to the new monarch and the supreme authority passed

naturally into the hands of the successor designated by the biru. 

     The new mwami, Yuhi Musinga, born in 1883, was a far more congenial choice

for the majority of the Rwandan Royal Court, and as a result, under the regency

of his mother and her brother, Kabare, the young king quickly consolidated his

power base  within the  kingdom. At this  critical  juncture in the history of  the

nation,  the  leaders  moved  quickly  to  strengthen  the  structures  of  the  state,

primarily in an effort to neutralize the increasing incursions made on national

sovereignty by the German colonial machine. Despite minor disturbances in a few

isolated regions of the country, including the illegal installation of a “mwami in

rebellion," Ndungutse, from 1911 to 1912, Yuhi reigned steadily and wisely over

his kingdom, maintaining a firm hand on the reins of power throughout the early

decades of his sovereignty.

     Although there was considerable and violent strife throughout the history of

the Rwandan kingdom, the role of the mwami in the realm of warfare, unlike that

of the warrior-kings of other African countries, was an entirely passive one, at

least on the surface. The parts played by the King and the Queen Mother were

entirely  hieratic  in  nature,  and  the  success  or  failure  of  the  warriors  on  the

battlefield  hinged  largely  on  the  effectiveness  of  the  strategy  that  had  been

employed by the King’s generals, as well as on the size and nature of the forces

that were arrayed against them. Paul Del Perugia gives a fascinating account of
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various aspects of a typical combat fought during the time of the great Kigeli IV

Rwabugili:

     On the day of the battle, the Court presented an alarming spectacle. From the

rising of the sun, the King- except for the kings named Kigeli and Mibambwe-

and the Queen Mother maintained themselves, each on his throne, in a state of

absolute  immobility.  Around  them,  servants,  courtiers,  functionaries  moved

silently in their manner, but neither the King, nor the Queen Mother, in whom

was incarnated the country, could budge a hair’s breadth until the outcome of

the  combat.  Their  movements,  with  instantaneous  repercussions  for  the

kingdom,  would  have  modified  on  the  spot  the  order  of  battle.  Seated

hieratically on their thrones, they remained frozen like statues until the moment

when a  runner,  out  of  breath,  came to  announce  to  them either  victory  or

defeat. If there was one part of their bodies that had to remain strictly rigid, it

was the head. To turn it to the right would have brought about a conversion to

the  right  for  the  entire  army;  a  movement  to  the  left  a  conversion  in  the

opposite  direction.  It  was  forbidden  to  turn  it  around,  under  threat  of

unleashing an immediate debacle.

Immobility struck not only the King and the Queen Mother; the animals

were also associated with them in this fashion; the dynastic Bulls personified a

real  aspect  of  the  kingdom.  At  dawn,  they  were  separated  from  the  cows.

Keepers made sure that they maintained themselves immobile in the interior of

the enclosures until the hour when the messenger, as with that of Marathon,

crossed the royal doorway. During the hours of anguish when the kingdom held

its  breath,  the  handsome  bulls  remained  bewitched  by  the  caresses  of  the

shepherds,  while  the  valets  shaking  flywhisks  chased  away  the  fulgurant

horseflies that would have agitated them. The bite of  a horsefly would have

resounded across the entirety of the army. 

     Finally, during the battle, an object became, in the rear, the center of a

special veneration: The Drum-Emblem- Kalinga- was enthroned, surrounded

by a guard of honor. Before it, the magi brought victory charms. 

     Once the battle had been decided, either for or against the Rwandan forces,
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there was a series of procedures that had to be followed carefully, in order not to

upset the balance of the Kingdom, and of the warriors, either now dead, or still

alive, who had participated in the fight.

     An extraordinary protocol took place before the Court to shatter the hieratic

immobility which struck the Sovereign, the Queen Mother, and the royal Bulls.

The men of war had acted.  It  was now the hour of  the men of verbiage, of

words, the historiographers. The Hamite politicians knew that the way in which

one recounts a war to the people is much more decisive than the war itself. 

The generalissimo announced to the King- and consequently to the entire

country- the outcome of the war by dispatching to the palace a mission called

‘the Pasture of the Bull.’ It was composed of a rapid messenger who, as with the

runner  of  Salamis,  delivered  himself  directly  into  the  presence  of  the  King,

without  speaking  to anyone else  whomsoever.  Arriving  at  Court,  he  limited

himself to pronouncing this laconic phrase: “The Bull may go to graze.” This

message signified only that the King, the Queen Mother, and the dynastic Bulls

were free: their gestures could have no influence on a battle that was presently

terminated. But the phrase indicated in no way in which direction the event

inclined: victory or defeat? It added to the anguish that was barely perceptible

on the [assembled] faces.  

     Thus it was that, in the traditional kingdom of Rwanda, the practice of warfare

was deeply enmeshed with the world of the divine, and with the hieratic existence

of both the King and the Queen Mother, as well as with the herd of sacred cattle

of the realm. This was a nation in which practices concerning the human and the

divine existed side-by-side,  and in  which the  ultimate  determinant  of  massed

combat  was  believed  to  be  the  direct  result  of  the  posture,  movements,  and

attributes of the sovereign, his mother, and the sacred animals with which they

were mystically allied.  

     The author of  Les derniers Rois mages writes evocatively of the types of

military  decorations  that  were  awarded  for  valor  and  achievement  in  the

traditional  Kingdom of  Rwanda.  “In  all  countries,  decorations,  while  they are

handled by princes who are familiar with the human heart,” avers Del Perugia,

represent excellent political instruments. Each war offers the occasion to
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distribute  distinctions  imbued  with  the  greatest  prestige.  In  Rwanda,  their

attribution depended on the number of enemies killed who expired on the field

of battle. Nominations and promotions were tied to groups of seven, or to a

multiple thereof: seven enemies killed were required to commence the  cursus

honorum.  

      In the world of ancient royal Rwanda, a personal spirit of heroism, and of

aristocratic self-sacrifice, were highly-regarded traits among all classes of society,

and among all walks of life in the mountain kingdom. Speaking of the first level of

knightly decorations, that of  Umudende,  or the “Necklace of the Seventh,” Del

Perugia observes, “For the heroes, the ‘Necklace of the Seventh,’ the first echelon

of the  distinctions,  was  worn like  a  commander’s  decoration [i.e.,  around the

neck, and resting] on the chest. It was a necklace of iron, bestowed upon soldiers

who had seven verified enemy kills.” Just as in most other sovereign nations of

the time, the Rwandan kings practiced the bestowal of chivalric decorations on

those  of  their  male  subjects  who  had  distinguished  themselves  in  battle  by

achieving the  requisite  number of  enemy kills  on the  battlefield.  Immediately

above  [the  Necklace  of  the  Seventh]  came  the  ‘Torse  Bracelet’  [Impotore],

accorded for fourteen kills. 

     It consisted of a bracelet of copper and of iron. At the start, the holders of the

‘Necklace of the Seventh’ were required to sacrifice a bull at the time of each

new moon, which necessitated an immense fortune. In order to democratize the

institution, Kigeli IV abrogated this requirement, in order to honor the poorest

heroes.

     Quite unique in its way, however, was the honor accorded to a warrior who

had amassed twenty-one kills  during the  course  of  his  active  participation in

national defense. It consisted, not of a decoration, but of a very specific sort of

ceremony, known as the “Incineration of the Javelin,” during which citizens from

near  and far  gathered to  pay their  respects  to  the  feats  of  daring,  valor,  and

endurance that had been accomplished by the warrior-knight who was the object

of this  peculiar species of public homage. “The highest distinction,”  notes Del

Perugia, was not a decoration, but a nighttime ceremony organized in honor of

a  combatant who  had  killed  twenty-one  adversaries.  This  rather  modest
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number of victims required to be at the end of one’s life recognized a supreme

hero reveals the innocence of the battles magnified by the boasting of the poets

who speak endlessly  of  carnages.  The  grandiose  ceremony,  dedicated to  the

warrior having twenty-one kills  to his credit,  was called the ‘Burning of  the

Lance.’

Like many of the great civilizations of our common human past, such as the

Greek and Roman, the Rwandan civilization celebrated the heroic virtues as they

understood them, both in daily discourse and in great ceremonials, in narrative

accounts  and  in  epic  poetry.  In  describing  the  “Burning  of  the  Lance,”  Del

Perugia puts forward the following observation: 

     The texts of the great patriarchal poetry have no age whatsoever, which

explains why those of Homer spring to mind, this evening, as naturally mixed

with this life. Wishing to contemplate from a distance the ‘Burning of the Lance,’

the  young  shepherds  ceaselessly  brought  forward  their  herds  from  the

mountain, and now covered with cattle the neighboring hill crests. They saw,

but could not hear the words of the Sages. In the midst of the distance, and of

the night, the amazement of these young people before the illusion of Glory is

evoked in transcribing very simply this passage from the Iliad: 

‘All meditating on Glory, on the great road of war,

They camped for the night. Their bivouacs burned, bunched 

Like the stars in the sky that shine and stand out 

In the glow of the Moon, as no wind blows from out of the ether. 

Thus arise all the peaks, the crests of the hills and the valleys, but

the indescribable  ether tears  itself  on the skyward side:  all  the

stars beneath their eyes! The soul of the shepherd is nothing but

joy.’    

      This epic dimension to the poetry and tales of ancient Rwanda, to the words

and deeds of her great warriors and leaders, places this nation, and her heroes, in

a common lineage with the great ones of the Western past,  with Achilles and

Ulysses, with Aeneas the Father and Romulus the Founder. As Del Perugia states

with poetic concision, “In ceremonies that meditate, as do those of this evening,

upon the heroism of mortals, communion with the pure hearts of the farthest
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past  unveils  to  the  living  an  almost  divine  dimension…  Ceremonies  like  the

‘Burning of the Lance’ belong to a world where men communicated by way of

symbols that were shared like goods.”  In the present world,  where goods and

wealth  have  come  to  dominate  the  landscape  of  the  collective  human

consciousness, it is comforting to learn that in the not-so-distant past, in a place

like Rwanda, the honoring of a warrior tried and true constituted the greatest

good of all, one that was shared and treasured by every member of that complex,

unique, and genuinely superlative civilization. 

In  1900,  the  mission  of  a  certain  Monsignor  Hirth,  charged  with  the

ongoing evangelization of Rwanda by Catholic authorities in Europe, paid a visit

to the court of King Yuhi V Musinga. One of his compatriots, Father Brard, has

left a colorful account of this visit to the heart of the Rwandan Royal Court. “On

the same day as our arrival,” writes Brard, “the king, who has the habit of keeping

visitors waiting for several  days,  wanted to receive us,  and forewent his royal

dignity to such an extent that he deigned to come in person to visit us.

He was surrounded by several thousand of his subjects. Dressed as for the

grand ceremonies, his head covered by a crown of colobus skins, ornamented in

front by strands of pearls which half hid his face, his waist tied tightly with a

lion skin, while from his shoulder fell, like a rich drapery, a magnificent leopard

skin, Yuhi was amiable and received quite favorably all of our propositions.

The positive impression left on Father Brard by the sovereign extended also

to  his  subjects,  for  their  manners  and bearing were  considered exemplary  by

these Europeans. “I had not yet met with youths who were as interesting as those

who assailed our tents during the two days that we spent with Yuhi. 

Almost all were Batutsi of ten to twenty years old, well-built, tall for the

most  part,  with  an  intelligent  air,  lively,  curious,  but  discreet,  and entirely

proper in their demeanor. I was quite surprised, I must admit,  to encounter

such nearly distinguished manners in a country which has had so few relations

with other peoples.

Father Loupias, another missionary and teacher of the period, recounts the

interest and intelligence of the young king thus: “The best student [of the mission

school]  is  His  Majesty  Musinga.  He  has  learned  Swahili,  a  few  sentences  of
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German, and the twenty-four letters of the alphabet. He has a real inclination for

study, above all for modern languages. He wants all of the youths around him to

learn how to read and write.” Coming from a man not easily given to idle praise of

native rulers, these words of Father Loupias speak volumes about the willingness

and curiosity of the young mwami, as well as about his spirit of openness and

genuine erudition.  

In August of 1907, Yuhi V Musinga received the visit of the German Duke

Adolf  Friedrich  von  Mecklenburg,  who  was  accompanied  by  a  group  of

intellectuals and explorers on his trip across inner Africa. “As we approached the

capital [Nyanza],” writes the Duke, “our cortege became longer and longer.

Musinga had mobilized all  the great figures of  the State, who, bearing

themselves before us, with their people and their equipment, assumed the head

of the column. The Resident, Captain von Grawert, who had arrived in Nyanza

a few days before from Usumbura, to aid in the preparations related to the

reception, came to meet us in full uniform. An immense crowd was installed on

the heights surrounding the capital. The multitude of beasts sent by Musinga for

the facilitation of our journey gave the impression that I occupy in this world

the state of a king. People say, ‘The bull arrives at the head of his mares.’ This is

the way of feeling and of speaking of this race of pastoralists. A site had been

established not far from the palace to set up our tents. They are being set up,

and we are ready to receive the visit of the high and powerful lord of Rwanda.

The sun is not yet at its zenith.

A rolling of drums. A cortege exits the enclosure of the palace. First come

pairs of Batutsi gentlemen, of a superb stature, marching ahead with gravity,

accompanied by their sons. One spies the litter of Musinga, carried by Batwa,

cross the threshold of the kraal, and advance toward us at a slow pace. All of

these men have naked forms. About the waist a belt  in cowhide… the ankles

[are] encircled by pewter anklets; on their heads a coiffure of crimped hair, cut

in the shape of  a crescent between one ear and the other,  ornamented by a

string of little pearls of slightly increasing size; around their wrists, bracelets of

copper and multicolored pearls.

The cortege  directs  itself  towards  my tent.  An attendant and two men
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from  my  escort  place  themselves  on  one  side  and  the  other  of  the  royal

palanquin. The mwami alights and comes toward me, while saying, in German,

‘Hello, Highness!’ The height of this sultan surpasses two meters. One searches

his  countenance in vain,  at  first,  for those signs of  the intelligence of  which

others have boasted. The defectiveness of the myopic eyes that seemingly fill his

head, and the exaggerated prominence of his upper incisors, spoils the general

impression,  which  without  that  would  not  be  poor.  However,  the  questions

which he puts to me, seated at my side, as well as to my entourage, cover the

most varied subjects, and speak of an investigative train of thought, not at all

disparate or random.

  After  a  discourse  given  in  Swahili,  Musinga  asks  my  permission  to

present his gifts. The moment is an agonizing one for him, for his friends, and

for his enemies. A question of high politics hangs thereby, without my knowing,

and depends on the response that I will give. The rumor, in effect, is credited

that my refusal, even if it involves but a part of the offering, will signify that I

favor the accession to the throne of a pretender of his line, and will indicate that

I have in mind his overthrow.

An enormous crowd raises a barrier both before and behind us, creating

an avenue for the passage of the presents, disquieted by what I will make of

them. The tribute arrives: it is an endless succession. At its head is a milk cow,

with its calf carried in arms: the supreme homage! Then come roughly ten head

of  cattle  with  giant  horns,  for  alimentary  purposes.  Behind  them,  comes  a

seemingly  endless  group  of  black  goats,  flock  after  flock,  overflowing  and

flooding our encampment. Finally, an uninterrupted chain of Bahutu porters,

with hundreds of burdens, balanced on their heads: flour, milk, honey, butter,

beans, bananas, and kindling wood, a rare and precious commodity here. The

parade takes almost one hour.

Once the fatal moment of the much-feared refusal had passed, there was a

general  sigh  of  relief.  The  visit  having  finished,  His  Most  Serene  Highness

regained his litter, having bade me farewell in the most solemn terms. A forest

of five thousand lances formed his cortege. An unforgettable impression!

This precious eyewitness account of a high-ranking European visitor to the
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court of Yuhi V Musinga is among the most memorable of those given of African

monarchs from the time of Speke to the present day, for this is now a vanished

world, and which even in its day was a truly unique one.

Over  the  years,  the  promising  young king,  Yuhi  Musinga,  grew into  an

impressive and eminently royal figure, his demeanor exuding a mixture of stern

authority and fatherly benevolence. Photos of the monarch from this period show

him to have been a commanding presence, one who is clearly at the center of

attention  in  all  his  doings,  and  yet  one  who  is  strangely  sympathetic  in  his

majesty. “During his reign,” said Yuhi’s son and eventual successor, King Kigeli V

Ndahindurwa, “King Musinga collaborated well with the German colonizers who

had recently arrived in Rwanda.” At the same time, and backed by his regents and

biru, the monarch did his best to stem the increasingly strong tide of demands

made by the German colonial powers, but he also came to realize that in matters

of  military  technology  and  mechanized  warfare,  as  well  as  in  sheer  political

manipulation, the foreign interlopers clearly held the upper hand. 

     Thus were born a number of the concessions made to the German authorities

over the course of the years, some of which were to bear bitter fruit in the decades

to come. In 1899, the mwami officially  recognized the German "protectorate,"

known as Deutsch-Östafrika, and in 1900 reluctantly consented to the foundation

of  a  Catholic  monastery  at  Save,  which  was  run  by  the  Order  of  the  White

Fathers, and which effectively opened the door to the eventual conversion of most

of  the  country  to  the  Roman Catholic  faith.  Despite  the  myriad  spiritual  and

practical benefits brought about by the introduction of the faith of Christ into his

domains,  King  Yuhi  Musinga  remained  deeply  suspicious  of  European

missionaries throughout the entirety of his reign, and viewed their activities as

largely  aimed  at  eroding  his  supreme  royal  authority  at  a  time  when  that

authority  was already under  considerable  attack by growing waves of  colonial

opportunists and bureaucrats.

     In 1908, the German Resident, Richard Kandt, a sort of "overseer" of the

colonial protectorate, established his headquarters at Kigali (present-day capital

of  the  Republic  of  Rwanda),  and  this  move  ultimately  inspired  the  quasi-

permanent establishment of the Royal Court of Rwanda at Nyanza, which quickly
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became  the  epicenter  of  the  Rwandan  administrative  system.   The  mwami

inhabited a noble and spacious enclosure, the confines of which were considered

to be "sacred ground" by his many faithful subjects. 

    The month of  March,  1913,  saw a joyous event in the birth of a son (and

eventual  heir)  to  Yuhi  V  Musinga,  but  within  the  coming  years,  troubling

developments in Europe would come to overshadow the personal happiness of

the  Rwandan  monarch.  Increasing  political  tensions  among  several  of  the

European powers, coupled with the assassination of the Austrian Archduke Franz

Ferdinand in the summer of 1914, quickly led to an almost universal declaration

of war on the Continent in August of that fateful year. Franz Ferdinand, nephew

of Franz Josef, the reigning Emperor of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, had been

shot in Sarajevo, Serbia, by a young Serbian nationalist, Gavrilo Princip, and the

resultant strife created by this act drew the majority of European nations into the

first epic conflict of the 20th century.

     The immediate result of this immense struggle on the kingdom of Rwanda was

the invasion of its territory by Belgian troops, in direct and flagrant violation of

treaty agreements previously established to shield the African protectorates from

just  this  sort  of  aggression.  Yuhi  V Musinga,  caught  in  crossfire  between the

Germans and the Belgians, reluctantly threw in his lot with the forces of Kaiser

Wilhelm II, with whose emissaries he already had a long-standing, if somewhat

unequal relationship. Thousands of Rwandans were killed in a variety of battles,

and Yuhi's efforts to minimize the effects on his kingdom of this almost universal

conflagration, entirely the making of the foreign powers, were sadly futile.  By

1916,  however,  Belgian  troops  had  emerged  victorious  over  German  colonial

forces, and Rwanda was effectively at the mercy of yet another European power. 

     The simmering rivalries  and bitter combats  that had been fueled by war

between the European colonial powers were also a facet of the war waged in the

African theater, a war which was to create a searing bifurcation between the old

days of Rwanda's reluctant alliance with imperial Germany, and the new political

realities of the post-war period, during which time the Kingdom of Belgium came

to exercise a mandate over both Rwanda and Burundi. 

     Born into the midst of the European conflict in Africa, a young Rwandan
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noble, later to become a prominent Roman Catholic priest, writes of the halcyon

(and  ultimately  final)  days  of  the  traditional  system  of  education  of  the

aristocratic classes of the kingdom.

      “I was born,” he writes, “in the east of Rwanda around 1915… My father

owned many herds of cattle.  I was headed toward my middle childhood years

when he entrusted me to an administrator who looked after one of his herds.     

      Certain  Batutsi  sent  their  young children  in  this  way  to  live  with  an

administrator. In this fashion, they affirmed their power over the herd that was

managed by this man, and honored at the same time their servant, all the while

having the assurance that their child would be perfectly looked after.

     Even as the entire world around him was poised to shift dramatically, this

young nobleman was to receive a manly education in the classic tradition, one

that had been imparted to centuries of warriors before him. 

     The administrator watched over me like the apple of his eye. He gorged me

with  milk.  I  could  never  leave  the  enclosure  from  fear  of  some  accident.  I

watched enviously the herds of cattle as they passed by, without being able to

approach them. What  a misfortune if  the  son of  the master  should  actually

receive an injury from horn or hoof!  

One  day,  however,  I  managed to  evade  the  affectionate  vigilance  that

imprisoned me. Having seen in my eyes my great desire, a brave shepherd had

allowed me to approach a cow that he knew to be tame. 

     When I had squatted down between its legs, he taught me how to milk the

cow. For me, this was a great day!

     However,  there was to be  far  more to this  child's  education than simply

learning how to milk a cow! In fact,  he was about to embark on a species of

training in valor and courtesy, in boldness and endurance, the like of which has

not been seen in the Thousand Hills in almost a century. 

     A little while after, my father called me back to his house. However, I was not

to stay at the house for long. Soon, actually, my father announced to me that I

had to join “Intore” of the Chief.  “Intore;” was it another herd? I headed out

completely happy toward a new adventure. I quickly learned that Intore are the

pages who form the court of a great chief. I found there, near Gatsibo- still in
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the east of Rwanda- more than one hundred young people. Some were children

like me- I was barely seven-and-a-half years old- the others were older.

     The pages learned to dance; each day, there were two sessions of exercises,

from two to three hours each. The pages were initiated into the [arts of] war.

They  taught  us  to  shoot  with  bow  and  arrows,  to  hurl  the  lance,  to  place

ourselves in combat formation. The school of pages also inculcated in us good

manners. One had always to be clean, to maintain oneself well, and to be polite.

They  initiated  us  in particular  into  the  use  of  elegant  language,  especially

during the course of  the soirees.  We arranged ourselves then in a big circle

around the hearth. Each one of us got up in his turn to boast of all  sorts of

imaginary  exploits,  and  this  in  a  rapid  and  pure  manner  of  speaking.  No

hesitation was tolerated. Thus, finally, they inculcated in the pages a sense and

respect for authority. The law that was above all others was that which obliged

us to acknowledge the chief, to render to him our homage, to serve him on every

occasion. 

     Even as the engines of mechanized warfare of World War I were busy working

their  deadly  will  throughout  Europe,  Asia,  and  parts  of  Africa,  there  still

remained this scintilla of traditional chivalric culture in the heart of the mountain

kingdom,  a  chivalric  culture  that  was  even  then  in  imminent  danger  of

disappearing forever. “Thus went on the life of the pages,” continues the noble

narrator of his time as an ‘Intore’ cadet.

     The discipline was strict; the least infraction was punished by beatings with

a  stick.  Of  religion,  there  was  no  question.  Sometimes  our  parents  sent  a

servant to collect a bit of our saliva, which allowed them to consult the sorcerers

on our account. Personally, there was nothing we could do. The page interests

himself with nothing that takes place beyond his sphere. To designate an adult

man who neglects his affairs and lives ‘on the Moon,’ we say, ‘He has always

remained a page.’

Carefree, thus was also my existence. I had a hut to myself, where I was

served by five servants whom my father had given me, with five milk cows. I

lacked for nothing. Life was beautiful, and was doubtless going to remain so.

      With  the  catastrophic  disturbances  engendered  in  East  Africa  by  the
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protracted  hostilities,  famine  was  widespread  throughout  the  country  for  the

entirety of the war, and when the conflict had ended, the Treaty of Versailles of

1919 officially conferred a mandate over the nations of Rwanda and Burundi to

the Kingdom of Belgium. This act  was further confirmed by a decision of  the

League of Nations in 1923, which permitted the Belgian occupiers to administer

the  nation  as  a  colonial  protectorate.  Yuhi  V  Musinga  retained  his  throne,

however, as the Belgian authorities recognized that it was far more prudent to try

to rule the country through him than to attempt to impose a régime of direct

foreign rule. For his part, the mwami, effectively powerless to resist the will of the

increasingly demanding Europeans, endeavored to retain as much of his royal

prestige and authority as possible, and to somehow shield his people from the

harsh realities of foreign control.

“The arrival of the Belgians, as replacements of the Germans," King Kigeli

stated flatly, “caused many problems for the King, and for our nation of Rwanda,

whether it was at the level of administration, of culture, or of social cohabitation.”

Indeed,  Kigeli  continued,  “The  King  was  the  victim of  the  Belgians’  plans  to

divide Rwandan society, and they stripped him of his prerogatives,” doing their

best  to  destabilize  and demoralize  the  embattled monarch,  while  surrounding

him  on  every  side  with  foreign  influence,  and  this  in  the  very  heart  of  his

historical patrimony.

     As Belgium was also a deeply Roman Catholic nation, however, there were

several aspects of the situation which were to prove a great boon to the spiritual

life of Rwanda. Conversions of the Rwandan people to Catholicism continued at a

healthy  rate,  and  several  schools  were  established  by  the  Church  to  further

educate  the  growing  population  of  Christian  faithful.  The  modernization  and

expansion of the infrastructure also moved firmly ahead under Belgian tutelage,

providing  the  means  to  join  once-remote  areas  of  the  country  to  its

administrative  centers,  thus  fostering  a  greater  sense  of  national  unity,  albeit

under  the  watchful  eye  of  the  foreign  authorities.  The  French  language  was

introduced in schools, and soon came to occupy an important place in the public

life of the nation, as did Roman Catholic culture and the veneration of Christian

saints, both of which were widespread by the early 1930s. 
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     Many of these innovations did not sit well at all,  however, with the more

traditional  elements  of  the  Rwandan Royal  Court,  and  Yuhi  Musinga  himself

resolutely refused to be baptized a Roman Catholic. In fact, there exists a letter

from  the  great  king  to  one  of  his  daughters,  Musheshembugu,  wife  of

Rwagataraka, in which he excoriates her most vehemently for her desire to be

converted to Christianity. During the course of this rather lengthy missive, he

bitterly  calls  down  imprecations  on  her,  stating  at  one  point  that  he  would

summon the Thunder God to strike her down as a punishment. 

This  famous  letter  is  quite  unforgettable,  both  in  its  tone,  and  in  its

contents.  In  it  we  hear  clearly  the  voice  of  the  outraged  father  who  neither

understands  nor  condones  the  religious  faith  that  was  to  be  adopted  by  his

cherished daughter.

     Nyanza 

5 January, 1930

You have informed me that your husband wanted to become a Christian, and

that you, too, wished to become one, because you are his wife. They told me that

Rwagataraka hated you both; it is true, he hates you. The reason which impels

me to tell  you this  is  that he is  going to make you undertake a taboo act –

umuziro- by reason of which you will forever incur my wrath. I have cursed

everyone among my children who become Christian. If one of them becomes

such, may he be deprived of all possessions! May he be impotent! And if it is a

girl, may Heaven grant that she never gives birth! May he be abhorred by the

mwami here below- Musinga himself- and by the mwami here above- Nkuba-

the Thunder! May he find no suck, neither in the house of the serf, Umuhutu, nor

in the house of the lord, the Umututsi! May he be cursed by every man who

knows how to curse!

Musinga continues in a similar vein throughout this scalding denunciation

of his younger daughter, and of her nascent Christian faith.

Do not believe that I am playing with you, as does your husband. If you

study Christianity to please your husband, I will no longer love you, I swear to
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you. May I have killed Rwabugili, my father, if what I say to you is not true! I

will wish you every possible evil in my hatred; I tell you this to hold you back. I

will hate you like the poison that killed my older brother, Munana; I will hate

you like the cerebro-spinal meningitis  that killed my children Munonozi  and

Rudacyahwa.

     Unblock your ears, and listen well. Choose between loving me, loving your

life, and loving Rwagataraka. I swear to you, if you become a Christian, we will

never see each other again. Tell me truly what you think. Tell me clearly what

you have in your heart. Know that if your pen seeks to impose itself on me, I will

be aware of it, via my people. Musheshembugu, tell me the truth. Now or never,

it is the time to demonstrate that you are my child, or not.

   And then, if you wish to study all the same, you can, for your part, get me in

trouble with Abapadiri [the Catholic priests]. It is all the same to me.

   I have finished. 

   It is, your father, Umwami of Rwanda. 

                          Yuhi Musinga 

(Signed and sealed)

Given the highly religious tenor of the Belgian occupation of the Rwandan

homeland, this attitude on the part of the King did not augur well for the long-

term future of Yuhi’s reign,  and it  was not long afterward that the pernicious

nature  of  the  colonizers’  plans  for  his  realm  became  readily  apparent  to  all.

However, at this important juncture, according to Alexis Kagame, Yuhi received

valuable advice from his councilors, the biru, who dared to tell the King:

You can see that you do not get along with the Belgians, and that they

weaken your authority in the country. Why not do as the Chiefs do? Name your

future successor and have Him enthroned. He will deal more advantageously

with the Europeans, while you will remain master of Kalinga, reigning with

your son. Tradition authorizes you to do thus, as some monarchs, in certain

circumstances, have enthroned co-rulers.  

Yuhi found this suggestion to be an opportune one, but when he asked the

Queen Mother for guidance, she opposed this plan most energetically, claiming
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that  kings  with  the  dynastic  name of  Yuhi could never  reign with  their  sons.

However, this was not the real reason for her opposition, for truly, it was because,

according to the same esoteric code, no queen mother was ever permitted to have

grey hairs, nor to witness the reign of her grandson. The first criterion she was

able to fulfill by having her grey hairs pulled out as soon as they appeared, but

there would have been nothing she could have done to avoid the eventuality of

the enthronement of her grandson.

Kagame continues in the following vein to recount the refusal of Yuhi to

countenance a scheme so vigorously opposed by his mother.

The King signified this  refusal  to his  councilors,  saying,  ’My mother is

opposed!  All  the  same,  she  has  a  body,  so  we  will  undergo  together  the

consequences [of this refusal]. The biru were quite astonished by this: not only

did the monarch’s conclusion not resist contrary arguments- as it concerned the

superior interests of the dynasty, and not the eventual problems of this or that

individual involved- but, again it was inconceivable that the King should speak

to a woman about matters that were related to secrets and taboos. Seeing that

there were simply no other positive arguments to place against the grave events

of the times, they decided to bow to the King’s will, and to leave him to his fate.

Thus it was that, around 1928, the King remained entirely isolated, and that the

country resolutely undertook its new path, without worrying itself any longer

about  the  presence  of  its  monarch.  Things  arrived  at  such  a  point  that  the

ancient ceremonies of the Court, and even the beating of the Drum of Audiences,

were only practiced symbolically, and in secret, in the presence of some obscure

functionaries who had remained close to the relics, at the side of the formerly

powerful monarch. His reign had [by then] virtually reached its end.

     The growing tensions between the Mwami and the colonial authorities came to

a  head  almost  two  years  after  his  infamous  letter  to  Musheshembugu,  on  12

November, 1931, when he was suddenly and summarily deposed by the Belgian

powers,  supposedly  because of  his  inability  to  cooperate  with  his  subordinate

chiefs,  but  also  as  a  direct  result  of  his  staunch refusal  to  adopt  the  Roman

Catholic faith. He was immediately replaced by his son, who was to reign under

the name of Mutara III Rudahigwa until his death in 1959. “They [the Belgians]
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expelled him [Yuhi] from the country, by sending him to Moba, in the Congo,”

recalled King Kigeli, “where he [eventually] died on 25 December, 1944.”

     I remember that he [Yuhi V Musinga] loved his country and his people so

much,  and he  said  that  he  was  always  ready  to  give  his  life  to  defend his

country. As a family man, he gave us all a good education, and prepared us all

to participate in a culture based on listening [to those around us], on simplicity,

and on love for others.

Sadly, although he was possessed of many good personal qualities, and had

capably governed his troubled kingdom for several decades, what mattered most

in the end, to the Belgian occupiers, was Yuhi’s intransigence on the question of

religion. It was with this foremost in mind that they undertook the elevation to

kingship of his young son, Charles-Léon-Pierre, whose Rwandan personal name

was Rudahigwa, and who had been deeply schooled in the Catholic faith by a

number of Belgian prelates resident in the country. What they would ultimately

learn, however, was that the heart of a king will always belong to his people, and

not  to  those  foreign  interlopers  who  seek  merely  to  use  him  for  their  own

questionable ends. It was a lesson that would ultimately cost Rudahigwa his very

life, and the Belgians their own specious sense of security within the confines of

the African continent that they had so abused, despoiled, and betrayed for almost

a century
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CHAPTER IV

Under Christ the King:

Mutara III Rudahigwa and His Dream of Rwandan Rebirth

(1931-1959)

     Mutara III Rudahigwa was a man of an entirely different stripe from his

sometimes austere and decidedly more traditionalist father. Also possessed of a

regal and commanding presence, he was a Roman Catholic catechumen, and had

been  educated  in  mission  schools.  He  was  crowned  King  of  Rwanda  on  16

November  of  the  same  year,  and  was  soon  to  win  the  genuine  respect  and

admiration,  both  of  his  own  people  and  of  the  foreign  authorities.  “My

impressions  of  Mutara,”  recalled Kigeli,  “were  always  so  good.  He was  a  real

patriot and a true leader.

Above all, he valued those things that could help in the advancement of

Rwandans,  and in that  of  the entire  country,  while at  the same time deeply

encouraging the integration of our country in the sub-region, and in the wider

comity  of  nations.  He  began  to  truly  embrace  modernization  through

education, and through democratization [of the country].

     Alexis  Kagame writes  succinctly  of  the  transition of  power  from Yuhi  to

Mutara.  “While  Yuhi V Musinga and his  mother  took the  road [into exile]  to

Kamembe," recounts the cleric, "his eldest son Rudahigwa was enthroned on 16

November, 1931, and invested by M. Charles Voisin, Governor of Ruanda-Urundi

[today the separate nations of Rwandan and Burundi]. As the new monarch was a

catechist, his enthronement was done in a manner somewhat beyond the bounds

of the traditional ceremonial.” Furthermore, claims Kagame, 

Rudahigwa  recalled  that,  from  his  earliest  age,  his  mother

[Nyiramavugo III Kankazi] did not leave his education to her servants, as was

the custom for women of her condition. She resolved very specifically to educate

his sense of observation: The Prince, each evening before bedtime, underwent a

sort  of  ‘examination’  of  all  that  he  had  seen  in  the  course  of  his  daily

engagements.  This  practice  incited  Rudahigwa  to  consider  attentively  the
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people and the things that he encountered on his way, because he knew that he

would be obliged to give an account of these to his mother…. ‘I understood later,’

he said, 'that this prolonged exercise was of great importance in life.’ 

These practical lessons from the older and wiser Queen Mother, Kankazi,

were to form the bedrock of Mutara’s wisdom, probity, and judgment over the

course of the decades to come, and were to provide him with many insights into

the wider world of men and affairs that was to be his life’s arena. 

     Mutara entered the School for the Sons of Chiefs at Nyanza at a very young

age, which is to say, at the very latest in 1919 or 1920, at the time when it was

under the direction of M. A. Defawe, who resided in Nyanza from 1 October, 1917,

to 10 May, 1920.  Around the years 1923-1924, Prince Rudahigwa finished his

studies, and became his father’s secretary. Writes Kagame of this period of Yuhi’s

reign,

      It was at the time when the emancipation movement with regard to the

hitherto uncontested authority of the monarch took off. As he no longer enjoyed

the  right  of  life  and  death  [over  his  subjects],  and  could  no  longer  simply

eliminate someone at will, all those who were not in favor at Court understood

that the Europeans constituted a superior protective force [for them]. Thus it

was  that  they  created  a  coalition  that  depended  on  the  [Belgian]

Administration, and on the Missionaries. 

     It  is  quite apparent that by this point,  i.e.,  by the mid-1920s, there were

already serious questions about the relationships that existed between the King,

the  Court,  the  Belgian  Administration,  and  the  Catholic  Missionaries.

Nevertheless,  Prince  Rudahigwa  remained  a  staunch  supporter  of  his  royal

father.

     He remained faithful to his father, who was isolated in his residence, faced

with a new world in which the elites no longer bothered with the monarch.

Rudahigwa was asked to join the party that was entirely behind the European

Authority, but he refused, despite the fact that the leader of this party was his

maternal uncle,  Kayondo. Convinced that  the hand had been lost  by Yuhi  V

Musinga,  who  had  now  become  the  declared  enemy  of  the  powerful

Administration,  Chief  Kayondo  made  Prince  Rudahigwa  pay  dearly  for  his
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refusal. 

     The way in which Kayondo took out his anger on the young prince was a most

insidious  and  ingenious  one,  for  he  basically  did  his  best  to  impoverish

Rudahigwa as a result of his patent refusal to betray his father. “According to

custom,” avers Kagame,

     ... the children of the monarch, before they were endowed with their own

properties,  drew  a  living  from  the  possessions  that  the  families  of  their

respective mothers put at their disposition; it was also the case for Rudahigwa,

whose  mother  was  the  younger  sister  of  Chief  Kayondo.  The  latter  brought

Rudahigwa before the European tribunal and demanded that the Prince return

to him his possessions. The European Administration condemned the Prince to

return  to  the  Chief  the  cows,  fiefdoms,  and  servants  claimed  by  him  [in

restitution]. The judge paid no attention to the fact that all of these possessions

were, according to custom, the property of the King. As the Chief had actually

cited a number of cows superior to what had in reality been given to the Prince,

the followers of the King had to come together in order to constitute the herds of

which the Chief took possession.

     Of this episode of bitterness and privation, Rudahigwa was later to speak most

generously, and in a truly Christian fashion.

     The impoverishment in which I was obliged to live rendered me a great

service. Had I continued to live insouciantly in abundance at this stage of my

life, I would never have learned to do everything within my power to find my

own means of existence, and I would have continued to harbor illusions that

were typical of those of my rank, who imagined that Rwanda was their own

private property. 

     When he had become King, Rudahigwa was asked if he was sincere in his

avowal  of  gratitude  at  the  turn of  events  that  had been engendered by Chief

Kayondo’s malice and trickery. Again, he responded in a most charitable way.

“Yes, it is sincere,” he said, “for that man did me a great good, by obliging me, in

my youth, to become [truly] conscious of life.” Nevertheless, at the time, Prince

Rudahigwa was classed by the colonial authorities as “backward,” and shared the

opprobrium inflicted on his father by those who had rallied to the camp of the
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European colonialists.  It  was  only  later,  once  he  had been truly  converted to

Christianity, and had embraced European ways, that the Belgians began to invest

their trust in him, eventually promoting his nomination as a replacement for his

irascible and intractable father, Yuhi V Musinga.

At the same time as the newly-enthroned young king was taking his first

halting  steps  as  a  monarch,  however,  the  Belgian  colonial  administration

undertook  to  further  divide  and  dominate  the  local  populations  through  a

practice of racial identification, eventually imposing in 1931 the use of ID cards

artificially designating citizens as Batutsi, Bahutu, or Batwa. The introduction of

this device into the organic and largely harmonious social fabric of the nation of

the Banyarwanda would come to have hateful and disastrous consequences in the

coming decades, and would eventually lead directly to one of the greatest crimes

against humanity committed in the 20th century.

     Boniface Benzinge, Chancellor of the late King, Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, speaks

powerfully  and  convincingly  of  the  origins  and  extent  of  the  socio-economic

designations of Batutsi, Bahutu, and Batwa within Rwandan society. “The societal

designations of Batutsi, Bahutu, and Batwa go back to the 15 th century, according

to the oral tradition of the time.

     It was the colonizers who first used these designations in an ethnic sense,

however, rather than in a socio-economic or cultural sense. I can tell you with

no doubt whatsoever that the way in which these designations were used was

totally erroneous, as they were meant to allude to economic classes, and not to

ethnicity.

According to Benzinge,  these terms had everything to do with economic

status, and nothing to do with any notion of ethnicity or racial origin. “Those who

had more than ten cows were known as Abatutsi, for ‘Abatutsi’ was a term for

pastoralists,  while  the rest  of  the population were  known either as ‘Abahutu,’

which signified agriculturalists, or as ‘Abatwa,’ which signified those who were

ceramicists. 

     In point of fact, continues Benzinge forcefully, the ethnic classifications were

difficult  to  discern  in  Rwanda,  as  there  were  many  cases  of  intermarriage

between  Bahutu  and  Batutsi,  and  even  between  Bahutu  and  Batwa.  The
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colonizers wanted to use ethnicity as a sort of ‘carte blanche,’ to allow them to

‘divide and conquer,’ and to enable them to put forward false statistics about the

population. Before the time of  the European colonizers, the Rwandan people

were  never  preoccupied  by  racial  questions,  but  simply  lived  in  peace  and

harmony as one nation.

According to Senegalese writer and historian, Boubacar Boris Diop, these

Belgian  colonialist  policies  indeed  sprang  both  from  a  desire  to  “divide  and

conquer”  the  Rwandan population,  and  from a  deep-seated  and fundamental

misunderstanding of  the country’s  social,  political,  and economic systems and

their  various  related  complexities.  “In  traditional  Rwanda,  the  society  was

divided, but it was divided by clan," recounts Diop.

   There were between fifteen to eighteen clans, according to authorities, and in

each of these clans, there were Bahutu, Batutsi, and Batwa. When there were

wars, they were between these clans, they were not ethnic wars.

    The drama of Rwanda is  that  the first  Europeans… arrived with a pre-

established schematic of notions  [about Rwandan society] which was perhaps

valid in other parts of the African continent, and they forced this schematic onto

this little country, which was so different from the others, in so many different

ways, and therefore, the country where there had not really been [any notion of]

ethnicity,  perhaps  the  only  one,  became  the  country  where  the  divisions

between the communities were the deepest, simply because colonial ethnology

was focused on race. So, these [so-called] ‘races’ were set one against the other,

according to the well-known tactic of ‘divide and conquer.’ 

    The myriad complications engendered by the Belgians’ schemes to dominate

the country via its traditional monarchy weighed heavily on the new mwami. “My

brother,” remembered King Kigeli, “was enthroned under difficult circumstances.

It  was after my father had been deposed.  It  was in his  [Mutara’s] best

interests to collaborate with the Belgians, as they were in a position of power.

He tried to do his best to cohabitate with them, but because they had a hidden

agenda,  this  cohabitation  did  not  last  long.  As  soon  as  Mutara  refused  the

injustices that the Belgians imposed on Rwandans, and he had undertaken the

project  for  the  [complete]  independence  of  the  country,  the  colonial
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administration saw him as an enemy to be slaughtered, and they succeeded in

eliminating him in July, 1959.

   As Mutara grew more and more comfortable with his role as  monarch, his

courtiers and the Belgian colonial administration began to think of his dynastic

future.  Thus it  was that,  on 15 October,  1933,  Mutara III Rudahigwa married

Nyiramakomali,  a  member  of  the  Bega  clan.  As  neither  of  them  had  been

baptized at this point, the ceremony performed was according to the traditional

rites of Rwandan society. However, because she was ultimately unable to bear

him any children, Mutara’s bride was eventually put aside in favor of another

young woman, the beautiful Christian noblewoman Rosalie Gicanda. This posed

no legal problems, however,  as Mutara’s  first union had been recognized as a

conditional  one,  and  entirely  dependent  on  its  own  success  for  its  eventual

ratification through the rite of Christian marriage. 

     Monsignor Léon Classe, Mutara’s Belgian Catholic mentor, saw the necessity

of uniting the King according to Church traditions, and with a prominent and

respected noblewoman; thus was solemnized the indissoluble Christian marriage

of  the  King  with  his  second  bride,  on  13  January,  1942.  Even  at  this  point,

however, the King was not a baptized Catholic believer, and had to wait until 17

October, 1943, after catechistic studies of over fourteen years, to fully enter the

bosom of  the Church,  under  the baptismal  names of  Charles-Léon-Pierre (for

Charles the Good, Count of Flanders; Léon, patron saint of Monsignor Classe;

and Pierre, patron saint of his godfather Ryckmans, Governor General of Belgian

Africa).  At the same time,  his  mother,  Kankazi,  was  also baptized,  taking the

name of Radegonde, in honor of Radegonde, Queen of France (circa 520-587 CE).

     Sadly,  however,  this  second union of  Mutara was also  to  prove fruitless,

leaving him with no direct blood descendants. When some traditionalists of the

Court suggested that perhaps he should take some secondary consorts, as had

been  the  millennial  custom of  the  Kings  of  Rwanda,  the  young ruler  replied

forcefully and convincingly. “I must give Rwanda an example of conjugal fidelity.

I am a Christian, and a bad example coming from on high must not be allowed to

cause  Rwanda  to  take  any  steps  backward.”  When  he  was  reminded  that

prominent sovereigns of countless African states had also taken supplementary
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wives  to  assure  their  posterity,  he  replied  simply,  “Their  countries  are  not

Rwanda;  perhaps I  would have done as much,  were I  at  the head of  another

country.” It can be easily remarked from these two instances that Mutara was no

Christian in name only, but was determined and dedicated to following Church

teachings to the letter, even in matters that essentially put the very survival of his

dynasty in jeopardy.  

Despite  the  ultimately  sinister  nature  of  their  plans  for  him,  even  the

officials of the Belgian Mandate in Rwanda initially displayed a substantial level

of respect and admiration for his truly sterling qualities, both as a man, and as a

ruler. In 1935, the Permanent Commission of the Belgian Mandate in Rwanda

reported the following to the Government in Brussels: 

     Mutara Rudahigwa continues to deserve the confidence and the praise of the

Government, which, although he derives no vanity from it, surrounds him with

a high degree of esteem. 

     In his dealings with the Administration, he shows much good sense and puts

forward opinions which are inspired by a sense of equity and are based on a

good knowledge of local customs. In his dealings with the chiefs, he knows how

to  listen,  and  to  understand;  he  masters  the  details  of  their  requests  or

propositions, as they appear justified to him, but he also knows how to demand

obedience, if  the necessity arises. With the local  population,  he is  warm and

welcoming; he listens patiently to their claims, and supports them, if he finds

them justified. 

The European cleric, Louis de Lacger, had this to say about Mutara:

     The modern Mwami pilots his own car, the most luxurious and high-speed in

Rwanda,  travels  alone,  and,  if  the  fancy  strikes  him,  hunts  both  lions  and

leopards with a rifle. 

The universally popular Rwandan monarch, more and more committed to

his growing faith in Christ, and to the performance of his sacred duty as Mwami,

was the first king of Rwanda ever to be baptized a Roman Catholic Christian, and

was followed in his full  conversion by the vast majority of his chiefs and sub-

chiefs,  who  were  also  consecrated  to  faith  in  Jesus,  and  who  in  turn  helped

spread further the Gospel of Christ throughout the nation. Firmly committed to
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social  justice,  in 1945 King Mutara called for the  abolition of  the feudal land

system known as  ubuhake,  which he characterized as "unfair," and which was

eventually eliminated completely in 1954. 

Strengthened  in  his  increasingly  assertive  position  by  the  fact  that  the

United  Nations  had  declared  Ruanda  and  Urundi  “trust  states”  under  direct

observation by UN officials,  but  administered by Belgium (at  least  until  their

eventual  independence)  Mutara  further  insisted  that  the  Belgian  colonial

administration reluctantly accept the abolition of unpaid labor on public works

projects, most frequently executed under physical duress. Although resisted by

the foreign machine, despite pressure from the UN, this move was wildly popular

throughout the land, and led to an even greater appreciation of the efforts of the

Mwami to relieve the burdens of his people.

“On the level of Africa,” claimed the late King of Rwanda, Kigeli V 

Ndahindurwa, “[Mutara] began the political current of independent Africa that 

they called ‘Pan-Africanism.’ He was in close collaboration with other Pan 

Africanists, among them King Mutesa [II], Kabaka of Buganda, [King] Katsonde 

of Nkole, [and] King Rukidi of Bunyoro.”  Thus it was that two transformational 

currents,  devout  Catholicism  and  nascent  Pan-Africanism,  were  to  run  like

parallel  threads  throughout  the  reign  of  the  hopeful  and  idealistic  young

monarch,  inspiring  him  to  strive  to  improve  the  moral,  political,  and  social

climates in his small, but significant mountain kingdom.

     Others have precious memories of Mutara, as well, including Boniface 

Benzinge, close companion and collaborator of the late King Kigeli. “I first met 

King Mutara Rudahigwa when I began my work in the offices of the Territory of 

Nyanza,” he recalls. “He passed through the Accounting Bureau where I was 

working, and when I greeted him, he asked me my name.” 

 When I answered, ‘Benzinge,’ he was quite astonished, and asked me if I 

knew the origins of this family name. I replied that my father had told me it was

[originally] the name of a German military officer, and he [Mutara] asked me 

who my father was. ‘Rwabukwisi, son of Nyamuhenda,’ I replied, at which 

point he smiled and said that my father had been his classmate in school. I was 

so happy, and from that time on, King Mutara always greeted me by name.
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A warrior performs high-jumping at the Royal Court of Rwanda
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The only known photograph of King Kigeli IV Rwabugili (c. 1895)

Intare cadets of royal Rwanda (c. 1895)
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Inyambo, the royal cattle of the traditional kingdom of Rwanda

Kigeli IV Rwabugili (r. 1853-1895), grandfather of Kigeli V Ndahindurwa
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Prince Sharangabo, son of King Kigeli IV Rwabugili (c. 1895)
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A sketch of Prince Sharangabo from the same period as the photo
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Intare cadets of the time of Yuhi V Musinga (r. 1896-1931)
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Dancers perform (top and bottom) for Yuhi V Musinga (c. 1928)
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A herd of Inyambo cattle

Noblemen of the Kingdom of Rwanda (c. 1928)
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Yuhi V Musinga (r. 1896-1931), father of Kigeli V Ndahindurwa

Yuhi V Musinga (center) gives audience to his subjects at his palace
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King Yuhi V Musinga and his mother, Queen Kanjogera (c. 1928)
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One of the sacred herd of prized royal cattle

Yuhi V Musinga (in helmet) with his successor, Prince Rudahigwa (left)
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The youngest Intare cadets display their enthusiasm and spirit

Intare cadets and dancers
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King Yuhi V stands before the German imperial flag
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King Yuhi V Musinga is accompanied by his most intimate advisors
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A young King Yuhi V Musinga, seated, with attendants
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King Mutara III Rudahigwa at a public event (c. 1955)
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Mutara III Rudahigwa receives King Baudouin of Belgium during the
latter’s state visit to Rwanda (1955)
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Presentation of a cow to King Mutara III Rudahigwa

Mutara III Rudahigwa attends the wedding of his sister, Princess Speciosa
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Mutara III Rudahigwa (right) and Mwambutsa IV of Burundi (left) await
the arrival of European dignitaries

Mutara and Mwambutsa visit Europe in 1953
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King Mutara III Rudahigwa visits a rural petrol station in Rwanda

King Mutara and his Queen, the beautiful Rosalie Gicanda
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King Mutara III Rudahigwa makes a public address (c. 1957)

Queen Rosalie Gicanda and King Mutara III Rudahigwa at Nyanza
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King Kigeli V with King Mwambutsa of Burundi (left) 
and King Baudouin of Belgium (center)
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A closeup portrait of the young King Kigeli V (1959)

The proclamation of Prince Ndahindurwa as King of Rwanda, 
at Mwima Hill,on 28 July, 1959
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Young King Kigeli V enjoyed being at the wheel (c. 1960)

Evangelist Billy Graham counsels the King during the difficult early days
of his reign (c. 1960)
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After a protracted exile in various African nations, King Kigeli V found
refuge in the US in 1992
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King Kigeli ponders his plans for the future (1992)
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The Crown of the Kingdom of Rwanda sits atop the casket bearing the
body of H. M. King Jean-Baptiste Kigeli V Ndahindurwa during his funeral

at Mwima Hill, Nyanza, Rwanda, on 15 January, 2017.

King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa rests today in the beautiful and dignified
surroundings of the Mwima Mausoleum, created by the government of

President Paul Kagame, along with King Mutara III Rudahigwa and Queen
Rosalie. It was on this very spot that Kigeli was first proclaimed King.
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     Benzinge’s story is as fascinating and heartbreaking a one as those of other

Rwandan leaders of the time. Born on 16 August, 1934, at Muko in the Nyanza

Territory, he spent six years in school at the Catholic Mission of Kaduha (Nyanza

Territory), and from 1948 to 1952, he was part of the senior secondary class of the

Groupe  Scolaire  in  Astrida  (today  Butare).  He  followed  that  education  with

training and experience in the realm of administrative work, and on 11 December,

1956, was granted a diploma as an administrative specialist. Raised to the rank of

Sub-Chief of Kinihira (in the Chieftainship of Kabagali, Nyanza Territory) by King

Mutara III Rudahigwa in the same year, he worked there until 1959, when social

and political events changed his life forever. Because of his staunch support for

Mutara  III,  Benzinge  was  eventually  arrested  by  the  Belgian  authorities,  and

taken to the political prison of Ruhengeli, where he was imprisoned for almost

two years, and was finally released by an amnesty brokered through the United

Nations, just as Rwanda was preparing for its full independence from Belgium.

     Upon his release from political prison in 1961, Benzinge feared for his own

safety, and for that of his family, and thus settled in Goma, Congo, as a refugee,

from 1961 to 1964. Leaving Goma because of violence and unrest in that area in

1964, he settled in Kampala, Uganda, where he renewed his contacts with the

exiled monarch, Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, who was at that time living in Nairobi,

Kenya. From 1973 onward, Benzinge worked closely with Kigeli to help Rwandan

refugees throughout the world, also serving as Chancellor and Special Advisor to

the King.

     Benzinge himself was a boy of twelve years old when, spurred by strong faith

in the teachings of Jesus, on 27 October, 1946, H.M. King Mutara III Rudahigwa

officially  consecrated  the  Kingdom  of  Rwanda  to  Christ  the  King,  further

cementing its ties to both the Church and to the worldwide community of the

faithful.  Earlier  in  the  same year,  Rwanda had  become a  territory  under  the

supervision of  the  United  Nations,  despite  the  continued presence and direct

control  of  the  Belgians.  Further  inspired  by  his  deep faith  in  Christ,  in  1949

Mutara  declared  his  strong  opposition  to  the  chicote,  or  public  corporal

punishment  of  adult  males,  in  which  they were  frequently  beaten by  colonial

authorities in the presence of their families. This move caused great discontent
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among  the  Belgian  administration,  which  increasingly  began  to  worry  about

potential effects of the growing regional and international prestige of the popular

monarch. 

Speaking of his brother in a 1995 interview with  Royalty magazine,  King

Kigeli had this to say of him:

My  brother  was  a  man  of  great  character,  energetic  and  also  very

intelligent. He was physically strong and a sportsman. He hunted and loved to

play tennis and even soccer; not only did he drive himself, instead of relying on

a chauffeur; he even used to do his own repairs on his automobiles. I must add

that he was a profound Christian, a man of prayer who attended Mass every

Sunday, and personally led his household in the daily recitation of the Rosary.

Belgian government policy in Rwanda during the yeas of the reign of Mutara

III Rudahigwa was sometimes a rather mixed bag of egalitarianism and “divide

and conquer” politics, all played out on the stage of the country’s public life and

institutions. For their part, the institutions associated with the Catholic Church at

first seemed inclined to fairly and usefully developing the talent and intelligence

of  the  nation’s  youth.  “I  first  came to  know the Belgians  during  my primary

school  studies,  “writes  Chancellor  Benzinge,  “and then  I  began my secondary

studies in the Groupe Scolaire of Astrida."

     This school was run by the Brothers of Charity of Gand, in Belgium;

later I worked in the Belgian administration. The Belgians were great workers,

especially the Flemish ones: they were very great educators, and all students

were  treated in  the same fashion,  in  a very egalitarian way.  There was no

discrimination whatsoever. However, among the students there were a number

of  princes,  such as Prince  Louis  Rwagasore  (son of  King Mwambutsa IV of

Burundi),  Prince  Jean-Baptiste  Ndahindurwa  (the  future  King  Kigeli  V  of

Rwanda), and his little brother, Prince François Ruzibiza (son of King Yuhi V

Musinga of Rwanda).

     However, with regard to the governance of the country, they pursued a

very  different  policy,  creating  divisions  among the  Rwandan population  by

using ethnic identity, for they continued to practice their system of ‘divide and

conquer’ to control the country.
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  In  1955,  the  King  of  Belgium named seasoned administrator  Jean-Paul

Harroy as Governor-General  of  Ruanda-Urundi.  The growing tension between

the  King,  who  was  firmly  determined  to  follow  his  conscience  as  a  devout

Christian and to right the wrongs largely imposed on his people by the foreign

occupiers, made a showdown increasingly inevitable, if not necessarily desirable.

In 1956, Mutara officially demanded of the United Nations a swift  end to the

Belgian  occupation,  as  well  as  total  independence  for  his  small  kingdom.  In

addition, the Supreme Council of Rwanda requested that chiefs and sub-chiefs

thenceforth  be  chosen  by  election,  rather  than  by  royal  appointment.  This

demand was later repeated at the beginning of 1959, at the same time as a further

request  for  a  precise  timetable  for  the  accession  of  the  country  to  full

independence and autonomy.

Writing of the Europeans’ fatal re-structuring of the age-old components of

Rwandan  society,  British  journalist  Anthony  Bailey  paints  a  bleak  picture  of

manipulation and covert aims. “When Belgium took over the administration of

Rwanda from Germany… it reinforced a German-created caste system which had

divided  the  centuries-entwined  and  inter-dependent  [Ba]hutu  and  [Ba]tutsi...

groups  into  the  ‘haves’  and  the  ‘have-nots.’…  It  was  the  mishandling  of

independence  by  Belgium  that  stirred  up…  violence  between  [Ba]hutu  and

[Ba]tutsi… and laid the seeds of discontent that came to a head in such a bloody

and barbaric way in 1994.” These seeds were to re-emerge from time to time, and

with greater frequency, in the years that followed the imposition of the Republic

on the unsuspecting people of Rwanda.

 Late in the reign of Mutara III Rudahigwa, in March, 1957, came the so-

called  “Manifesto  of  the  Bahutu.”  This  landmark  document  put  forward  the

notion of the Bahutu as “exploited serfs” and of the Batutsi as “feudal exploiters,”

bent on the subjugation and domination of all that they could control. It even

advanced  the  ridiculous  notion  of  Batutsi  as  “internal  colonizers,”  all  in  an

attempt to sway world opinion in support of this nascent Bahutu “movement.” 

 Many abroad did not realize, however, that the framers of this document,

such  Bahutu  leaders  as  Grégoire  Kayibanda  and  Joseph  Habyarimana,  had

become willing pawns in the hands of the Belgian colonial authorities, advancing
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the ill-founded and fundamentally  erroneous racial  claptrap of  the imperialist

powers, simply in order to advance their own careers and personal ambitions.

According to historian Bernard Lugan, what these young leaders wanted was for

Belgium to re-engineer the structure of Rwandan society, and what they feared

most was a situation in which they were “dominated and entirely dependent on

the goodwill of the Batutsi after the departure of the Belgians.” However, given

Mutara’s obvious dedication to the causes of democracy and equitable treatment

for all, a dedication that would ultimately cost him his life, these seem to have

been  strange  and  unfounded  fears,  indeed,  to  have  been  harbored  by  any

Rwandans of the time, Batutsi, Bahutu, or Batwa.

What many have failed to mention, however, was that from the very moment

of his coming to the throne in 1931, Mutara had dedicated himself to eliminating

those  taxes,  exactions,  and  duties  that  his  people  found  most  onerous  and

prejudicial to their survival and happiness. “From the time of his enthronement,”

writes Alexis Kagame, “Mutara III had taken the initiative to do away with the

duties paid in foodstuffs and bovine products that the entire country had to pay

to the Court.” This, of course, was just the beginning of a progressive course of

modernization and reform that was to gather speed and depth with the passing of

the years, but was to leave the Belgian authorities stymied and full of trepidation

at the sight of the King’s growing popularity and increasing relevance to the vast

majority of his subjects.

With the intervention of the United Nations in the manifold and multiplying

disputes that arose between the ambitious and forward-thinking young Mwami,

and his colonial tutors, there arose the possibility of genuine independence for

Rwanda  in  the  short-term  future.  Mutara  hoped  soon  to  be  able  to  obtain

independence for his kingdom, and thus to help it  benefit  most fully  from its

newly-emancipated state, and to continue to govern it in the traditional fashion,

albeit with a host of new reforms and social developments firmly in place. Moving

sagely in that direction, and via the means of the Superior Council of Rwanda

(with Decree No. 640 of the SCR), the King managed to do away with the corvées,

or  forced  labor,  that  had  been  imposed  by  the  Belgian  colonialists,  hoping

thereby to rally to his cause the Rwandan masses against the machinations of the
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Belgian Administration.  

However, the European colonialists could in no way resign themselves to the

prospect  of  being  eliminated  from  power  in  every  respect  by  the  Rwandan

monarch and his relatively small band of close followers. They had, however, to

put  in  place  something that  would serve as  a  powerful  counterbalance to the

growing power and determination of the pro-independence forces at Court, and

thus hit upon the idea of using the Bahutu majority group (who had been barred

from power by the very same Belgian authorities for over thirty years), and their

various social and political discontents, as a cudgel to wield decisively against

those of the royal party who had formerly been their tacit and closely-guarded

allies.

In 1958, Mutara had journeyed to the Universal Exposition in Brussels, and

returned to his small and mountainous African kingdom with a renewed sense of

purpose  and  optimism.  During  his  stay  in  Europe,  he  had  repeatedly  been

subjected to limitations on his personal freedom to travel by his Belgian hosts,

and  on  his  ability  to  accept  invitations  from  the  various  heads  of  state  and

politicians who eagerly sought him out, due largely to his growing reputation as a

statesman and African nationalist. Once, when his flight to Germany had been

cancelled by the Belgian Minister for the Colonies, he simply opted to take the

train, and duly arrived in Berlin to be welcomed there as the Rwandan Head of

State! Therefore, by October, 1958, when he had returned to Rwanda from this

extended stay in Europe, his opinions and attitudes with regard to the Belgian

Tutelary Authority in Rwanda had shifted decisively and irrevocably against the

continuation of such an institution within the borders of his kingdom.

Finally, in 1959, came the moment of ultimate rupture between the young

Mutara  III  Rudahigwa,  who  dreamed  of  propelling  his  nation  forward  as  an

independent  and  fully  sovereign  state,  and  the  Belgian  civil,  military,  and

religious authorities,  who clung tenaciously to power, and were determined to

wield it covertly via Bahutu leaders, the details of whose ascent to power they had

carefully  engineered  with  Machiavellian  precision  over  the  course  of  the  past

decade.  According  to  Lugan,  “The  Batutsi  demanded  with  more  and  more

insistence that Belgium grant its independence to Rwanda. As Belgium continued
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to  hesitate,  Batutsi  authorities  began  an  increasingly  systematic  policy  of

contesting Belgian  authority.”  The Bahutu,  on the  other  hand,  played the  so-

called “humility card,” as viewed by Lugan. “Humble and moderate,” he writes,

“they never lost an opportunity to underscore their gratitude to Belgium for her

civilizing  work.  Grateful  students,  they  praised  their  Belgian  tutors.”

Fundamentally cunning and disingenuous, this was a policy that was to bear real

fruit for the Bahutu plotters, who allied themselves visibly with their colonialist

masters, all in an attempt to gain the upper hand over their compatriots, come

the inevitable day of Rwanda’s complete independence.

 The Catholic Church in Rwanda took up common cause with the so-called

“Bahutu  patriots,”  violating  all  notions  of  remaining  above  faction  and party.

Lugan writes thus of the breakdown of relations between Church and monarchy,

“The  rupture  between  the  Court  and  the  Belgian  Residence  was  officially

consummated  [on  behalf  of  the  Bahutu].  This  rupture  was  underscored  even

more so by the Catholic Church, whose highest authorities in Rwanda multiplied

their declarations of condemnation of the Batutsi ‘system,’ and their support of

Bahutu ‘nationalism.’” 

 King Mutara III Rudahigwa, although he had been educated in the Belgian

system, and in schools run by and on behalf of Belgian interests, nevertheless was

an insightful and patriotic sovereign, and could by now intuit the fundamental

nature  of  the  colonizers’  divisive  plans  for  his  beloved  country.  Boniface

Benzinge, then the Sub-Chief of Kinihira, recalls being summoned to the office of

the Mwami, along with the other chiefs and sub-chiefs of the nation.” I would like

you all  to  resign  your  posts  immediately,  “declared the  King,  “and to  submit

yourselves to open and democratically-oriented elections for these posts.” There

was a shocked silence among the assembled leaders, which King Mutara then

broke with a concise explanation of the reason for the move he had just proposed.

Here is precisely why I want you all to do this: The Belgians have begun to

claim that our monarchical system is not fair, even though they have certainly

used and supported it when it suited them. Now, they want to divide the people

and the monarchy, so that after Rwanda becomes independent, they can push

our  traditional  system  aside,  and  then  install  a  supposedly  ‘independent
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republican government’ that will, in fact, be under their secret control.

According to Benzinge, all the chiefs and sub-chiefs in the room immediately

agreed to  submit  their  resignations,  a  move that  would doubtless  have taken

place  in  the  short-term  future,  had  the  young  King  Mutara  not  died  soon

thereafter, and under dark and mysterious circumstances, following a series of

unforeseen events that had as their origins the direct involvement of the Belgian

authorities.

     Regardless of the many and complex issues that plagued his beloved Rwanda,

the young Mwami was a great leader in his own land, and among other African

heads of state. Indeed, Mutara was a heroic king in the classical mold, a man of

highly refined sensibilities and a multitude of gifts. “King Mutara was such an

exceptional man on so many different levels, “recalls Boniface Benzinge. 

     He was highly intelligent, physically strong to an incredible extent, and he

loved all sorts of athletic pursuits, playing tennis, ping-pong, and engaging in

boxing matches regularly. He was also a very skilled hunter, and when he fired,

either with a gun, or with a bow, he never missed his target. His bravery was

unparalleled, and his sense of physical courage was unmatched. I have heard

that he frequently faced down attacking animals during his hunts, and never

ever  flinched when taking  his  shot.  Even among great  kings,  this  man was

exceptional.

‘Exceptional’ is a word that is often employed today when those who knew

him  search  for  ways  of  accurately  describing  this  iconic  king.  “My  brother,

“recalled Rwanda’s King, Kigeli V, “was for me, and for so many others who knew

him, both an exceptional king, and an exceptional man.

I would say of him that his whole life was characterized by his love for the

country, by his bravery, by a genuine love of work; he was an exemplary man,

and a devout Christian. I had the precious opportunity to be at his side during

my youth, and he always encouraged me to study the history of our country. He

even asked Abbé Alexis Kagame to keep an eye on me, and to help me to really

understand the history of Rwanda. What I did not know, and what I could not

then suspect, was that he was preparing me to be the King. It was a secret kept

between him [Mutara] and the Holders of the Secret Royal Code (the biru), and
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Abbé Kagame belonged to this group.

Among the foreigners resident in Rwanda during the reign of Mutara III

Rudahigwa  was  the  American  Rosamond  Halsey  Carr,  who  later  penned  a

colorful account of her life there, entitled, Land of a Thousand Hills: My Life in

Rwanda. Of Mutara, his court, and the society of Rwanda at this time, Carr wrote

sympathetically and evocatively.

In  retrospect, the  1950s  in  Rwanda were  the  waning  years  of  a  great

kingdom. Its manifestations were as florid and baroque in their own way as

were those preceding the dissolution of the Hapsburg Empire prior to World

War  I.  It  is  undeniable  that  many  of  us  heard  faintly  in  the  distance  the

rumblings of dissent, but none of us would have predicted that life as we had

known it was about to change irrevocably...

When I first came to Rwanda in 1949, the Mwami, or Batutsi king, was

Charles Mutara Rudahigwa, who - at six feet, nine inches tall - was, during his

reign, the tallest monarch on earth. Rudahigwa's reign had not been an easy

one, though. He had succeeded his father, Yuhi Musinga, who was deposed by

the  Belgian  administration  after  a  thirty-five-year  reign  on  account  of  his

contempt for Christianity and his fanatical adherence to the past....

Rudahigwa's  mother  had  been  Musinga's  first  wife.  Although

Rudahigwa  was  the  eldest  son,  Musinga  had  numerous  wives  and  many

children.  Traditionally,  the  successor  to  the  throne  was  one  of  the  king's

younger sons, as the strength of Rwanda was symbolized by the virility of the

king.  According to legend,  the  true  heir  to  the throne must  be  a  child  born

holding in his tiny hands the seeds of millet, squash, or other plants indigenous

to Rwanda - an indication from their god, Imana, that he was destined to rule.

The identity of this infant who was to become the successor was confided by the

king to three trusted courtiers - members of the royal council, called "Abiru" -

who revealed it publicly only after the king's death. After giving birth to the

royal heir, the young queen never bore another child. She lived apart from the

Mwami and dedicated her life to the nurturing and protection of the young heir

to the throne.
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At the time of  Musinga's deposal [sic]  in 1931,  Rudahigwa had already

attained considerable recognition and prominence as a sub-chief. He was fluent

in French (which endeared him to the Belgians) and acquiesced to the Belgian

demand  that  Rwanda  adopt  Catholicism  as  its  national  religion.

Accordingly, the  Belgians  chose  Rudahigwa  over  his  many  brothers  as

Musinga's successor and proclaimed him Mwami.

     Carr’s recollections of her first encounters with Rwandan royalty are equally

insightful and telling, and give a real sense of the atmosphere of the time.

My first  introduction to  the  Mwami and his  royal  court  was in  1956,

when the Hollywood film, King Solomon's Mines, based on H. Rider Haggard's

adventure classic, was shown to the king and queen and the royal courtiers. The

movie, which was partially filmed on location in Rwanda, and starred Stewart

Granger and Deborah Kerr, contains some of the most authentic African dance

sequences on film, including a dazzling depiction of the dance of Intore, such as

I had seen performed in Gisenyi on New Year's Day of 1955.

The  showing  of  King  Solomon's  Mines had  been  arranged  by  the

American Consulate in Leopoldville and took place in the royal city of Nyanza.

Many of the European residents of Rwanda were invited, myself included. The

Mwami and his queen, their courtiers, and the Batutsi nobles who took part in

the film were all present, as were a number of Belgian officials and priests from

a nearby mission. It was a mild, clear night, charged with an air of excitement

and wonder. A large screen was erected in the middle of a wide dirt road. On

one side of the screen, chairs had been set up for the invited guests. On the other

side (the back side), a huge crowd of Banyarwanda sat with expectant faces

waiting for the movie to begin.

The king and his entourage made a ceremonial entrance. One would be

hard-pressed to find a more majestic figure than this giant of a monarch who

could trace his family dynasty back more than four hundred years. Rudahigwa

and his courtiers were dressed in traditional white robes with flowing togas

knotted at  their  shoulders,  and his  queen,  Rosalie  Gicanda,  was wrapped in

billowing layers of pale pink.
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A disheveled young American arrived with the movie reels just before

sundown and began to set up the projector.... The soundtrack for the film was in

English, and as a result, the Africans were unable to understand the dialogue.

Restlessness  and  murmurs  of  disappointment  rippled  through  the  crowd

until the  action  sequences  progressed  to  the  familiar  landscape  of  Rwanda.

From that point on, the spectators provided their own soundtrack with cheers

and  improvised  dialogue,  as  they  followed  the safari  adventure  across  the

desert to the royal city of Nyanza, shouting with glee each time they recognized

friends - and in some instances themselves - on the big movie screen.

The city of Nyanza was almost entirely devoid of Western influence, as

the Belgian administration had refrained from intruding upon the royal seat of

the  Batutsi  monarchy.  There  were  no  hotels,  and  outside  visitors  were

discouraged. When the movie ended, the king and his entourage and most of the

invited guests assembled at the one small restaurant in town for sandwiches

and drinks. The rumpled young American sat as far from his royal hosts as

possible and spoke to no one. I longed to speak to Mwami Rudahigwa and the

queen;  however, unsolicited  conversations  were  frowned  upon.  Accordingly,

my overtures were limited to smiles from across the room, for which I received

the briefest nod of acknowledgment...

     Regarding the Twenty-Fifth Jubilee celebrations of the reign of King Mutara

III Rudahigwa, Rosamond Halsey Carr writes memorably.

In June of 1957, I had the opportunity to witness the royal court in all its

splendor  when  I  journeyed  to  Nyanza  to  attend  the three-day  Jubilee

celebration  marking  the  twenty-fifth  anniversary  of  the  reign  of  Mwami

Rudahigwa. Thousands of spectators came on foot from great distances to pay

homage to the king. Others came packed like sardines in the back of trucks,

singing  joyfully  as  they  bounced  along  in  billowing  clouds  of  dust  over  the

winding roads that led from all corners of the realm to the royal city of Nyanza.

I  was  accompanied  by  Karin  Bielska's  three  children,  their  Dutch

housekeeper, and my houseboy, Edouard. We brought along tents and hampers

of food and pitched a campsite in one of the lovely groves of eucalyptus trees
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outside  the  royal  village.  We  had  departed  Gisenyi  long  before  sunup  and

arrived in Nyanza just as the royal procession was beginning to make its way

slowly toward the stadium. The scene was as colourful and majestic in its own

way as was the pageantry of the royal courts of Europe. The long cortege was

made up entirely of Batutsi nobles - their imposing height accentuated by the

white  togas  they  wore  fastened  at  their  shoulders  and  the  long  white

robes wrapped around their slender bodies.

Rudahigwa,  the  queen,  and  the  queen  mother  were  carried  into  the

stadium  on  ornate  typoys borne  upon  the  shoulders  of  Bahutu  servants.

The king was dressed in white and wore a long cape of royal blue draped about

his shoulders. His headdress was a cascading plumage of white sisal attached to

a wide band of blue and white beads, with long beaded fringe that parted over

his face and fell to his shoulders. The queen, Rosalie Gicanda, was dressed in a

white  gown wrapped  in  a  cloud  of  white  tulle.  The  queen  mother,  Kankazi

Nyiraruvugo,  wore  a  headdress  similar  to  that  worn  by  the  king  and  was

dressed  in  a  pink  tunic  and  a  voluminous  skirt  of  soft  white  fabric.  Her

shoulders were draped in a shawl of white organdy banded with gray silk. The

queen mother ruled the kingdom in partnership with her son, and was therefore

almost  as  revered  as  he. She  closely  resembled  the  king  in  physical

appearance and was so youthful-looking she could easily have been mistaken

for the queen. The three monarchs maintained expressions of solemn dignity -

neither smiling nor acknowledging the enthusiastic greetings of the cheering

crowd.

The ceremonies opened with a Catholic Mass conducted by Monseigneur

Bigirumwami, the first ordained African bishop in the Belgian territories of the

Congo and Rwanda-Burundi....

At the conclusion of the Mass, the entire assemblage made its way to the

royal palace through a wood of eucalyptus trees. I marveled at the specter of

the tall figures dressed in white who seemed to float gracefully beneath the trees

in  the  filtered  sunlight.  Their towering  height  and  regal  bearing evoked  a

feeling of wonder and awe. The men walked in pairs, often holding hands, as is
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the custom in Rwanda. Women, in groups of four or five, chattered animatedly

among themselves in hushed voices as they approached the palace.

At the edge of the wood, we joined the crowd on a small square of lawn in

front of the palace to witness one of the most solemn rituals of the festival -

the presentation of the royal drum, Kalinga, the sacred symbol of sovereignty.

Kalinga itself was never beaten. Rather, other drums were beaten in its honor.

It was said that the sacred drum was ornamented with the genital organs of

enemies killed in  battle.  Kalinga was always kept  well-guarded from public

view, and I was therefore surprised to learn that its presentation was to be one

of the events at the Jubilee. The presentation did take place; however, the drum

was so heavily swathed in layers of white cloth that its shape and size were

completely obscured. It was borne upon a litter carried by Batwa men, followed

by Bahutu women singing a symbolic song. At the end of each verse, the women

would raise their arms in gestures of subservience to Kalinga.

The palace was a large brick residence with a wide veranda in the style

of  a  European  villa.  Following  the  ceremony,  Batwa  men  presented  their

offerings to the king. Among the gifts were cows with newborn calves, ornate

pots of honey, drums, leopard skins, and carved stools - all of which Rudahigwa

received with cool indifference as he sat impassively on the veranda with the

royal family and Belgian officials.

The afternoon festivities reconvened at the stadium. Awaiting the king

was a glittering array of gifts that stretched from one end of the stadium to the

other. Many were presented in pantomine or ancient tribal ritual. Among the

gifts were a grandfather clock, a motorboat, and a Mercedes Benz. The early

kings of Rwanda toured their kingdom in small, beautifully thatched grass huts

attached  to  long  horizontal  poles,  which  were  carried  on  the  shoulders  of

servants.  A  perfect  replica  of  one  of  these  "touring  huts"  was  presented

to Rudahigwa, who in fact toured his kingdom in a Lincoln convertible. Again,

the extravagant gifts and their presenters were not acknowledged at all.

When I expressed my thoughts to Edouard, who was standing right beside

me, he looked at me in stunned disbelief. "But, Madame," he said, "everything in
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Rwanda belongs to the Mwami! The land, the crops, the people, and the animals

are all his!" Why, indeed, would a person be grateful for a gift that already

belongs to him?

The most beautiful cows in the land, called "Inyambo", were ushered into the

stadium  by  royal  attendants.  These sacred  cows  were  kept  solely  for  the

pleasure of the king and for exhibit on holiday and special occasions. They were

magnificent  beasts,  adorned with beaded necklaces and tiny antelope horns.

Their  great  lyre-shaped  horns  were  ornately  decorated.  Their  hoofs  were

brightly polished, and their udders were painted white.

All of Rwanda's traditional ceremonies were enacted during the festival,

making  it a  truly  historical  pageant.  Batutsi  women,  dressed  in  skirts  of

brightly dyed cowhide, represented the queens of the early kings. Attached to

their headbands were two fifteen-inch-long antennae covered with tiny red and

white  beads,  and  their  ankles  were  encircled  with  hundreds  of  bands  of  a

special grass called "ubutega"....

The highlight of the festival was the dance of Intore. One hundred dancers

with brilliant, multicolored sisal headdresses streaming about their faces tossed

their  heads  and  pounded  the  earth  with  their  feet in  perfect  rhythm  to  the

beating drums, leaping higher and higher into the air. We left the field amid the

ceaseless roar of spectators. It had been a dazzling spectacle, and although we

did not know it at the time, it was to be one of the last such celebrations of the

great Batutsi dynasty.

According to the Rwandan historian Alexis Kagame, “The attitude of the

King, after his return from Europe in October, 1958, did not fail to cause some

inquietude. 

     One found that, contrary to his habit,  he no longer seemed to take into

account the presence of the Tutelary Authority.

     One of the acts that one might judge to be ill-advised was the project that he

put together to make a trip to the United States. During his stay in Brussels, at

the time of the Universal Exposition, invitations had been made to him in this

connection, so that he might be able to travel widely in that vast country with
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his teams of dancers and drummers…

Although  many  recognized  the  growing  severity  of  the  rift  that  had

developed between the Mwami, resolutely dedicated to furthering the welfare of

his people under the sacred banner of Christ the King, and the Belgians, eager to

retain their hold on the physical resources and the political levers of the nation,

few could have foreseen the extent and consequences of the drama that was to be

played out during the course of the coming days. On Friday, 24 July, 1959, King

Mutara traveled to Usumbura, from whence he planned eventually to journey to

New York to put the case for Rwandan independence before the United Nations.

The day after his arrival there, the King requested a shot of penicillin from Dr.

Vinck, a Belgian stand-in for his personal physician, whom he had seen earlier in

the day. The doctor administered a dose of about 1 million units of megacillin,

and  during  the  course  of  a  brief  conversation  with  Vinck  following  the  shot,

Mutara  collapsed  and  died,  apparently  struck  down  by  a  massive  cerebral

hemorrhage. 

     Despite claims that this tragic event was the result of some kind of medical

anomaly, many believed that the increasingly troublesome mwami had simply

been eliminated under orders from Brussels  by means of  a  foul  assassination

rather  thinly  disguised  as  a  clinical  "accident."  This  hypothesis  is  further

strengthened  by  testimony  from  his  half-brother  and  successor,  Kigeli  V

Ndahindurwa, who affirmed in 2015 that Mutara "wanted to go to New York, to

ask  the  UN  to  grant  full  independence  to  Rwanda.  In  Usumbura,  where  a

replacement for his usual physician had given him an injection before the voyage,

he collapsed upon leaving the medical office. Shock, infection, heart attack. We

are assured that it was an accident, but I know that my brother had never been

sick, and that no autopsy was ever performed."

     Rosamond Halsey Carr was present in Rwanda at the time, and recalls the

atmosphere of deep shock and apprehension that reigned throughout the stricken

nation after Mutara’s sudden and unexpected death.

     On the morning of July 27, 1959, a rumor began to circulate throughout

Rwanda that the Mwami was dead. The workmen gathered at the drying house
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and begged me to tell them if this was true. I went to the house and turned on

the radio - dialing station after station. I finally picked up a frequency from

Brazzaville in the French Congo that reported: “The Mwami of Rwanda died on

July  25 at  Usumbura.  The  cause  of  his  death  has  not  been  announced."  I

immediately returned to the drying house and told the men what I had heard.

They received the news in stunned silence, then left the plantation and returned

to their homes.

I was left alone to ponder what the true circumstances were and what the

repercussions would be. I was shocked to learn that Rudahigwa was dead and

felt  apprehensive  about  the  future.  The  official  explanation  of  Rudahigwa's

death was announced the following day. It was reported that on July 25, while

in Usumbura, Rudahigwa had complained of a severe headache. He was taken

to the hospital where he was treated by his Belgian physician. As he was leaving

the hospital, he suddenly grasped his head in his hands and crumpled to the

floor in  a  lifeless  heap.  The forty-eight-year-old  monarch  was  pronounced

dead of a cerebral hemorrhage.

Almost immediately, speculation was rampant throughout the land that

the  Mwami had  been  assassinated.  Indeed,  many  of  us  feared  that  he  had

been murdered by the Belgians, perhaps by lethal injection. Two independent

European  doctors  were  called  in,  and  both  concurred  with  the  original

diagnosis.  Due  to  mounting  tension  within  the  country,  an  autopsy  was

advised. The queen mother flatly rejected the idea, and the autopsy was never

performed....

The funeral  services were held in the royal  city of  Nyanza on July 28,

1959, in the presence of Monsieur Harroy, vice-governor of Rwanda-Burundi;

Mwami Mwambutsa of Burundi; Bishop Bigirumwami; and other dignitaries

of the Catholic Church. I did not attend, as I had been advised that, with the

widespread  suspicion  that  the  Mwami had  been  assassinated,  the  attitude

toward Belgians in particular and foreigners in general was very antagonistic.

     The Rwandan nation was devastated. Deep mourning spread throughout the

land of the Banyarwanda, and the sudden and unforeseen disappearance of this
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great Mwami, truly a shepherd of his people, struck savagely into the psycho-

emotional heart of the grieving population. Equally tragic was the fact that this

hero of the people had passed away with no male descendants, therefore leaving

the matter of the succession an open question. Thus began a race against time

and  circumstances,  bravely  sustained  to  ensure  that  the  sorrowing  Rwandan

homeland  should  not  fall  even  further  under  the  control  of  the  Belgian

administration at this critical juncture in her history. Providence, favoring the

right over the might, would supply a genuine blessing in the person of her next

ruler,  but  his  ability  to  positively  influence  events  in  his  increasingly  fragile

kingdom would be tragically short-lived.
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CHAPTER V

A Dream Deferred:

 The Sabotaged Reign of H.M. Kigeli V Ndahindurwa

 (1959-1961)

     The stunning loss of their beloved Mwami left the people of Rwanda shocked

and grief-stricken. Even as the nation mourned however, the biru, who had not

been called upon to entirely order the royal succession since the days of Yuhi V

Musinga, made hasty preparations to proclaim the accession to the throne of a

new mwami.  Sensing that  the Belgian colonial  authorities  would seek to take

advantage of  this  period of  instability  to  forcibly create a regency under their

complete and direct control, thereby effectively crushing the hopes of the nation

for autonomy, the aged counselors of the kingdom gathered in conclave to settle

upon a successor.

     Despite  the  lack  of  a  direct  male  descendant  of  Mutara  III  Rudahigwa,

however,  it  soon became  apparent  that  he  had made  known his  wishes  with

regard to the royal succession. The Abbé Kagame, one of the leading religious

figures of the kingdom, as well as a key political personality, declared that he was

ready to swear an oath that the late Mwami had in fact secretly revealed to him

his choice for the throne. In addition, the chiefs Michel Kayihura and Alexandre

Kayumba  were  also  aware  of  the  person  that  Mutara  had  wanted  to  become

mwami after his death, as he had by that time largely given up on the possibility

of having children with Queen Rosalie Gicanda. That his choice should also have

lighted upon a member of the royal family of absolutely sterling reputation, held

in  the  highest  esteem  by  both  the  Rwandan  people  and  the  Belgian

administration, was considered to be nothing short of providential.

     Despite the fact that other candidates were briefly discussed by the biru, and

by  members  of  the  Supreme  Council,  in  the  end  the  choice  was  a  clear  and

resounding one. Mutara's half-brother, Jean-Baptiste Ndahindurwa, was called

upon to take up the burden of the throne, and to be invested with the power and

responsibility of the sacred office of Mwami. It is quite telling, in fact, that the
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new Mwami, who was famed for his goodwill, his devotion to Christ, and his care

for the people,  did not at all  consider himself  to be a likely candidate for the

throne. According to witnesses, early on the day of his designation as Mwami,

before  the  ceremonies  associated  with  his  late  brother's  funeral  were  set  to

commence, he had simply gone out to tend to his herds of cattle, much as he had

done in the days and months past, and was therefore entirely unaware of all the

tumult and excitement surrounding his approaching elevation to the kingship. 

     The scene at the public funeral of the late king, which took place on 28 July,

1959, was understandably anything but a peaceful one. There was both profound

grief and considerable tension in the air, as the people and the court prepared

themselves  for  the  next  move  of  the  Belgian  administration  in  its  seemingly

incessant campaign to cripple the hopes of the Rwandan monarchy. The aged

biru, however, despite their relatively small numbers and the somewhat decrepit

state  of  the  traditional  Rwandan  ritual  protocols,  were  to  play  their  hand

brilliantly,  effectively  trumping  the  Belgians  at  their  own  game.  Honoring

scrupulously the ancient Rwandan royal traditions, and carefully following the

various  rites  associated with  the  transfer  of  power,  they took as  their  central

inspiration the ancient formula of  succession:  Umwami aratabazwa, igihugu

kigahabwa  undi  mwami  kitaraye  nze  ("The  mwami  is  buried,  and  then  the

country receives a new mwami, without passing one day with a vacant throne").

     After the funeral of Rwanda's lamented hero-king on the hill of Mwima, in

Nyanza,  the  announcement of  his  successor  was  made in the presence of  the

assembled mourners and the officials of the Belgian administration. When the

name  of  Ndahindurwa  was  made  known  to  the  crowd,  there  was  a  great

acclamation from the Rwandan people. Given the enormously positive response

to the succession of the young monarch (who assumed the throne name of Kigeli

V) to the royal dignity, the Belgian authorities, including Governor-General Jean-

Paul  Harroy,  had  no  choice  but  to  acknowledge  that  they  had  been

outmaneuvered by the biru, and they were therefore forced to put a good face on

their defeat. In point of fact, however, and despite the deeply questionable nature

of their ultimate plan for Rwanda, the Belgian authorities themselves privately

expressed a sincere, if somewhat grudging respect for the character and abilities
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of the man who had just become king. 

     “During the burial of His Majesty, King Mutara III,” remembered Kigeli V

Ndahindurwa, “the Governor, as representative of the Belgian government, had

informed the public that his government was going to replace the King with a

Regent,  and  that  later  they,  and  not  the  people  of  Rwanda  (as  was  usually

customary) would decide whether or not Rwanda would become a republic.” 

At this point,  writes historian Benjamin Sehene,  the Vice-President of the

Supreme Royal Council of Rwanda, in the name of the Rwandan population,

informed  the  Belgian  Governor  that,  in  virtue  of  the  laws  and  customs  of

Rwanda, a king could not be buried before the announcement of the accession of

a new Mwami. The Belgians, despite themselves, accepted that the new Mwami

should be proclaimed to the public. Thus it was that the Members of the College

of  Biru  (holders  of  the  royal  esoteric  codes)  proclaimed  the  name  of

Ndahindurwa-Jean-Baptiste as the new King of Rwanda, with the reign name

of Kigeli V.

Upon hearing this news, the population all cried out in a loud voice to

show their joy at this development; they were bursting with joy, because they

loved the King,  considering him the Father of  the Nation,  who protected all

without reference to [racial or clan] distinctions.

“The  Belgians,”  avers  Boniface  Benzinge,  “were  planning  to  install  a

Republic in Rwanda after the death of Mutara III.”

     However, they ‘forgot’ that they had signed a legal decree in 1952 stipulating

that, in the case of the death of the King of Rwanda, he would be replaced by

another King, according to the laws and customs of Rwanda.

      Alexis  Kagame  writes  thus  of  the  men charged  with  orchestrating  and

announcing on Mwima Hill the legitimate succession to possession of the Regal

Drums of the Kingdom: 

        … Chief  M[ichel]  Kayihura was of  the Family of  Ndungtse,  to whom

belonged the dignity of Guardian of  Kalinga; for his part,  Chief  A[lexandre]

Kayumba  was  the  grandson  of  Gashamura,  who  was  the  highest  dignitary

among his colleagues.

     Boniface Benzinge further recounts the height of the drama surrounding the
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accession of King Kigeli, stating,

     It was at the burial of Mutara that Chief Alexandre Kayumba, Head of the

Biru, had proclaimed the name of Prince Ndahindurwa Jean-Baptiste, to whom

was given the royal name of King Kigeli V. As this all took place on the Hill of

Mwima, Jean-Paul Harroy, Governor of Rwanda and of Burundi at the time,

characterized this event as the ‘Coup of Mwima.’

     What Harroy (and the other Belgian officials) must have known all too well,

however,  was  that  this  was  no  “coup,”  for  the  time-honored  protocols  and

procedures  of  royal  Rwanda  had  been  followed  scrupulously  by  the  relevant

authorities, and that this was therefore a genuine and perfectly valid succession

to the throne. In fact, the Belgian Administration itself had guaranteed that this

should be the case, with a decree of 14 July, 1952, which stated unequivocally, “It

is  the  role  of  tradition[al  practices]  to  determine  the  person  who  should  be

invested with  the  role  of  King,  according to  the  designation procedure of  the

traditional authorities [i.e., the biru].” Thus it was that, far from being a coup,

this  transition  of  power  represented  a  seamless  handover  orchestrated  and

carried  out  by  the  selfsame “traditional  authorities”  named specifically  in  the

Belgian decree.

     Carr recalls the atmosphere in the country upon the accession of King Kigeli V

Ndahindurwa on 28 July, 1959.

The  funeral  was,  in  effect, the  last  great  manifestation  of  the  Batutsi

dynasty in Rwanda. Friends later described the event as being fraught with

tension....

A long procession carried Rudahigwa's body to the sacred burial ground.

Grand  Chief  Kayihura  of  Gisenyi  stepped  forward  and  shouted  in  a  voice

strained  with  emotion  that the  mwami could  not  be  buried  until  the  royal

council, the biru, had designated his successor. Complete silence fell upon the

crowd as a member of the royal council came forward and announced that the

childless Rudahigwa had chosen as his successor his young half-brother, Jean

Ndahindurwa, who had taken the name of Kigeli V.

A wild roar erupted as a young man - seven feet tall and astonishingly
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thin - stepped forward to greet his subjects. Instantly, all hostility was forgotten

as the people cheered their new sovereign. 

     Born in Kamembe, in the Shangugu Territory of Rwanda on 29 June, 1936, to

the exiled King Yuhi V Musinga and Queen Mukashema, the young Mwami had

been baptized a Roman Catholic, taking the name of Jean-Baptiste. When he was

four  years  old,  the  family  had  been  forced  to  leave  Rwanda,  and  had  been

resettled in the County of Marungu, Moba Territory, in Katanga Province of the

Congo. After the death of his father, King Yuhi V Musinga, in 1944, young Prince

Jean-Baptiste  Ndahindurwa  returned  to  Kibungo,  Rwanda,  with  his  mother,

Queen  Bernadette  Mukashema.  There  he  attended  primary  school  at  the

Rwamagana Catholic Mission until 1949, completing his primary education at the

Kabgayi Catholic School of the Josephite Brothers in 1950. 

     Noted as both a highly intelligent and devoutly religious young man, Prince

Ndahindurwa  joined  the  Groupe  Scolaire  of  Astrida,  at  that  time  the  sole

government school in Rwanda and Burundi, where such subjects as medicine,

veterinary  sciences,  agriculture,  and administration were  taught.  Opting  for  a

concentration in administrative studies, he continued his studies between 1952

and 1956 at the government school in Nyangezi, Congo. Upon leaving Nyangezi,

the Prince took up work with the Belgian administration, first in Astrida, then in

Bufundu in 1959.

Prince Ndahindurwa had worked with the  Belgian administration in the

Astrida  Territory  from 1956 to  1958,  whereupon he  was  named Sub-Chief  of

Bufundu in 1959, being widely recognized, by both Rwandans and Belgians alike,

as a devout young man of great probity, with a deep sense of social justice and a

keen knowledge of his country, its people, and their needs. 

     “The reign of  King Kigeli  V as Mwami of  Rwanda,” remembers Boniface

Benzinge, “was a victory over the Belgians, and a joy for the population, because

the colonizers were already prepared to impose a republic on the nation.”

     As  King  Kigeli  V  had  just  announced  the  beginning  of  constitutional

monarchy at his investiture, the Belgians were deeply unhappy. When the King

began his tour throughout the country, in order to greet the population, the
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Belgians and their partisans conducted a campaign of manipulation, in order to

spur the people to revolt. In this way, the joy of the people in the reign of Kigeli

V did not last long. 

Furthermore,  according  to  Benzinge,  the  shadowy  nature  of  Belgian

schemes  to  overturn  the  traditional  Rwandan  system  of  government  was

becoming patently obvious to many at that time. 

The intentions of the Belgians were to abolish the Rwandan monarchy,

pillar of peaceful cohabitation and national unity, and to replace it with a new

regime of  so-called ‘republican governance,’  while  giving all  the power to  a

single section of Rwandan society, i.e., the Bahutu. These ‘republicans’ had the

same intentions as the Belgian authorities, which were to abolish the monarchy

and to accede to supreme power.  

The  new  king,  although  now  the  target  of  Belgian  schemes  and  the

centerpiece  of  political  intrigue,  had  started  his  life  in  modest  circumstances

during  the  protracted  exile  of  his  royal  father,  King  Yuhi  V  Musinga.  “My

childhood was  a  very  ordinary  one,”  claimed King  Kigeli  V  from his  exile  in

suburban Virginia, USA. “I played with my friends, and did domestic chores with

my  brothers  and  sisters.  We  really  lived  a  normal  life,  like  other  Rwandan

children of our age.

I began my primary studies at Rwamagana, in the east of Rwanda, at

Nyanza, in the center of the country. I lived with my mother [Mukashema] all

the while, as my father had just died [in 1944]. After my primary studies, I was

sent to Astrida [today Butare], to begin my studies in a school run by the Marist

Brothers. 

A year later, I was sent to Nyangezi, in the Congo, to continue my studies

in a modern secondary school. There, I undertook courses in administration for

five years,  after  which  time I  returned to Rwanda,  where  I  was hired as  a

secretary for the Territory of Nyaruguru. I was very fortunate in my work, and

therefore,  after  five  years,  I  was  promoted  to  the  rank  of  Sub-Chief  in  the

Subchieftancy of Rukondokami. 

Two years  later,  King Mutara died quite  suddenly,  having confided to

Abbé Alexis  Kagame that I  would be his  successor,  but for my part,  I  knew
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nothing at all about this. Thus it was that, during the funeral rites [for King

Mutara],  the  Head  of  the  Biru  proclaimed  my  name  as  the  new  King  of

Rwanda.

     “When King Kigeli V came to the throne in 1959,” recalls Chancellor Benzinge,

“I was already Sub-Chief of Kinihira, in the Chieftainship of Kabagali,  Nyanza

Territory, and had been since 1956.

     The Rwandan people had been deeply shocked and profoundly saddened by

the death of Mutara III Rudahigwa. It was only with the proclamation of King

Kigeli V that the people truly rejoiced to have a new and young King; one who

was truly kind and admirable. There was so much hope in the future of the

monarchy  when  Kigeli  was  proclaimed,  especially  as  the  King  had  just

announced that he would rule as a constitutional monarch. It was the Belgians,

and their sympathizers within the country, who later forced the people to accept

a republican form of government.

The  new  king's  reign  began  in  an  atmosphere  of  extreme  tension  and

growing  unrest  among  certain  elements  of  the  people.  With  the  population

secretly  stirred to dissent  by the Belgian authorities,  who sought to undo the

positive accomplishments of the late Mwami, and to hobble the chances of the

new king, incidents of political violence and other types of crime grew throughout

the nation. “When I grew up,” recalled Kigeli, “my mother and my brothers told

me how the Belgian colonizers had dethroned my father.” 

They began in 1931, when they decided to overthrow my father, Yuhi [V]

Musinga simply because he had refused to be baptized, and he was [thus] held

in exile in the Congo, at Kinshasa, by the Belgians. He was thereafter replaced

by my brother, Mutara III Rudahigwa, who had received an education at the

seminary.

In general, the Belgians had [what amounted to] a dictatorial regime [in

place], and everyone feared them. King Mutara tried to redress the injustices of

the past,  and to correct the errors, above all  the forced labor that had been

imposed on the population [by the Belgians], and he had initiated the process

for the [complete] independence of Rwanda.

The Belgians had not at all appreciated these initiatives, and they decided
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to have him [Mutara III Rudahigwa] killed. After his death [on 25 July, 1959],

they  continued  the  plans  that  they  had  had  in  place  before  his  demise,

encouraging the people to rise up against the monarchy, while sabotaging all of

my initiatives, until the day that Colonel [Guy] Logiest revealed to me their plan

to dethrone me, and to overthrow the monarchy. 

‘My  mission,’  declared  Logiest  to  me  quite  flatly,  ‘is  to  overturn  the

Batutsi, and to put the Bahutu in their place. On the day that my government

tells me to reinstate the Batutsi, I will come to you, Your Majesty, and we will

drink a glass of whiskey together.’

I thanked him for his sincerity, and told him that it was highly regrettable

that they had such a plan. I added that had I enough power, I would oppose this

plan most strenuously, but as they were in a position of greater military power

than I, there remained only one option for me, which was to cut off relations

with him, and with his administration. 

    Thus the Colonel simply and unashamedly unfolded to the Rwandan king the

illegal  nature  of  Belgium’s  designs  with  regard  to  Rwandan  independence,

designs that were ultimately to be in direct and flagrant violation of both the clear

orders of the United Nations (as codified in Resolutions 1579 and 1580, of 20

December, 1960), and of the basic principles of international law and diplomacy.

It was not until 9 October, 1959, and after considerable difficulty, that His

Majesty Jean-Baptiste Kigeli  V Ndahindurwa was to able to swear his oath of

investiture at Kigali. Indeed, it had even been suggested to him by the Belgian

authorities that he should do so privately, but the new king patently refused to

execute such a solemn, sacred, and essentially public undertaking while shrouded

within a veil of secrecy and suspicion. As a precaution, however, and because of

the volatile  nature of the political situation in his struggling country, the new

Mwami had demanded that explicit mention be made of his wish to reign as a

constitutional monarch, so as to avoid any future possibility of nullification of his

enthronement by the tutelary authorities. In addition, having requested that he

should  rule  constitutionally,  Kigeli  V  Ndahindurwa  was  now possessed  of  an

almost irrefutable argument in favor of the speedy and equitable creation of an

independent  native  government  and  of  a  new  national  constitution.  This
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eminently  public  act  was  accomplished  in  the  presence  of  the  Vice-Governor

General, and of the twenty-seven members of the Superior Council of Rwanda.

     However, both the Belgian authorities and the Catholic Church were already

deeply engaged in a campaign of obstruction and sabotage, and these at the very

highest  levels.  On  24  September,  1959,  the  high-ranking  Catholic  clerics

Monseigneur  Bigirumwami  and Monseigneur  Perraudin  launched a  hysterical

denunciation of the party UNAR, one of the staunch supporters of the monarchy

in Rwanda.  “Playing on all  notes of  demonization,”  writes a  shocked Bernard

Lugan,  “[Perraudin and Bigirumwami] were  unembarrassed by scruples.  They

effectively assimilated everything at the same time, and without any thought for

the  contradictions,  equating  the  monarchist  party  with  ‘fascism,’  ‘atheism,’

‘communism,’ and ‘islamism.’” The ridiculous nature of these claims did not go

unnoticed, even in the highly-charged atmosphere of this moment in Rwandan

politics,  and  this  to  such  an  extent  that  the  Bahutu  parties  were  eventually

obliged to address a letter of explanation and exculpation to Pope John XXIII in

Rome, where the words and actions of Monseigneur Perraudin, in particular, had

met with a certain measure of outraged censure, even among fervent Catholic

believers.

     Sadly, however, the forward-thinking constitutional monarchy envisioned by

the devoted new monarch was not to be realized in his land. Circumstances and

events conspired against the fulfillment of his plans, and it soon became painfully

apparent that the Belgian administration, which purported to favor the peace and

stability  of  its  "client"  nation,  was  actually  in  collusion with  anti-government

factions to effect the downfall of the Rwandan monarchy and the installation of a

new  and  more  malleable  régime  under  its  watchful  eye.  By  early  1960,  the

handwriting was most clearly on the wall on a number of different levels, and the

Belgians continued to do their utmost to undermine the monarchical prestige of

the increasingly popular young Mwami.  In that year,  the portrait  of the King,

which had previously graced banknotes and coins of the Bank of Rwanda, was

replaced  by  images  of  wild  animals,  and  His  Majesty's  closest  advisors  were

increasingly placed under close surveillance by the Belgian Sureté. The image of

Kalinga  also  disappeared  from  public  view,  and  political  and  racial  violence
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continued to  escalate  in  the once-peaceful  kingdom. The evil  seeds cunningly

sown by the European authorities over the course of the preceding decades had

sadly begun to flower just as Rwanda stood on the threshold of full independence.

     In a recently declassified note addressed to King Baudouin of Belgium on 24

October, 1960 by his Grand Marshal, Gobert d'Aspremont Lynden, uncle of the

Minister of African Affairs,  the Marshal indicates that he sees no difficulty in

inviting King Mwambutsa IV, Mwami of Burundi, to the upcoming wedding of

Baudouin in Brussels.  "As for Kigeli,  Mwami of Rwanda," continues the

Grand  Marshal,  "there  is  no question,  as  he  will  be  put  aside."  This

constitutes one of the clearest and most striking indications of the secret plans of

the  Belgian  authority  to  eliminate  Kigeli  V  Ndahindurwa  from  his  rightful

position as monarch of his people, and to install some species of neo-colonialist

puppet government in his place.

     Decades  later,  on  14  November,  2001,  a  report  by  prominent  European

journalist  Colette  Braeckman,  Chief  African  Correspondent  for  Le  Soir

newspaper in Brussels,  literally threw open the door on a highly intricate and

truly sinister web of Belgian plots and coup attempts throughout Africa during

the  1950s  and  1960s.  According  to  Defense  and  Foreign  Affairs  Daily,

“Revelations of an explicit role by the Belgian government in the assassination of

Congolese leader Patrice Lumumba, Rwandan King Mutara III, and Burundian

King Mwambutsa at the end of the Belgian presence in Africa in the late 1950s

and early 1960s have triggered a series  of  responses which are likely  to have

significant strategic ramifications.

     The information emerged in a report by Colette Braeckman, the authoritative

Chief African Correspondent for the Brussels daily,  Le Soir, on November 14,

2001.  In  the  report,  Braeckman  reveals  that  the  Government  of  Belgium,

which  occupied  Rwanda  and  Burundi  under  a  United  Nations  trusteeship

arrangement,  and  which  occupied  the  Congo  as  a  colonial  power,  had

deliberately planned the assassination of Congolese leader Patrice

Lumumba,  the  murder  of  Rwandan  King  Mutara  III,  and  the

overthrow of his successor and brother, King Kigeli V, among other

acts.
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     In the meantime, Rwandan expatriates and residents alike were agitating on

behalf of the King. As well, some leaders and members of the Rwandan Bahutu

population were now saying that the new evidence absolved them of the long-

held  claim that  a  Bahutu  revolution  had removed the  King  and started  the

process of ethnic war in Rwanda.

     At the time, however, the Belgian authorities were careful to mask all of their

actions as best they could, especially given the tense and potentially volatile social

and political climates through much of post-colonial Africa. There were some in

the international community, however, who were able to see things for what they

were,  and  to  judge  accurately  among  those  who  presented  themselves  as

Rwandan patriots. Early in 1960, the UN had sent to Rwanda a mission under the

direction of Mr. Mason Sears, who also doubled as de facto representative of the

United States  in  Rwanda.  For  Sears,  King  Kigeli  was  a  guarantor  of  national

unity, and UNAR a party of respectability and probity.

The incidents that have recently taken place in Rwanda are not the result of

a popular revolution against social injustice…  The political party UNAR,

which  counts  among  its  members  many  Bahutu  faithful  to  the

Mwami,  is  above  all  an  African  nationalist  movement,  pure  and

simple,  and  almost  identical  to  those  which  one  finds  in  other

African territories.

King Kigeli  V is above all  a just man, humble, accessible, and

sober and,  with all  the necessary encouragements,  he could rally

90% of the population behind him in the very near future. 

However,  as  the  Belgian  authorities  were  bent  on  pursuing  a  policy  of

isolation and elimination with regard to the Rwandan monarchy, the last thing in

the world that they wanted to hear was that, with the proper amount of outside

support, Kigeli was entirely capable of quickly mobilizing the vast majority of the

nation’s population behind him

It was in search of just such “necessary encouragements” as Sears mentioned

in his report that King Kigeli set forth into the wider world, in the hope that his

cause,  and  his  mission  for  the  renewal  and  stabilization  of  an  independent

Rwanda, might receive a fair hearing. On 19 December, 1960, he approached the
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United  Nations  General  Assembly,  during  the  Fifteenth  Session  of  its  Fourth

Committee. In Item Number 45, entitled “The Question of the Future of Ruanda-

Urundi,”  the  Mwami  wrote  powerfully  and  persuasively  of  the  necessity  for

intervention on the part of the United Nations, due to the ethnic violence that

had again broken out across the country. “My first duty,” he proclaimed, “is to

defend the interests of the people who raised me to this high office.

     I hasten to make it clear that even if I had no other qualification than that of

a simple citizen of Ruanda, I would have appeared before this Assembly as a

patriot…  Thousands  of  people  have  been  killed;  thousands  of  refugees  are

wandering about with no shelter,  their property having been looted… Many

people, including two of my brothers, are subject to controlled residence or have

been deported to distant islands.

The King continued to refute, in a very pointed and exact fashion, some of

the aspersions  that  had been cast  on him with regard to  his  elevation to the

kingship. “When on 28 July, 1959, I was called upon by popular acclamation to

preside over the destinies of Ruanda; my first concern was to make a solemn

declaration in favor of a democratic régime, and specifically of a constitutional

monarchy corresponding to people’s aspirations. 

I then undertook a journey in order to restore calm to the country which

had been disturbed for the moment by the untimely death of Mwami Mutara

III. The enthusiastic welcome which I received everywhere presaged an era of

national peace. This, however, was short-lived. Political parties arose, and the

Belgian Administration, contrary to what they had asked and obtained of me in

the form of a statement that I would remain above party, supported certain

political parties. Belgian civil  servants took an active part in the creation of

political movements, while merciless persecution was launched against other

parties.

     The United Nations General assembly viewed the situation entirely as King

Kigeli himself did, and voted on 20 December, 1960, to enjoin Belgium to cease

its illegal and prejudicial actions, and to allow the return and reinstatement of

Rwanda’s legitimate sovereign.
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RESOLUTION No. 1580: Concerning the Case of Kigeli V

     1. The General Assembly regrets that the powers of Kigeli V should

have  been  arbitrarily  suspended,  and  requests  that  the

Administrative  Authority  rescind  these  measures…  [and] …return

him to Rwanda in order to permit him to exercise his functions as

Mwami,  while  awaiting  that  the  population  should  express  its

wishes on that subject.

     2.  It  decides that  a referendum shall  be  organized under  the

supervision of the Commission for Ruanda-Urundi on the institution

of the monarchy, and on the person of the present Mwami.

     3.  It asks that the above-mentioned Commission, after having

studied  the  situation,  should  present  to  the  General  Assembly  its

recommendations, during the reopening of the 15th Session, on the

subject of the date on which the referendum should take place.

     Notwithstanding  Resolution  No.  1580  of  the  United  Nations  General

Assembly, however, difficulties and complications seemed to multiply endlessly,

despite the King’s efforts to overcome all obstacles, and to unite the Rwandan

people. “After the burial of His Majesty Mutara III Rudahigwa,” recounted King

Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, “and in an atmosphere of high tension, I was enthroned

as King of Rwanda.” 

The colonial administration was angered because we had foiled their plan

to overthrow the monarchy. However, they did not relent in these designs; they

continued, in secret, to encourage the Bahutu population to rise up against the

monarchy, by using the most educated among them, until I was forced to refuse

to sign a document that would have dismissed a number of Chiefs and Sub-

Chiefs for no valid reason.

     King Kigeli himself declared unequivocally that the Belgian scheme for his

removal was becoming increasingly apparent over the course of the months. “I

journeyed to Bujumbura to see Governor Harroy," stated Kigeli, “and to ask him

for some clarification of the [earlier] comments of Colonel Logiest.

During  our  conversation,  he  tried  to  minimize  the  declarations  of  the

Colonel,  by  describing  them  as  the  language  of  soldiers.  Despite  this
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‘explanation’ by Harroy, their maneuvers continued to be evident throughout

the country, inciting the population, above all the Bahutu, to rise up against the

power in place [i.e., the monarchy]. 

Faced  with  such  a  situation,  from Bujumbura,  I  found  it  necessary  to

travel to see the Secretary General of the United Nations, who was on a work

visit in Kinshasa [Congo], to explain the conditions that reigned in the country

at that time. Upon my arrival, they declared me persona non grata across the

airwaves of the Ruanda-Urundi National Radio.

From  Kinshasa,  therefore,  I  was  obliged  to  go  to  Dar-es-Salaam,  in

Tanzania, and I again contacted the Secretary General,  to advise him of the

further  deterioration  of  the  political  climate  in  Rwanda.  Following  this,  he

invited me to explain things in greater depth before the Security Council, in its

general meeting. I arrived in New York, and duly appeared before the Council,

where I outlined in detail the current state of affairs within Rwanda, and where

I also pleaded for the independence of Rwanda after a referendum, the fruit of

which were two UN Resolutions, Nos. 1579 and 1580, which provided for my

return, as well as for the organization of such a plebiscite as might determine

the future of the country’s system of government. 

It was evident that Logiest and Harroy wanted to chase me from power," he

states. 

If I  was at Léopoldville [at the time of the Belgian coup d'état],  it  was

because I wanted to meet Dag Hammarskjold, Secretary General of the

UN, and to plead in favor of independence. Harroy had made no objection

to  my  departure,  very  much  to  the  contrary.  But  when  I  returned  to

Rwanda, I found Belgian commandos who were guarding the border with

the  aim  of  keeping  me  from  re-entering  my  country...  I  never  fled

Rwanda,  as  people  have  said;  it  was  the  Belgians  who  kept  me  from

returning, for they wanted to establish the Republic..."  

Indeed, claimed Kigeli,

The colonial administration refused to abide by the Resolutions [of the UN

General Assembly]; on the contrary, the very same administration organized a

referendum in my absence. However, I forced my return to Kigali by disguising
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myself, in order to ensure the application of the resolutions mentioned above,

which authorized me to present myself in the elections. The next day, the secret

services  took  me  in  hand  for  interrogation;  they  forcibly  expelled  me  to

Bujumbura by helicopter, thereby making it impossible for me to present myself

in the referendum.

On 28 January, 1961, in both haste and a certain measure of secrecy, the

Belgian government arranged for a meeting of local Rwandan burgomasters at

Gitarama,  under  the  heavily  armed  protection  of  Belgian  para-commandos,

where  these  native  electors  illegally  voted  for  the  abolition  of  the  monarchy,

thereby  leading  to  the  installation  of  the  Republic  of  Rwanda  under  its  first

President, Dominique Mbonyumutwa.

“When  King  Kigeli  V  left  Rwanda  in  1961  to  attend  the  independence

celebrations  in  [the  Congo],  the  Belgian  government  announced,  without  his

prior  knowledge,  that  there  would  be  a  referendum  on  the  future  of  the

monarchy,” writes Anthony Bailey of the colonizers’ machinations. 

… [T]hey ordered Kigeli not to return home. Belgium was now turning its

back on the monarchy and undermined the only institution that [the people]

held in general respect. 

King Kigeli, now effectively barred from returning to his homeland by the

successful Belgian plot, was offered a suitable residence in Kinshasa by Patrice

Lumumba, Prime Minister of the Congo, who was soon after to be assassinated in

another infamous instance of foreign  main-basse  in central Africa. The Mwami

did eventually manage to make a journey to New York (generously underwritten

by the prominent American financier, David Rockefeller), where he was entirely

successful  in  his  efforts  to  obtain  full  UN  support  for  the  independence  of

Rwanda.  British author Anthony Bailey recalls, “The United Nations called for

the postponement of elections and the referendum and the return of the King.”

The General Assembly stipulated that the Belgian government should 

1. Permit the repatriation of all Rwandan refugees who had fled their homeland

during the oppressive Belgian régime,

2. Accede to the return of H.M. King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa to his country

and
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3.  Allow  Rwanda  complete  control  of  the  conduct  of  its  affairs  as  a  free,

independent and autonomous nation.

“A UN team,” continues Bailey, “was dispatched to Rwanda, but by the time

it  arrived  there,  the  [Ba]  Hutu[s]  had  already  declared  the  Republic  and

appointed one of its leaders as president. 

     The  Belgians  recognized  the  new  rulers;  when  elections  were  held  in

September,  most  [Ba]Tutsi[s]  refused  to  participate  and  as  a  result  the

[Ba]Hutu[s] won the election and the monarchy lost the referendum.      

     In  the  end,  the  Belgians  would  ultimately  comply  with  none  of  the  UN

demands,  and  would  openly  defy  the  entirety  of  the  UN  resolutions,  instead

unilaterally proclaiming Rwanda to be a Republic at the end of 1961. In July of

1962, they granted full independence to the struggling and beleaguered nation,

now  bereft  of  its  Mwami,  the  traditional  spiritual  and  political  father  of  the

Banyarwanda. According to His Majesty's closest advisor, Boniface Benzinge,

After the resolutions of the UN regarding the future of Rwanda (namely

that  Kigeli  should  be  allowed  to  re-enter  the  country  as  its  King,  that  all

political prisoners should be liberated, and that all refugees should be allowed

to repatriate), His Majesty wished to return to Kigali as soon as possible. What

he knew, however, was that the Belgian authorities had posted commandos on

all  of  the frontiers of  the country,  with the express intention of  blocking his

return. Nevertheless, he left for Ngara in a car, from whence he intended to re-

enter the country, but found the border area heavily patrolled and guarded by

the commandos. 

     Seated in the back row of seats in the car, he was disguised as a pregnant

woman, with a veiled head and padded, protruding stomach, the latter giving

evidence  of  the onset  of  labor.  In order to  distract  the Belgian commandos,

those accompanying the King offered them a case of beer, saying that they were

in a great hurry, due to the advanced state of pregnancy of the lady within the

vehicle. As they were more interested in the beer than in the pregnant woman,

they quickly let the party pass the border check, in order to better enjoy their

complimentary drinks.

     Once within the country, the King and his companions went directly to the
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house  of  M.  Rukeba,  the  president  of  UNAR,  who  lived  in  central  Kigali.

Unhappily,  though,  while  entering  the  house  of  M.  Rukeba,  Kigeli  was

recognized by a Bahutu man, who immediately sought out Colonel Logiest, and

informed  him  of  the  King's  presence  in  Kigali.  Logiest  ordered  Belgian

commandos to encircle the house where the King was staying, and called for

him to come out, which he did, whereupon he was escorted by the commandos

to a waiting helicopter, which flew him to Bujumbura.

     While in Bujumbura, the King was placed under house arrest for more than a

week, and this news soon made its way to the ears of President Julius Nyrere in

Tanzania. The King had previously warned Nyrere that he was going to return

to Rwanda, in accordance with the UN resolutions, but he knew well that the

Belgians would do anything they could to derail his plans, so he had asked the

President  to  follow very  closely  the  events  that  were  unfolding  there.  Thus,

when Nyrere learned that the King had been arrested and sent to Bujumbura,

he immediately sent a telegram to Governor J.-P. Harroy, to inform him that

Kigeli had returned to Rwanda in accordance with the UN resolutions, but if he

(Harroy) did not want him there, he should send him to Dar-Es-Salaam, from

whence  he  had  recently  come.  If  not,  all  Belgians  working  for  the  the

International Maritime Agency in Dar-es-Salaam would quickly be arrested.

Faced with  such an  unpalatable  development,  Harroy very quickly  sent  the

King to Dar-es-Salaam, accompanied by the Belgian ambassador, M. Carlier,

as well as by the British ambassador. 

     The King’s seemingly solitary struggle was seconded by a number of high-

ranking  African  personalities,  among  them  the  members  of  the  African

Nationalist  Party,  who drafted  and delivered to  the  Fourth Committee  of  the

United Nations General Assembly the following Memorandum:

Having thoroughly studied the political situation in Ruanda-Urundi at a

special  conference  of  our  delegations…]we]  real[ise]  that  the  arrest  of  King

Kigeli the Vth of Ruanda on September 25 and the murder of Prime Minister

Louis  Rwagasore  constitute  a  challenge  to  law…  and  consider  []  that  the

legislative elections were organized in Ruanda by colonialists in an atmosphere
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of terror that has cost the lives of 500 people, thousands of wounded, 200,000

exiled and hundreds of  detainees… [and] considering the obvious will  of  the

Belgian colonialists to install a neo-colonialist government in Ruanda, [we]…

     Urge the United Nations to see that resolutions 1579, 1580, and 1605 of the

U.N. General Assembly on Ruanda-Urundi are properly implemented,

     Appeal to the United Nations to consider the flagrant violation of  these

resolutions by Belgium and to end its trust over Ruanda-Urundi to replace it by

a provisional U.N. direct administration,

     Recommend to all peace and freedom-loving nations, and especially Afro-

Asian  Nations,  to  strongly  support  the  national  liberation  movements  of

“UNAR”  and  “UPRONA”  [pan-Rwandan  monarchy  parties]  in  favour  of

genuine independence without neo-colonialism.

Sadly, despite the valuable support and recognition of such organizations as

the  African  Nationalist  Party,  the  voice  of  the  King,  who  struggled  to  bring

stability and peace to his tiny kingdom, fell on deaf ears. Thus were planted the

seeds of ongoing conflict, deception, and suffering that were to bear such bloody

and hateful fruit over the course of the coming decades. Alexis Kagame, like the

King’s  Chancellor,  wrote  of  the final  attempt of  the  King to gain  entry  to his

beleaguered kingdom. “The [Belgian] Administrative Authority had categorically

refused the return of Kigeli V before the Referendum. 

He  tried  nevertheless  to  return  and  he  managed  to  do  so  on  the  23

September  [1961],  two  nights  before  the  popular  consultation.  The  Special

Resident of Rwanda had prepared himself for every eventuality by installing

roadblocks on all of the roads by which the deposed monarch might re-enter

Rwanda. It even seems that the order to shoot him on sight had been given, with

the assumption that without a doubt he should return with an armed escort

which would lend itself to accusations of [his bringing a band of] assailants.

     On the contrary, however, he arrived quite discreetly, as a passenger

among others on board a humble camionette. In this way he passed all of the

roadblocks where the Belgian para-commandos awaited resolutely the cortege
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of Jeeps and tanks that one imagined [would appear]. Having arrived at Kigali,

he was saved in principle; the Special Resident considered himself to be under

the  obligation  to  do  no  more  than  to  arrest  him.  Alerted  to  this  fact,  Mr.

Rahnema, the UN Commissioner, intervened, but he did not succeed in bending

the Special Resident to his will. Kigeli V was thereafter sent to Usumbura, from

whence he was sent on to Dar-es-Salaam on 2 October, 1961. 

Many  are  those  today  who  call  for  the  further  investigation  of  Belgian

intervention in the Kingdom of Rwanda during this period, a kingdom that was

entrusted by the United Nations to the Belgian Tutelary Authority. According to

historian Ludo De Witt, “For Rwanda, there is still research to be done.

In this country, the Belgians threw oil on the fire of the rivalries between

Batutsi and the Bahutu, and used them in order to be able to install- under the

cover of a democratic Bahutu revolution- a government under their orders. This

is a major turning point in the escalation of  the ethnic conflicts in Rwanda,

which culminates in the genocide of 1994. 

The events of these fateful days  are also recounted by Julien Nyssens, who

was working as a Belgian administrator at the time of the King’s brief return to

Rwanda. “The myth of the Mmwami was so anchored in people’s minds," writes

Nyssens,

 that it was possible- but not certain- that his mere physical presence, a

sufficient cause of  fear for his  subjects,  would cause them to worry about a

seizure of power on his part, and that this would exercise in its way a kind of

pressure on the electorate.

     It was in the middle of the night, the evening before the vote, it must have

been two o’clock in the morning, I was called by Colonel Logiest to his house. He

had been  informed of  the  unwelcome presence  of  the  Mwami  at  Kigali.  He

gathered together a small état-major of about four or five people, to decide on

the  way  to  flush  him  out  before  sunrise,  and  then  to  send  him  beyond  the

border. I proposed that we should all be divided into five teams that could each

go to the residence of  one of  the top five candidates on the list  of  the “pro-

Mwami” leaders, which is to say, those of UNAR. Thus it was decided that each

of us would leave at the head of a few soldiers.
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     For my part, I was to search the area of Nyamirambo, which was far

less large than it is today. I inspected the houses, and in each case found their

occupants  in  bed.  Kitted  out  with  a  flashlight,  I  could  recognize  them.  No

Mwami in Nyamirambo; thus I rejoined my colonel, who informed me that the

Mwami had been rapidly flushed out from the house of Rukeba, the number one

on the UNAR list.

     I took the Mwami into custody, in order to lead him to the military camp,

from whence a helicopter was to transfer him to Usumbura. It was on the steps

of the Kigali Hospital that he was entrusted to me. Before taking him away in

my car, a VW Beetle, I asked him to raise his arms, so that I might frisk him. He

willingly complied with my request, holding in his hands a whisk. Ignoring his

dissatisfaction  at  having  to  ride  in  such  a  small  car,  I  brought  him  to  the

helicopter that awaited him at the previously arranged point.  

The bravery and determination of the young King Kigeli, exemplary in any

context, were part and parcel of the spirit of the Rwandan kingdom, especially as

its people began to foresee a time when they would no longer be under the heel of

foreign domination and manipulation. Rwandan historian and teacher, Théophile

Murengerantwari,  speaks  knowingly  of  the  “sea change”  that  had  taken  place

during the latter years of the reign of Mutara III Rudahigwa, and during the early

days of that of Kigeli V Ndahindurwa. “At the time of the accession of King Kigeli

V,” writes Murengerantwari, “people had begun to be more and more daring. 

In 1959, Kigeli V, having taken notice of the evolution of people’s thoughts,

had recently  decided  on  a  constitutional  monarchy,  which  is  to  say  that  he

wanted to demonstrate his desire to exercise power in a modern fashion, as was

the case in many other countries in the world, and notably in Belgium. Kigeli V

had seen clearly. According to the aspirations of the leaders of the people for

real  democracy,  there remained nothing but  to organize the royal  power in

such a way as to respond effectively to the plans for democracy that had been

encouraged by the leaders.  It  is  well  known that  [Grégoire]  Kayibanda [the

most prominent Bahutu republican leader, later President of the Republic of

Rwanda] and his companions had been satisfied by the accession of Kigeli V.

They  greeted  with  enthusiasm  the  decision  by  King  Kigeli  to  reign  as  a
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constitutional  monarch,  a  decision  which  was  not  at  all  appreciated  by  the

[Belgian] tutelary authorities. The accession of a constitutional king, as was the

case in Belgium, signified the total independence of Rwanda.

It  was  therefore  necessary  for  the  authorities  of  the  Belgian  tutelary

administration to block by any means necessary the exercise by Kigeli V of his

monarchical functions. This came to mean that Kigeli V, who had just sworn to

reign as a constitutional monarch, could practically not exercise his powers. It

is therefore a great injustice to pretend that everything that took place in 1959,

notably the revolution and its consequences, should be considered the fault of

Kigeli.  

     Many were those, however, both within Rwanda itself, and throughout the

international community abroad, who were fooled by the “smoke and mirrors”

techniques employed by the Belgian colonial authorities, and by their handpicked

successors, the Bahutu leaders of the new Republic of Rwanda. When violence

broke out between the political parties associated with the Batutsi (UNAR) and

the Bahutu (PARMEHUTU), the Belgians were quick to support the latter, while

coming down hard on the former. In the documentary film,  Rwanda and the

Colonel, Robert Regnier, a former Belgian official in Rwanda-Urundi, recalls that

the support of the colonizers for the Bahutu was apparent to all, even when they

were committing acts of violence against the Batutsi population. “It is true that

we were unilaterally very severe in the repression of the violent acts

committed by [the Batutsi monarchist party] UNAR.

Right  away,  we  were  there  with  our  troops,  and  with  our

territorial soldiers.

     And,  on  the  contrary,  we  closed  our  eyes  to  the  numerous

instances  of  violence  committed  by  PARMEHUTU  [the  Bahutu

republican  party],  and  therefore,  by  [those  close  to]  Kayibanda,

because  I  think  that  Kayibanda  had  his  men  well-armed,  and

therefore, they knew that they could get away with it, because he

had done so. 

     In his book,  From Feudalism to Democracy,  the last Belgian Governor of

Rwanda-Urundi, Jean-Paul Harroy, speaks candidly of his role in what came to
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be known as the “Coup of  Gitarama,” of  28 January,  1961,  engineered by the

Belgians, and executed to bring about the domination of the entire country by

their chosen men, the new Bahutu power élite. “Following the telephone call of

12:45 PM, Ambassador Dorsinville [of the UN Commission for Rwanda-Urundi]

regarded  me  with  his  piercing  eye,  while  asking  me  nonchalantly,  ‘Nothing

special?’ I was extremely unhappy to respond, ’No, nothing important,’ when in

truth I should have said to him, ‘They have just unseated your protégé of [UN]

Resolution 1580… [i.e., King Kigeli]…’ 

Harroy himself was thus personally involved in misleading and obstructing

the efforts of the members of the UN Commission that had been sent, under the

power of the UN Mandate in Rwanda-Urundi, to ensure that any transition to

power in Rwanda was to take place in a fully legal and internationally-sanctioned

environment. Of course, this is not at all the way in which events unfolded, and

the United Nations, as well as the broader international community, was simply

left with the fait accompli of the installation of “Bahutu power” in Rwanda, and

the summary elimination of the monarchy and its institutions (the Kalinga, the

biru), the personal overthrow of King Kigeli himself, and the installation of the

Republic. All of this was done within the course of a few short minutes, and by

simple  acclamation  of  the  crowd  later  assembled  in  Gitarama.  These  events

marked the beginning of a troubled and painful time for the people of Rwanda,

one that would endure for decades, and whose heart-wrenching repercussions are

still felt there today.
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CHAPTER VI

Unconquered:

Kigeli V’s Quiet Struggle for Rwanda’s Rebirth

(1961- 2016)

     In exile, King Kigeli’s efforts on behalf of his suffering countrymen were as

unstinting and far-reaching as they were when he was still in power. At the time

of the horrific Genocide of 1994, a trauma that shook his nation to its very core,

Kigeli was an active and passionate voice on behalf of those who were suffering

and  dying  on  a  daily  basis.  The  February,  1995,  issue  of  Britain’s  Royalty

magazine featured an in-depth article about the heartbroken, yet resolute African

monarch.  Author Anthony Bailey wrote warmly of the King, and of his lonely

struggle. “[H]is not a story of romantic dreams of regaining his long-lost throne,

but  that  of  another  Rwandan  trying  to  do  his  bit  for  his  country  and  his

countrymen, at their time of greatest need.

     Kigeli  V  has  dedicated  himself  to  keeping  his  country  in  the  world’s

consciousness, and to enlist[ing] its help… He did not wish to talk in any great

length about himself  or his family’s ancient history… There was no pretence

from this seven-foot-two-inch tall exiled monarch, just a friendly welcome and

a desire to get down to talking about his search for peace in his country. 

     King Kigeli’s earliest memories are largely of his mother, as his father was

occupied with state affairs, particularly the problem of the family’s return to

their homeland. Kigeli  describes his mother thus: ’She suffered terribly from

asthma. However, she did not spare herself when it came to my upbringing. She

oversaw  my  education  and  it  was  she  who  taught  me  the  importance  of

cultivating a life of prayer, the thing which has sustained me through all that

has happened ever since.’

From the time of his enforced exile by the Belgians, until his death on 16

October,  2016,  H.M.  King Kigeli  V  Ndahindurwa lived the  entirety  of  his  life

abroad,  first  in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania (1961 to 1962),  and then in Nairobi,

Kenya (1963-1971). He also lived in Kampala, Uganda (1972-1978) and again in
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Nairobi (1979-1992). In June of 1992, and thanks to the direct intervention of his

friend and fellow African head of state, Nelson Mandela, he was granted political

asylum by the US government, and lived in Washington, DC, until the end of his

life. 

     “Wherever I have lived in Africa,” recalled Kigeli fondly,

    I have met with a warm and generous welcome, whether it was in Tanzania,

in Uganda, or in Kenya. I have had very good relations with the leaders of these

countries, and as a result of my good ties with these people, they have received

Rwandan  refugees  with  respect.  While  in  Uganda,  I  was  offered  the

opportunity  to  send  Rwandan  refugee  children  to  secondary  and  technical

schools there, with the further possibility of their being admitted to Makerere

University, which was a direct result of my friendly relations with the Ugandan

government of the time.

His Majesty is even warmer in his praise for his adopted home in North

America.

My impressions of the American government and of the American people

have been overwhelmingly positive since the very moment of my arrival here

[in 1992]. They have given me such a warm welcome, and as I am a political

refugee, they have quite generously provided me with the means to take care of

my basic necessities. These days, I lead the simple life of a political refugee, with

certain medical and daily needs, but the American government is aware of my

long-term goals, and I believe that they will be willing to help at the opportune

moment.

     The King’s Chancellor, Boniface Benzinge, is equally fond in his recollections

of their arrival in the USA. “On 10 June, 1992,” says Benzinge, “we arrived in the

United States, and were received by our good friend, Bill Fisher.

     The next day, he presented us to some of the high-ranking personalities of

Oklahoma, and then after two days, we continued our journey to Washington,

DC. We noted that this country was highly developed, and that the American

people  were very welcoming and warmhearted,  very open to everyone,  and

that they took great pleasure in helping others. It was at this time that we made

our first visit to the US State Department, where we explained what was going
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on [in Rwanda], and that the war that was going on greatly increased the risk

of conflict degenerating into genocide.

      This visit was not to be the last that the insightful monarch was to pay to the

seats of  power in his  new  terre d’exil.  On 21 March,  1994,  a few short weeks

before the outbreak of the horrific genocide that so stained the pages of the last

decade of the 20th century, Kigeli wrote directly to the United Nations.

     This appeal is written with much confidence that you will understand it, and

take it  into consideration.  The reason[s]  that  ha[ve] forced me to make this

appeal [are related to] what is going on in Rwanda today:

1. Killings, hatred, and other discouraging situations.

2.  How the  Agreements of  Arusha [designed to bring peace and renewal to

Rwanda]  which  were  signed  before  with  certain  nations  and  organizations

have been so long delayed. I am afraid that this delay may bring terrible chaos

in Rwanda, [on a level] which was never experienced there before.

Tragically  prescient  in  his  fear  of  “terrible  chaos  in  Rwanda,”  the  King’s

painful foresight was to prove all too accurate, for by early April, the Genocide of

1994 was in full swing, with over one million Rwandan people dead by the end of

that horrific spring. “Had the UN and the African Union paid attention to my call

for action,” wrote Kigeli later in an address to the heads of state of two dozen

nations of  the world,  “we may have averted the  war,  the genocide,  and other

horrible human rights violations in Rwanda.” Sadly, his was a lone and unnoticed

voice at the time when Rwanda stood on the bloody precipice of its infamous

genocide, with the heartbreaking result that none of those who might have been

saved from the pitiless assaults of the crazed mass murderers ever managed to

survive. 

Unknown to the wider public, during the run-up to these atrocities, the King

had received a special secret envoy from then-President Juvenal Habyarimana.

“He asked me,” His Majesty recounts, “to keep refugees from requesting their

return, because Rwanda was ‘like a glass full of water; if they continued to agitate

for their return by force, the Tutsis within the country would be exterminated.’”

This shocking and prescient view of the situation within Rwanda was tragically

borne out only a few short weeks later, when the world stood back in horror and
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disbelief at the sheer extent and nature of the unspeakable murders that took

place within the strife-riven nation.  

While on the road in Montreal, Canada, in support of aid operations for the

struggling country, and according to exiled patriot Guillaume Murere, Rwanda’s

King  Kigeli  V  Ndahindurwa  was  represented  by  his  faithful  aide,  Boniface

Benzinge, who had the following to say about the insinuation that the King had

been chased out of his kingdom by the Bahutu majority: “This is not true; the

Mwami was not chased out by the Bahutu, he was chased out by the Belgians.”

Commenting further on the situation in Rwanda, Benzinge said, “We know how

the kings governed, and now we have also seen how the republics have governed;

why not let  the people  choose for themselves the form of  government that  is

suitable for them.” Clearly, Mwami Kigeli supported the self-determination of the

Rwandan people, thus positioning himself as a real democrat and, faced with the

extremists of the RPF camp, who have imposed their dictatorship at any cost, it is

patently obvious that he wisheed that all democrats should form a cooperative

and efficient coalition. Later, in a speech at Georgetown University, King Kigeli

characterized  the  Rwanda  Genocide  as,  “the  most  preventable  tragedy  of  our

time.” He went further, to say that “the Genocide was the result of the loss of

respect and culture that the Monarchy had guaranteed throughout the centuries.”

The pillar of Rwandan civil society, its age-old monarchical system, had stood as

a bulwark of stability and order in a country that was to witness a seemingly

endless  spiral  of  violence  and  oppression,  once  that  key  system  had  been

dismantled and discarded through a fatally toxic combination of treason from

within, and of collusion from without.   

In the appalling wake of  this genocide,  many other related problems and

challenges arose. Again, in 1995, King Kigeli spoke movingly of the plight of his

broken and suffering nation.

We have thousands of  Rwandans in  exile  in  neighboring countries  who

must return home. We have thousands of  families who have had loved ones

murdered and must now be taught to forgive and not seek further bloodshed.

Internally  we  need  medical  supplies  to  treat  the  wounded;  roads  and

communication  facilities  which  have  been  destroyed  in  the  conflict,  water
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distribution  networks  which  have  been  contaminated  or  destroyed,  schools,

churches- the list is endless…

The genocide which has been happening in Rwanda is political, not because

of tribal differences. During my family’s reign, there was harmony amongst the

people. Today’s violence is part of a program of hatred planned by the country’s

former colonial leaders and their successors.

As a devout Roman Catholic and in a country which my brother dedicated

to  Christ  the  King,  I  am  deeply  saddened  by  the  wicked  murders  of  the

Archbishop, priests, and nuns, and have written to Pope John Paul II with a

message of sincere condolences. But my heart also goes out to all the innocent

men,  women,  and  children  for  the  death,  injury,  and  suffering  and  loss  of

homes, livelihood and possessions during this period of hostilities.

I am particularly conscious of the effect that these troubles are having on

our children, who are the future of our nation. In a way, I am thankful that

through my exile and poverty and because I am a refugee I am able to share

and fully  understand their suffering.  Before  coming to the United States [in

1992], I too had my life threatened by the very same people who created this

disaster and –without security- I was, like everyone else, at their mercy and

living in fear.

     Recalling his own years of exile in Africa, Chancellor Benzinge tells a tale of

mixed blessings and genuinely hard times. “My memories of exile in Africa are of

a very difficult life.

   I [first] went into exile after two years as a political prisoner, after the events

of  1959.  We  were  granted  amnesty  thanks  to  the  United  Nations,  which

demanded the liberation of all Rwandan political prisoners at the time. When I

left prison, I went directly into exile in Goma, in the Congo. I was hired by the

Lipton-Congo Company, and two years later, I found myself engaged by the

government of Goma District.

In 1964, there were tribal disturbances in the regions of Goma and Bukavu.

All Rwandan refugees were arrested by the local authorities in connection with

a plot of the Kayibanda government in Rwanda, who wanted to capture sixty

people from among our ranks, to have them executed at Gisenyi. 
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On that day, God was truly with us, and really protected us, for in the end,

they were unable to take a single person captive. Sadly, however, nine people

were killed by the Congolese police, who were trying to load them into some

trucks. After these events, I left to build a life for myself in Uganda, where I

spent over fifteen years working in the import-export trade.

His Majesty King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, throughout the entirety of his exile

in  the  USA,  and  accompanied  by  Chancellor  Benzinge,  regularly  travellled

throughout the world to speak out on issues related to the happiness, security

and prosperity of his people, an received an immense amount of praise, as well as

numerous international awards of the highest rank in various knightly orders and

confraternities, for his tireless efforts on behalf of justice and peace in Rwanda.

In 1998, he was awarded the prestigious Gold Star Award of the International

Strategic  Studies Association,  for his  work in trying to warn the world  of  the

approaching  genocide in  his  country,  and throughout the  region.  He was  the

founder and head of the King Kigeli Foundation, which works today to support

humanitarian initiatives on behalf  of Rwandan refugees throughout the world.

He remained in daily and constant contact with Rwandans throughout the world,

including those still residing there, fielding scores of telephone calls every day.

“King Kigeli is in touch with Rwandans in every corner of the world,” declared

Benzinge in a 2015 interview, “as well as those who are still within Rwanda itself.

On  the  average,  he  receives  a  minimum  of  about  thirty  calls  every  day.  In

addition, the Royal Council of Rwanda gives him information on a regular basis,

as well as daily analyses of the social and political situations in the country.”

King Kigeli was the Sovereign Grand Master of the Royal Order of the Lion

of  Rwanda,  an  Order  of  State  founded  by  his  late  brother,  H.M.  Mutara  III

Rudahigwa, as well as of the Royal Dynastic Orders of the Drum, the Crown, and

the Crested Crane,  the latter  three  essentially  his  own orders of  chivalry  (see

Appendix III), all of them in the great Christian tradition of knighthood. 

     “My life as a Christian began when I was a small child,” recalled Kigeli. 

My mother was a Christian, and a very devout one. She always brought

me with her to Mass, and we prayed together in our house with other members

of the family. I grew up in this environment, and in this way, I have been a
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convinced Christian since that time, until today. Such a Christian culture has

created in me a deep spirit of love for others, of justice toward others, and of the

need to forgive, [all of ] which have guided me throughout the course of my

reign, and throughout the many chapters of my life, down to the present.

Although one of the aims of the government of Paul Kagame seems to have

been to erase King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa from the collective consciousness of

modern  Rwandans,  this  plan  will  not  succeed.  “My  actions  on  behalf  of

Rwandans speak for themselves,” averred the King in 2016.

The  true  history  of  our  country  is,  thanks  to  things  like  the  Internet,

increasingly at the disposal of everyone these days. I am in daily contact with

Rwandans, both within the country, and throughout the world, and they keep

me informed  regularly  on  precisely  what  is  happening  within  our  country,

wherever they might happen to live.

Among the things that sustained the King during the course of his lonely and

protracted struggle to restore a viable constitutional monarchy to his beleaguered

land  was  his  deep  and  abiding  religious  faith.  “Wherever  I  am,”  he  proudly

asserted, “I try my best to remain a truly practicing Christian believer, and via my

faith,  and  the  King  Kigeli  Foundation,  I  reach  out  to  help  others  through

philanthropic  undertakings  aimed  at  supporting  orphans  and  other

disadvantaged  people.”  Among  the  holy  sites  that  His  Majesty  visited  as  a

Christian pilgrim were Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Rome, and Fatima, places in which

he prayed deeply and reached out for guidance as a devoted Catholic. 

     The decades that have followed the forced exile of its beloved Mwami were

violent and painful ones for the Rwandan nation, and even today the way ahead

still  remains  fundamentally  unclear.  Manipulated  and  betrayed  by  foreign

interlopers, torn asunder during decades of civil strife and unspeakable brutality,

the people of Rwanda were throughout these many tragic ordeals deprived of the

inspired leadership of their traditional ruler, the chief bulwark and support of the

social, political and spiritual life of the nation. 

     “The  Kagame  government,”  asserted  Chancellor  Benzinge,  “has  always

attempted  to  transform  the  history  of  Rwanda,  and  of  the  monarchy,  into

something that they can then use for their own ends, but this will never succeed,
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for truth always triumphs over lies and trickery. 

     The proof of this is the fact that there are so many people who call  His

Majesty every day,  who wish  to  give  their  support  to  the monarchy.  Many

Rwandans now believe that the monarchy can bring solutions to longstanding

problems such as national reconciliation and fundamental unity, as well as a

lasting peace for Rwandan people, and this where the various republics have

failed. These young people, who have been steered away from the true history

of  the  Rwandan  monarchy,  will  come  back  into  the  way  of  truth  by  the

orientation of  their families,  their relatives,  and by exposure to truthful  and

solid documentation of the historical events. 

     Today,  however,  the  very  fabric  of  the  Rwandan  state  has  been  fatally

compromised by this important lacuna, and the resulting chaos and suffering of

the  past  four  decades  have  sadly  dogged  the  halting  development  of  the

struggling republic. When asked about the challenges that will doubtless await  a

Rwandan  monarch  and  his  ministers,  should  they  ever  return  to  power,

Chancellor  Benzinge  was  direct  and  forthright.  “The  first  thing  to  do  is  to

promote national unity, peace, and reconciliation. This is the basis of a lasting

and peaceful cohabitation for the Rwandan people. 

All Rwandans must be able to live together in harmony, and in equality,

without any kind of ethnic, regional, or class discrimination. They must all have

basic  human  rights  and  complete  freedom  of  speech.  Understanding  these

needs, and responding to them effectively, are the two keystones of an eventual

return to power of King Kigeli.  

For most of his US exile, King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa lived in very modest

circumstances in Oakton, Virginia, a suburb of Washington, DC, capital city of

the United States. Guye Pennington, the King's last private secretary, remembers

Kigeli's limited means, as well as the reason for his chronic lack of funds. “I’ve

been asked before why King Kigeli didn’t stash money in other countries,” recalls

Pennington, “while he reigned, like a number of other royals did (and still do, as

the Panama papers proved in recent years). The wealth of Rwandan kings was

mostly in cattle, not jewels or liquid assets. Additionally, from what I know of His
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Majesty, his concern and focus during his reign was on the Rwandan people, not

on himself.” In fact, says one of his closest collaborators during his final years, 

He was devoted to Rwandan independence from its colonial occupation,

which no doubt influenced the Belgians barring him from returning to what is

now the country of Rwanda (Ruanda-Urundi at the time). I really don’t think it

would have occurred to him while reigning to hide monies in a foreign country

in case he was ever overthrown. His Majesty was deeply religious (when we

planned  for  him  to  travel,  we  always  had  to  allow  time  for  Mass  in  the

schedule),  and I  just  don’t  think hiding monies was in his  character.  To use

British kings as a reference, King Kigeli V was an Edward the Confessor, not a

William the Conqueror.

Kigeli devoted the majority of his time to maintaining constant contact with

the thousands of Rwandan refugees who now live around the world, in places as

far-flung as Montreal, Brussels, Los Angeles, and London, among others. He was

especially interested in nurturing young Rwandans, who in his words, "absolutely

represent the future of the country." He spent countless hours on the telephone

each  day,  in  addition  to  those  he  spent  meeting  with  members  of  the  Royal

Council  of Rwanda, a body that was created in 2011 to help keep the King in

better and more effective contact with Rwandans in every corner of the globe.

"The young Rwandans of today," asserted the King, "have little contact with

the  historical  realities  of  our  common  past.  They  are  fed  stories  by  the

government, and since this is practically all that is available to most of them, this

is what they grow up believing." In addition, according to His Majesty, Rwandan

youth have been misled by the same sorts  of  "false  histories"  that  were  once

peddled  by  the  White  Fathers  missionaries  and  the  Belgian  colonialists.

Chancellor Benzinge added that "the Belgians exploited tensions and differences

of  opinion  among  the  various  sectors  of  Rwandan  society  back  in  the  20th

century," and the same sorts of things are being done today, all in the name of

"national unity and reconciliation." Thus, the King, even in his far-away exile,

continued to play an important role for Rwanda's youth, for he actively served as

a  counter-balance  to  the  fabricated  tales  of  old  Rwanda,  and  to  the  present
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government's cynical and purposeful manipulation of the facts and inclinations of

the nation's current population.

Each of the King's days typically began in a similar fashion, with a 6:30 AM

wakeup, followed by some physical exercise, which was designed to combat his

tendency in  later years to gain some weight  around his  midsection.  Formerly

somewhat rounder in past decades, in his last decase, His Majesty undertook to

lose several kilos, in order to keep fit, and to help ensure maximum longevity and

robust health in the service of his country. He ate sparingly at breakfast, usually

just a simple bowl of cereal with milk, accompanied by unsweetened tea and/or

fruit juice. In order to preserve the best possible state of health at his advanced

age, His Majesty entirely avoided taking coffee, preferring instead to perk up with

a pot of Earl Grey tea at his side.

At 7:30 AM, the King was in his office, where he went over and responded

to the various types of correspondence that had come in over the course of the

previous night, all of which were brought to him by Chancellor Benzinge. During

a typical  the  morning,  he  would receive between twenty  and thirty  telephone

calls, the vast majority of them from Rwandans situated around the world, most

of whom expressed either personal concerns or needs, and generally all of whom

articulated their  personal  loyalty  and gratitude to  His  Majesty  for  his  role  in

helping to solve the various problems and challenges associated with life as an

exile from their Rwandan homeland. Many are those who, in addition to phoning

the King directly,  also chose to pay him special  visits,  either in the US, or in

another of the areas to which he traveled over the course of the last two decades

of his life.

One  thing  that  the  King  did  most  scrupulously,  however,  was  to  avoid

engaging in any sort of political meeting, or in any species of partisan political

action, both of which things he considered to be outside the realm of his role as a

constitutional monarch in exile.  "The King," said His Majesty," must be above

parties, above politics; he must only act for the greater good of all the people."

Much of his time was spent in arranging and participating in charitable activities

for the benefit  of  children,  the poor,  and the unfortunate,  wherever they may
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have been. In addition, through the King Kigeli Foundation, he was able to act on

behalf of those refugees and asylum-seekers who typically had little if any voice in

their own defense. 

Among the ways in which the Foundation was able to reward supporters

was through the bestowal of knighthoods, typically in the Royal Order of the Lion

of Rwanda (founded by Mutara III), and via the occasional granting of titles of

nobility. Guye Pennington, a close aide to the King during his final years, spoke in

detail about the monarch's approach to awarding such honors during his exile.

“King Kigeli was always very clear in conversations with me,” stated Pennington,

“that  the  Lion  Order  was  created  by  his  brother,  King  Mutara  III,  while  his

brother  reigned.  The  other  Orders  were  creations  of  King  Kigeli  himself,

incorporating traditions into these Orders from earlier in Rwanda’s history. It

was similar for noble titles.” Indeed, the various protocols followed by the King

during his decades in forced exile drew their inspiration from the way things had

been  handled  since  Europeans  first  appeared  in  Rwanda  at  the  end  of  the

nineteenth century.  

In a primeval tale of old Rwanda, handed down across the centuries, is told

the  story  of  the  creation  and  inculcation  of  the  three  virtues  in  mankind  by

Imana,  the  all-powerful  God  of  the  Universe,  namely,  ubupfura (“nobility  of

being”),  ubwenge (“intelligence  and  wisdom”),  and  ubumwe (“vital  social

union”). Chief among these qualities is that of ubupfura, which is manifested by

the individual who represents, more than anyone else, the paramount Rwandan

ideals of exemplary behavior, aristocratic good breeding, and genuine care for

others,  and  who  is  known  as  the  imfura,  or  “ideal  gentleman/woman.”  The

imfura is not a product solely of birth, although he/she may be born to a high

station in life, for a time-honored Rwandan adage asserts, “True nobility lies in

the depths of the being.” Indeed, author Jean-Luc Galabert emphasizes that “the

quality of imfura is not inherited by birth, but [it] is the fruit of the will, and of

the acts of the person,” thus underscoring the primacy of a dynamic approach to a

noble and eminent life in society.

     It was the natural impulse to honor those in traditional Rwandan life who
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amply and consistently demonstrated a comprehensive possession of  ubupfura,

that exemplary nobility of being, that gave rise to the practice of according to

such individuals certain widely-recognized distinctions, marks of personal honor

that emanated from the all-powerful apex of the ancient society's organizational

pyramid,  i.e.,  from the  mwami, or  King,  himself.  Abbé Alexis  Kagame (1912-

1981),  the  foremost  Rwandan  historian  of  the  last  century,  states  quite

unequivocally in his work, Le code des institutions politiques du Rwanda (1953)

that, “It is to the King that belongs the right to bestow honorific distinctions,”

thus marking out this prerogative as an exclusively royal one, as it has typically

been in many of the countries of the world for the better part of the last five or six

centuries, at least.

     When the  European  powers  first  discovered  and  eventually  visited

Rwanda  at  the  end  of  the  19th century,  they  were  able  to  observe  a  highly-

sophisticated and tightly-woven society as it functioned on a daily basis, with the

mwami  and  his  court  serving  as  the  political,  administrative,  and  theocratic

nexus of the remote mountain kingdom. Among the key roles played by the King

was that of a judge, rendering justice to those who sought it directly from him

during the course of one of his daily audiences, as well as that of a bringer of rain,

punctiliously undertaking various rituals  and ceremonies to ensure  the timely

arrival of abundant supplies of this life-giving element from the heavens above.

     Another  of  his  important  activities  was  the  dispensing  of  honors  and

distinctions to those who had ably and devotedly served him, the small mountain

kingdom, or its people, although in the traditional society of old Rwanda (as in

that of Europe, prior to the age of the French Revolution) these awards were most

typically  accorded  to  those  who demonstrated  their  devotion  in  the  realm of

warfare. 

According to His Majesty, his father, Yuhi V, says Pennington, his brother,

Mutara III, and he all had foreign nobles visit their lands during their reigns

(German nobles first, followed by Belgian ones later in history). The Mwami

officially  recognized  these  nobles  as  nobles  during  these  visits,  and  this
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recognition was performed in French, the court language of Ruanda-Urundi

(part of which is modern day Rwanda) after the Belgians took the land in the

aftermath of World War I. His Majesty and Chancellor Benzinge also explained

how Rwandan nobles used French and Kinyarwandan titles interchangeably. 

Pennington also noted, however, that much of the documentary evidence of

such long-held practices was either swept away during the years of turmoil and

internecine strife in the mountainous former kingdom, or else still lies hidden in

Belgian archives far from the hands of researchers and experts on international

chivalric and nobiliary law.

While  the  granting  of  knighthoods  and  noble  titles  was  certainly  the

exception, rather than the rule, during the King's exile, his daily life followed a

fairly set pattern, particularly during the very last years of his life. After working

throughout the morning, at lunchtime, His Majesty would take a brief break, in

order  to  enjoy a  bit  of  food,  and to  perhaps have a  short  nap.  For  lunch,  he

usually had a salad or something similarly light, as he was very careful in his last

decade to avoid anything that contained too much fat, or which would exacerbate

his mild tendency toward hypertension. After his nap, he would typically take a

stroll  through his  suburban Virginia neighborhood, where he was  well-known

and much-appreciated by locals. "They call me the 'King of Africa,'" he used to

say, laughing, "and I accept it, because they are very friendly and warmhearted.

The real  story  is  far  more complicated."  In  the  winter,  however,  His  Majesty

found the weather a bit too cold for his comfort,  and would restrict his after-

lunch activities to some time on the treadmill, or perhaps an hour spent lifting

weights and doing aerobic exercises. Both the walks and the gym regime were

ways in which he could relax, and could also maintain his health, at the same

time. For an octogenarian, and especially for one of his size (roughly 7 feet, two

inches tall), he was remarkably robust and energetic, and strode purposefully and

steadily forward when passing through the various stages of his day.

In the evening, if  he was not presiding over a public event or a working

dinner, the King would typically dine at home. He preferred light, simple fare,

and had the help of a local person, who came both at lunch and at dinnertime to
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prepare and serve his favorite dishes. In the evening,  he liked to read and/or

answer  elements  of  his  extensive  correspondence,  but  was  usually  in  bed  by

10:00 PM on nights when he was not invited elsewhere. As a former the Head-of-

State  of  the  Kingdom  of  Rwanda,  however,  over  the  course  of  the  years  His

Majesty had been invited to the four corners of the globe, and was received in

such distant lands as Uganda, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Morocco,

Burundi,  Portugal,  China,  and  Mexico,  to  name  just  a  few  among  the  many

countries that played host to him over the course of his five-plus decades of reign

and exile. 

With faith in the right, and with a firm confidence in his ultimate value to

his  beloved  homeland,  His  Majesty  Kigeli  V  Ndahindurwa,  King  of  Rwanda,

continued to work tirelessly on behalf of his orphaned people, the nation of the

Banyarwanda, until the last moments of his life. He continued doggedly to dream

and to struggle for a return to his  homeland, and for the re-establishment of

constitutional monarchy in the Land of a Thousand Hills:

“If God gives me the chance to return to my country,” declared King Kigeli

in an interview given at the very end of his life,

      I will do my utmost to persuade all Rwandans to break the cycle of social

injustice, discrimination, and violent conflicts between our people, whether they

are ethnic, regional, or otherwise. I will encourage the establishment of strong,

democratic institutions which will guarantee peace, and a peaceful cohabitation

of all people within our country. I will play the role of reconciler and unifier of

the nation, serving as a bridge between the different component elements of

Rwandan  society.  I  will  do  all  I  can  to  ensure  a  durable  peace  within  the

country,  and  a  policy  of  neighborliness  and  security  between  the  various

countries of the region.

The most essential thing at this time is to think of how to build a peaceful

and  harmonious  society  where  everyone  can  live  happily  and  fruitfully.  I

believe that Rwandans are tired, in their bodies, in their souls, and indeed, in

their very spirits, of interethnic tensions that go on and on, and which serve no

purpose whatsoever, other than to divide and further cripple our country. It is

time  to  put  in  place  a  system  of  government  that  is  both  inclusive  and
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consensual, one in which all Rwandans can share a truly magnificent common

future, the future of a fully reborn and proud Rwanda.

     Despite the King's long and lonely struggle to return to his country, despite his 

firm faith in the justice of Providence, in a truly heartbreaking fashion, it was 

quite simply not meant to be. Nevertheless, and not knowing what would be the 

ultimate nature of his future, the embattled monarch soldiered on, both in 

private, and in the public eye. In late June of 2016, King Kigeli undertook a brief 

and quite successful tour to the UK, during which he was much feted and 

admired at various events meant to celebrate his Eightieth Birthday Jubilee on 29

June. Among other highlights, King Kigeli received the Freedom of the City of 

London, was welcomed at King's College, Cambridge University, by its Provost 

and Faculty, visited Saint George's Chapel at Windsor Castle,  and presented the 

insignia of a Knight Grand Cross of the Royal Order of the Lion to Dr. David 

Conner, K.C.V.O., Dean of Windsor, for inclusion in the Chapel's historical 

collections. The pinnacle of the visit, however, was a gala dinner held at the 

Cavalry and Guards Club in London, during which the King was saluted, 

celebrated, and serenaded by members of the British aristocracy, as well as by 

European and international royals. 

     As one of two high points of the evening's festive occasion, King Kigeli was 

delighted to receive, from an official representative of his dear friend, H.I.H. 

Prince Ermias Selassie, and of the Crown Council of Ethiopia, a document 

according him the treasured ancient Amharic noble title of Ras, the equivalent of 

an arch-ducal title in Western Europe. Later, during the course of these colorful 

and eminently memorable celebrations, and as a unique birthday tribute from 

another close royal friend, H.R.H. Dom Duarte Pio, Prince Royal of Portugal and 

Duke of Braganza, His Majesty received the Grand Collar of the Royal Portuguese

Order of Merit.        

     As a result of the UK tour, King Kigeli's international profile rose higher than it

had been in many years, and this heightened profile led to a recommendation by 

the Democratic Green Party of Rwanda, as enunciated by its President, Frank 

Habineza, that the exiled monarch should be allowed to return to his country at 

the earliest possible date, as his repatriation as a constitutional monarch would 
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represent a vital component of the ongoing efforts toward reconciliation and 

peace within the still-fractured nation. It was therefore doubly heartbreaking 

when the King was rushed suddenly to a local hospital in suburban Virginia, USA,

on 14 October, 2016, presenting with acute symptoms of heart failure. 

     Despite the best efforts of physicians and hospital nursing staff, His Majesty 

was to pass away as a result of heart disease just two days later, and was mourned

throughout the world, both by the international community, as well as by native 

Rwandans back home. His prominent obituary, which covered the highlights of 

his long life and reign (albeit much of it spent in exile), was featured in all of the 

leading newspapers and media outlets of the modern world, including the Times 

of London, the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Guardian,  the 

Telegraph, and the BBC, among countless others. A lengthy story about him was 

even carried by Xinhua News, one of the most prominent of the official state news

outlets of the People's Republic of China. 

According to Guye Pennington, “On October 16, 2016, when His Majesty

died, I was at a church conference with my family in Branson, Missouri, about

nine hours’ drive from my home. I had received a call at 2:00 am in the morning

from Jean Marie Gakwaya [a member of the Royal Council], but my phone was

on vibrate, so I didn’t hear it. It wasn’t until I woke up naturally that I opened up

my email and saw a flood of questions from people wondering if His Majesty had

died.” Stymied by his distance from the scene of the King's death, Pennington

remembers, “I tried to call Chancellor Benzinge, but I couldn’t reach him, but I

was able to reach Mr. Gakwaya, and he confirmed that His Majesty had indeed

died.  I  assembled as much information as I  had,  and then I put together the

public announcement of his death that went onto our website.” This statement,

written in haste, and crafted under the pressure of the tragic events that had just

unfolded, was carried throughout the world, both in the international print and

electronic media, and via hundreds of online news outlets and blogs.

“I was quite simply in shock for a few days thereafter,” said the King's loyal

private secretary. “I was finally able to reach Chancellor Benzinge, who was on

His  Majesty’s  hospital  admission  documents  as  the  King’s  contact,  and  he

updated me as best he knew. We heard that His Majesty had had a massive heart
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attack, leading to his death, but it was so unexpected. At the time, we were trying

to save up for some major dental surgery that His Majesty needed, and he was on

regular dialysis, but he had had no history of heart trouble. His sudden death

came as such a complete surprise to all of us.” Pennington, his voice colored by

deep sadness and regret as he recounted the simple tale, continued to describe

the events that next unfolded around the deceased ruler.

Requests came in from many parts of the world asking if Masses might

be said for His Majesty. Although I was at the church conference, I spent large

chunks  of  time  on  the  phone  trying  to  coordinate  these  Masses  and  obtain

pictures  of  them  for  record-keeping  purposes.  These  were  placed  on  His

Majesty’s  website.  I  also  flew  to  northern  Virginia  to  attend  His  Majesty’s

Funeral Mass in the United States, which was held on November 17, 2016, at St.

Athanasius Roman Catholic Church, in Vienna, Virginia. 

Recalling  the  confusion  that  reigned  after  the  demise  of  King  Kigeli,

Pennington remarked, “His Majesty also never mentioned to me his preferred

burial wishes. It was also my first, and only time, meeting administrators from

Money & King Funeral Home, the funeral parlor where His Majesty’s body was

being kept. I had to basically take it on faith from Chancellor Benzinge, Carlos

Evaristo [Chancellor to H.R.H. The Duke of Braganza], Jean Marie Gakwaya, and

[Rwandan historian] Israel Ntaganzwa when they all told me that His Majesty

wanted to eventually be buried in Rwanda, but only after there was a change in

the current government of Rwanda. It was incredibly sad to me that His Majesty

didn’t want to be buried in his own land, but I also thought it  was incredibly

important to fulfill his wishes, if at all possible.” This last wish of the departed

monarch, however, was to cause bitter clashes, both within his own family, and

on the international stage.

     What followed the King's death was a sad and unseemly chapter, as his closest 

aide and confidant, Boniface Benzinge, in keeping with his late sovereign's 

personal wishes, sought to ensure that his body would be buried in Portugal, at 

the ancient royal site of Ourem Castle, an offer made possible by the direct 

intervention of H.R.H. Dom Duarte Pio, Duke of Braganza. Back in Rwanda, 

however, family members of the late King fought tenaciously, and with the 
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powerful aid of the Rwandan government, seeking to make sure that His 

Majesty's remains would be returned to his homeland, and that they would be 

buried beside his late brother and predecessor, King Mutara III Rudahigwa. 

       Questioned about the almost surreal atmosphere that swirled around the 

question of the burial of the dead king's body, Guye Pennington's words betrayed 

an initial feeling of irrational optimism. “Chancellor Benzinge and I talked with 

Gary Downer, the Funeral Director at Money & King,” said Pennington. “Mr. 

Downer assured us that Mr. Benzinge was the client regarding their funeral 

services, and they would not take direction from any other party regarding what 

to do with His Majesty. I left Virginia feeling secure that His Majesty’s burial 

wishes would be honored, but I was still extremely worried about how we were 

going to pay for His Majesty’s body to travel overseas. Carlos Evaristo, who had 

graciously helped arrange a burial site in Portugal, urged that His Majesty’s body 

be cremated, as this was the best way to quickly get His Majesty’s body into the 

ground. Cremation requires little paperwork regarding the international 

transport of bodies.” What Pennington and Evaristo had not considered, 

however, was the matter of Rwandan traditional funerary practices, which were 

quite naturally of immense importance in the burial of its last ruling monarch. 

           “Chancellor Benzinge adamantly refused, citing Rwandan cultural practices

against cremation,” said Pennington. “In response, Mr. Evaristo procured a letter 

from a Roman Catholic bishop granting permission for His Majesty’s body to be 

cremated. I was content with this course of action, as long as Chancellor Benzinge

was okay with it, but he was not at all convinced, so His Majesty’s body remained 

in a state of limbo at the funeral home.” Many other expedients were suggested, 

but eventually discarded, as well. “St. Athanasius, the church where His Majesty 

attended Mass regularly,” writes Pennington, “also offered to give us a free burial 

plot on church land. We gave some consideration to this, with an idea towards 

later re-interment in Portugal, and eventually in Rwanda, after things calmed 

down.” What they could not know, however, was that there was another, more 

insistent initiative, one with powerful backing and shadowy direction, forming on

the other side of the globe, deep in the heart of the King's beloved homeland, that 

sought to determine the burial arrangements for the late royal octogenarian. 
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Across the ocean, members of the government of President Paul Kagame

had begun to co-opt family and supporters of the late King into spearheading a

campaign to bring his body back to Rwanda for burial. The secret agents of the

Rwandan republic were already well known to many in that orbit, both for their

strong-arm tactics, and for their very long international reach. “This was a highly

emotional  time,”  said  Pennington,  “as  Chancellor  Benzinge  and  Joseph

McDermott  both  told  me  that  Chancellor  Benzinge  was  being  followed  by

unknown  people.  Given  the  unofficial  protests  from  the  current  Rwandan

government regarding the travel  visas  [for the UK trip],  the  uninvited people

showing up unexpectedly in London wanting to know His Majesty’s travel plans,

and stories I’d heard about other people showing up, seemingly “out of the blue,”

at events on previous travels of His Majesty, I did not feel it was unreasonable to

believe  Chancellor  Benzinge  when  he  said  that  he  was  being  followed,  even

though I did not directly observe this.” Before the deceased king had been laid to

rest, however, Pennington was to learn far more about the power of the modern

Rwandan state, as well as about deep-seated tensions and rivalries that existed

within the broader Royal Family of Rwanda, and these revelations were to come

as a complete shock to him. 

     Writing of the time spent by younger members of the Rwandan royal family in

and  around  the  King's  home  in  the  days  and  weeks  following  his  death,

Pennington commented, 

     It was Mr. Ntaganza who flew to the Virginia area after His Majesty’s death,

who told  me  about  the  forcible  entry  into  His  Majesty’s  residence  after  his

death. I’d personally never seen His Majesty’s will, as we’d never discussed it,

nor had I ever been to His Majesty’s residence. However, Mr. Ntaganza shared

with me that His Majesty had a will, and within it, His Majesty had expressed a

desire to be buried in Portugal at Fatima, where it is believed that the Rwandan

genocide  of  1994  was  predicted  by  children  decades  before  it  actually  took

place.  According  to  Mr.  Ntaganza,  however,  His  Majesty’s  niece,  Christine

Mukabayojo, forced the door to be opened and subsequently broke the lock on

two  safes  and  one  briefcase  that  His  Majesty  had  owned.  All  documents,

including  His  Majesty’s  will,  brevets  from  different  Orders,  regalia,  and
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anything  else  of  value  was  packed  up  and  taken  by  Ms.  Mukabayojo  and

brought back to Burundi, where she lived. Personally, I can not vouch for the

authenticity of these statements from Mr. Ntaganza, but I also note that Mr.

Ntaganza has always been forthright with me, and I therefore have no reason

to doubt the veracity of his statements. Further, on January 22, 2017, one of His

Majesty’s  nieces,  Pia  Umulisa,  wrote  me  directly  and  told  me  that  Ms.

Mukabayojo’s  brother  had  worn  one  of  His  Majesty’s  breast  stars  to  the

eventual burial of the King. The audacity of wearing such a breast star to the

burial  of  the  man who actually  owned  the  breast  star  both  astounded and

sickened me!

     Pennington's account next clearly illustrates the high-stakes game that was

being played by the Nyiginya family members in Rwanda,  who were basically

under the control of, and acting with the support of, the Kagame government.

“After His Majesty’s  last  memorial  Mass in the United States,”  he writes,  “we

learned that H.R.H. Speciosa Mukabayojo, a half-sister of His Majesty, had filed a

legal complaint against H.R.H. Emmanuel Bushayija and Gerald Rwigemera, two

nephews of His Majesty who had agreed with us that His Majesty’s body should

be buried in Portugal. The legal complaint was the mechanism to attempt to take

possession of His Majesty’s body.” This legal complaint was to set in motion a

court  case  that  would  require  the  involvement  of  the  U.S.  judicial  system  to

resolve.

     I  called Mr.  Downer,  the Funeral  Director at  Money & King,  continues

Pennington,  to find out what was going on. He explained that Ms. Christine

Mukabayojo tried to take possession of His Majesty’s body, so the funeral home

contacted  its  own  attorney  to  receive  counsel.  Since  it  was  clear  that  Ms.

Mukabayojo,  on behalf  of  her mother,  was launching a lawsuit  to claim the

body, Mr. Downer said he was advised by his attorney to await the verdict of

the court. This meant that no longer was Chancellor Benzinge the guardian of

His  Majesty’s  body;  instead,  it  would  be  for  the  court  to  decide.  I  could

appreciate the funeral home’s position, even though it  made it  harder for us

since we’d lost the right to control the body. Mr. Downer also shared that this

was the first time in his career as a funeral director that an actual lawsuit had
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occurred over the rights to a body. He said sometimes feuding families threaten

it,  but he’d never really witnessed anyone actually do it.  We’d also paid the

funeral  home a  few thousand dollars  as  a  deposit  on  His  Majesty’s  funeral

expenses, but Mr. Downer said the funeral home would accept no more money

from us until the trial was concluded and the verdict obtained. This was very

reasonable under the circumstances.

The small team around the departed monarch had been caught entirely

off-guard. “The lawsuit was a surprise to us,” Pennington averred. 

Her Royal Highness, the King’s half-sister, had previously supported His

Majesty  not  being  buried  in  Rwanda  at  this  time  (I  did  not  personally

correspond with her, but I understand some members of the royal family did),

as  did  Christine  Mukabayojo.  Now,  the  members  of  the  royal  family  who

wanted His Majesty’s body to go to Portugal were being sued by other members

of the royal family who now wanted the body to go back to Rwanda. It didn’t

make sense, this reversal of their wishes, unless there were other forces at work.

Also, Ms. Mukabayojo’s husband was hardworking and earned a living wage in

Burundi, and we weren’t aware that Ms. Mukabayojo, who acted as agent for

her mother, H.R.H. Speciosa Mukabayojo, had any additional income beyond

her husband’s earnings. Like many families, there are few secrets among the

Rwandan royal family,  as everyone seems to know everyone else’s  business.

The  Burundian franc,  the  currency  used  in  Burundi,  was  worth  just  a  tiny

fraction of a U.S. dollar, so the exchange rate also did Ms. Mukabayojo’s family

little good when traveling to the United States. Yet, suddenly, Ms. Mukabayojo

was able to stay in a hotel in northern Virginia for weeks on end (hotels around

Washington, DC, are extremely expensive) and hire Arent Fox LLP (a law firm

that I’d heard previously had sometimes been retained by President Kagame) to

represent  them in  the  legal  complaint  against  us.  From what  I  understand,

there were five attorneys from Arent Fox working the case, each charging $700

an  hour.  The  math  did  not  remotely  add  up  –  someone  with  a  significant

amount  of  financial  resources  had  to  be  backing  Ms.  Mukabayojo  and  her

mother. While I cannot say with certainty as I never saw any direct evidence, I

can only believe that the current Rwandan government, or an agent of  that
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government, paid for Ms. Mukabayojo’s travel expenses and legal bills. Also of

note is that H.R.H. Speciosa Mukabayojo sued us (specifically her two nephews

who supported burial in Portugal), not us suing them as has been reported in

the Rwandan press. This is most evident, and anyone can look this up for him-

or herself. 

     Pennington's introduction to the realm of royal family squabbles in Rwanda

had only just begun. 

     In preparation for the trial,  he recalled, “Chancellor Benzinge hired John

DiNucci, a lawyer in northern Virginia. I balked when I heard his legal rate

was $400 an hour, as we didn’t have the finances in our account to pay this

attorney. I called a number of attorneys who do work pro bono for low-income

people,  but  I  was  unable  to  get  any  other  attorney  to  take  an  interest  in

defending us in this civil lawsuit. Chancellor Benzinge signed the paperwork as

the legal client, and pre-trial preparation began.

H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel Bushayija talked with His Majesty a few times

a week, Pennington stated, from what I understand, so he was needed to testify.

So  was  the  King’s  nephew,  Gerard  Rwigemera.  Also,  His  Majesty  had  told

Shema Manzi, his grandnephew, who lives in Australia, about his burial wishes,

so we also had to have him at the trial. Our attorney stressed the importance of

having  in-person  witnesses  rather  than  sworn  statements,  as  in-person

witnesses  carried  more  weight.  This  made  sense  to  us,  but  it  was  difficult

financially.

During this time,  continues Pennington, the Prester John Institute was

immensely valuable to our cause. His Majesty was the sole authorized party on

the primary King Kigeli  Foundation checking account, and we didn’t  have a

death certificate or the legal executor status that the bank needed in order for us

to access the account. Effectively, the account was frozen, and it was later to be

closed by the bank after it dwindled to zero.

     We paid the attorney Mr. Benzinge had hired, said Pennington, from our own

personal funds. I did not like it, but I had to pay the attorney using my own

credit  card,  as  we  simply  couldn’t  access  the  bank  account  and  our  small

Foundation  never  had  a  credit  card  or  any  other  type  of  credit.  I  was
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reimbursed by the Foundation piecemeal as we received funds. This was also

leading to feuds with my wife, as our credit cards were filling up with legal

expenses,  but  we  weren’t  receiving  reimbursement  fast  enough  from  the

Foundation, for it could only reimburse us when it received donations. 

    Pennington speaks warmly of the invaluable help that the King's team received

at that time. 

     In the above regard, the Prester John Institute, and especially H.R.H. Dom

Duarte Pio, Duke of Braganza, were immensely helpful throughout this deeply

challenging period. They allowed donors who donated to us to be eligible for

honors from the Royal House of Portugal. We couldn’t issue Rwandan honors,

as obviously we did not have a Royal Head of the House at that time to sign

such certificates. We could only promise donors that donations to us to help

with the legal defense would be considered for Rwandan honors in the future,

as we’d do everything in our power to encourage the new Head of the House to

retroactively grant donors the appropriate Rwandan honors. As you might well

imagine, it was all incredibly chaotic, and I certainly didn’t know whether the

new heir would even agree to our wishes. Throughout this sad and confusing

time, it was the Royal House of Portugal that provided the rock of stability by

granting our donors significant Portuguese honors, provided that all the usual

admission criteria for these orders had been met to the entire satisfaction of the

Royal Chancellery. This is what gave us the financial backing to even defend

ourselves in the lawsuit.

In  what  were  very  touching  gestures,  recalls  Pennington, we  also

received a number of very small donations directly from Rwandans throughout

the  world.  These  were  frequently  extremely  small  in  size,  especially  after

currency  conversion,  but  it  was  so  moving  to  see  their  devotion  to  their

departed King. It reminded me of the parable of the Widow’s Mite in the Bible,

in which a poor widow gave everything she had, just a single mite [an ancient

fractional coin], but tiny as it was, Jesus commended such a selfless act, as it

was tantamount to giving all that she had.

King Kigeli's last private secretary continues,

Members  of  the  royal  family  also  helped  to  raise  funds.  It’s  my
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understanding  that  Marie-Claire  Franklin,  daughter  of  Gerard  Rwigemera,

was immensely helpful in arranging for a donation of approximately $11,000.

This went straight to our attorney’s retainer fee, and it was a godsend. I am

deeply grateful to them for their efforts. Between all of us, we were able to pay

the full retainer fee, although later this ran out in all the pre-trial preparation

billable hours.

In the midst of all the turmoil, an important tribute to the late Mwami,

from a very unexpected quarter, reached the embattled followers of the departed

monarch. Prior to his death, the King had been among those selected to receive,

as a recognition of his deep commitment to volunteer service and philanthropy,

the  prestigious  President's  Lifetime Achievement  Award  from Barack  Obama,

then  in  his  last  year  as  the  leader  of  the  US government.  The  group  around

Pennington and Benzinge were deeply encouraged and powerfully  inspired by

such a high-level recognition for their late royal patron; Pennington's memories

of other aspects of this difficult period, however, are far less positive in nature.

In some press online, Chancellor Benzinge and I were crucified. We were

presented as hijacking His Majesty’s body and then selling Rwandan honors,

even though we did not have a Head of the Royal House. On Youtube, a social

media platform, videos were made denouncing Mr. Benzinge and denigrating

him. One video had something like a voodoo doll with his body being attacked.

Some  people  wrote  that  we  were  taking  donations  and  pocketing  them.  I

consulted Mr. DiNucci, our attorney, about this libel. He said we could sue these

persons about the libel, but it was expensive and hard to control what people

say outside of the United States since the U.S. courts obviously have jurisdiction

only on U.S. soil.  But, in an effort to have a third-party witness, I gave Mr.

DiNucci the financial records of the Foundation, so he could attest, if the need

arose, that neither Benzinge nor I used the monies the Foundation received for

our  own purposes,  as  our  spreadsheets  kept  track  of  both  the  revenue  and

expenses  of  the  Foundation.  I  thought  it  was  important  for  someone

trustworthy  and  completely  outside  the  Foundation  to  have  our  records,

especially if something happened to Chancellor Benzinge and me.

The  darkness  and  uncertainty  of  this  period  come  across  very  clearly,
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indeed, as Pennington discusses his fears of retaliation by “unknown parties” for

his role in the fight to honor the late monarch's wishes regarding his burial site.

It  was  a  scary  time,  November  and  December  of  2016.  We  were

frantically trying to prepare our legal defense, and Chancellor Benzinge, again

having people follow him, had left the United States to live with his daughter in

the United Kingdom. I’d have preferred for His Majesty to have been buried in

Rwanda given his status as its last anointed king, but I thought his personal

wishes were more important,  even if  I  thought Rwanda as a burial  ground

made  more  sense.  I’d  also  heard  that  Rwandans  who  opposed  President

Kagame’s  wishes  sometimes  ended up dead.  I  didn’t  think I  was personally

likely to be attacked, since I was not Rwandan, and was only an administrator

of  the  Foundation.  I  certainly  never  noticed  anyone  following  me  like

Chancellor Benzinge had. But, even so, I still found myself deliberately trying to

travel as little as possible during that time, and I’d check underneath my car

every time it was unattended for a few hours, just in case someone had placed a

bomb there. In my family, I demanded that only I answer the front door when

strangers came to our front door (mailmen, UPS, meter readers, etc.), just in

case it was someone posing as these people who wanted to do me harm. In no

way was I going to allow my wife to answer the door first, in case someone

might try to kidnap or threaten her. 

The  heavy  weight  of  the  lonely  struggle  to  honor  King  Kigeli's  wishes

began to take its toll on Pennington.

In retrospect, perhaps I was paranoid, and in the end, nothing happened,

but I don’t think I’m alone in having the safety of my wife and young son be my

primary concern. I’m just a normal U.S. citizen and not remarkable in any way.

I’d certainly never had any experience like that awful time prior to the trial. It

was one of the lowest points in my life – being terrified of the unknown and

worried about my family. I thought several times about just bowing out and

walking away from it all, but that also didn’t seem like the right thing to do.

What’s the proverbial saying about all it takes for evil to triumph is for good

people to do nothing? I kept telling myself that I was a low-priority target as I

wasn’t even going to testify at the trial as I’d personally not been told anything
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about his burial wishes by His Majesty. But I was still scared.

Many  and  varied  were  the  attacks,  both  legal  and  otherwise,  that

Pennington  and  the  devoted  little  team  around  Chancellor  Benzinge  were  to

endure in seeing the trial to its end.

Another troubling thing happened during this time. Chancellor Benzinge,

having  fled  to  the  United  Kingdom,  was  very  difficult  to  reach.  His  phone,

which is usually how I typically communicated with him, did not work in the

United Kingdom. So, he was only able to correspond via email. On December

13, 2016, I received an email from Chancellor Benzinge asking how much we

had in the bank account that  I  could access (not  the main account that  His

Majesty solely controlled). I said around $1,500. He then urgently wanted the

money wired to help H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel. Knowing that Prince Emmanuel

was  incurring  travel  expenses  to  testify  at  our  trial,  this  seemed  like  a

reasonable request. I’d never worked directly with Prince Emmanuel before, so

I asked Chancellor Benzinge for Prince Emmanuel’s email address so I could

send  a  Paypal  transfer  to  him.  He  sent  me  the  address,  and  I  then  sent

$1,507.50 to Prince Emmanuel’s email address. Except for one thing – it was

not Prince Emmanuel’s address.

Shadowy, unknown figures, in their attempts to hobble the legal fight of

the King's followers, would use any means at their disposal to eliminate the few

resources that the small group possessed in its struggle.

 I learned this only a couple weeks later when I next spoke to Chancellor

Benzinge. The Chancellor wanted to know why I’d sent this money, so I sent him

the various email exchanges we’d had. However, the Chancellor said he hadn’t

written any of  those messages,  and that  he’d not  instructed me to send this

money. Someone had hacked into the Chancellor’s email account and had read

his email. They also figured out that asking me to send funds to offset travel

costs was something I was quite likely to do. The hacker(s) also addressed me in

a very specific  way, a way that only Chancellor Benzinge does,  as for some

reason, he always calls me Mr. Guye, even though my family name is actually

Pennington. This was not typical hacker behavior. This was a hacker who knew

enough about our situation to know that the trial was imminent, that Prince
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Emmanuel needed travel funds, and who was ultimately smart enough to even

mimic how Chancellor Benzinge writes. It was a fairly sophisticated con that

drained our coffers as we were preparing for the trial, which was less than  a

month  away.  Personally,  I  suspect  this  hack  was  a  tactic  to  diminish  our

financial capability prior to the trial,  and the origin of the attack was likely

[Rwandan] government-sponsored,  although  I  have  no  way  to  prove  this.

However,  only  someone  monitoring  us  very  closely,  and  who  even  knew

Boniface’s  email  address  (which  was  not  public  information),  could  have

engineered this fraud. Like I've said, the pre-trial period was a truly awful time.

Ultimately, the best hopes of the late King's team were to be dashed by the

verdict,  which came rather quickly, after only two days of legal maneuvers by

both parties.

As  I  mentioned,  writes  Pennington, since  His  Majesty  hadn’t  directly

expressed his burial wishes to me, there was no need for me to be at the trial

itself.  Chancellor  Benzinge  called  me  with  updates  when  he  could,  as  I

monitored from Kentucky.  On January 5,  the  judge rendered  the  verdict  in

favor of H.R.H. Speciosa Mukabayojo, and decreed that the body should go to

Rwanda. I can appreciate his decision – I understand that the deciding factor

was that Her Royal Highness is His Majesty’s half-sister, which is a closer kin

relationship  than that  enjoyed by  the  two nephews of  His  Majesty  she  was

suing. Being closer in kin, the judge ruled in the favor of Her Royal Highness.

However, I do note that this verdict is not in accord with Rwandan traditional

custom, where, for good or ill, male relatives have more weight than females in

collective family decisions. The judge, understandably, followed U.S. law, but

the  correct  verdict,  had  it  been  under  Rwandan  traditional  custom,  would

clearly have been a very different one. Further, if it’s true that His Majesty had

had a will, and that the will had outlined burial in Portugal, then if we had been

able to produce such a document, I’m confident that the court would have ruled

in our favor.

     After this protracted and bitterly contested battle in the American court 

system, it was therefore decided by a Virginia judge that the King's body should 

be immediately returned to Rwanda, and that his family members there should 
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see to the burial of his remains. 

      The verdict created some relief in that we had a conclusion, continues 

Pennington, even if it wasn’t the one we hoped for. After the verdict was 

reached, within days, His Majesty’s body was removed from the funeral home 

and placed on a plane for Rwanda. But we did not have time to grieve. 

Rwandan tradition required the announcement of a new king before the 

previous king was buried in the ground. We suspected that President Kagame, 

who no doubt had historians who were familiar with this tradition, would use 

the burial occasion to create a new traditional king under the President’s 

control. This would be a new creation, not the continuity of the Rwandan 

dynasty stretching back almost 1,000 years.

      In a race against time, Benzinge and Pennington concluded that it was 

essential to act, and to announce the identity of the new Umwami wu Rwanda 

prior to the late King's burial in his beloved homeland. 

     The Chancellor decided that we had to announce the royal heir before His 

Majesty’s body physically arrived in Rwanda. The Royal House of Portugal had

an event planned on January 9th, the same day His Majesty’s body was to arrive

back in Rwanda. So, Chancellor Benzinge, with financial assistance from the 

Prester John Institute (as we’d completely drained our resources paying the 

attorney’s fee), departed for Europe. In Portugal, he formally announced the 

heir to the throne,  H.R. H. Prince Emmanuel Bushayija, who took the regnal 

name of Yuhi VI. Some personal effects of His Majesty, including his favorite 

Bible and some of his hair, were buried in a solemn Memorial Mass in Portugal,

and Chancellor Evaristo coordinated a really lovely tombstone for His Majesty.

        Thus, although hearts, plans, and dreams had been irreparably broken by the

unexpected passing of the gentle giant who had for so long carried on with his 

regal duties throughout a protracted and trying exile abroad, his countless 

followers were not to be disappointed in the identity his successor, as announced 

by Chancellor Benzinge, in his role as Head of the Biru, prior to the Mwima 

funeral of his late King and friend. On 9 January, 2017,  and speaking in firm but 

subdued tones, the Chancellor proclaimed from Fatima, Portugal, the long-secret 

identity of the late monarch's personally-designated heir, for according to 
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Rwandan traditional practice, no mwami can ever be buried before the official 

announcement of his successor. King Kigeli's choice had fallen on his beloved 

nephew, H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel Bushayija, who had been born in Rwanda on 

20 December, 1960, but who now made his home outside the British metropolis 

of Manchester.

     In his account, Pennington shares the essential details that led to the naming 

of the new Rwandan monarch.

Prior to departing for the United Kingdom, Chancellor Benzinge shared

with me who was the royal heir, H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel. I can’t say for sure,

but I suspect that Chancellor Benzinge shared this with me in case something

happened to him (like his murder) before it was publicly announced. This was

the first time I’d officially been told who the heir was, as His Majesty did not

share this directly with me when he was alive. However, Prince Emmanuel was

not a surprise  to  me,  for  two reasons.  Firstly,  Prince Emmanuel  is  the only

member of the royal family that His Majesty ever personally mentioned to me.

In retrospect, I don’t think this was coincidental. His Majesty had a very large

family, considering all of his half-brothers and half-sisters, but he’d only ever

mentioned Prince Emmanuel to me. Secondly, Chancellor Benzinge and Prince

Emmanuel were considered to be rivals before His Majesty’s death. From what

I’ve heard from talking with other Royal Council members, His Majesty greatly

trusted both of them, and they both jockeyed for the King’s ear as chief advisor.

This is hearsay on my part, as I never directly witnessed this, but I also have no

cause to doubt the accuracy of what was told to me, especially as I have seen

that Chancellor Benzinge can be a bit stubborn. I could see how there would be

friction between the two men. So, Prince Emmanuel becoming the Head of the

Royal House was probably not something that Chancellor Benzinge would have

preferred, which is why I believe it really was His Majesty himself who selected

Prince Emmanuel and then told Chancellor Benzinge. Chancellor Benzinge then

fulfilled his duty by releasing this information after His Majesty’s death.

     Meanwhile, in Rwanda, and after three months of legal and political 

wrangling, the body of the departed King Kigeli at last returned home, borne to 

its capital, Kigali, on a specially-chartered Air Ethiopia flight. With the vital 
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cooperation and full support of the Rwandan government of his former 

adversary, President Paul Kagame, the last reigning Mwami of Rwanda, H. M. 

Jean-Baptiste Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, was laid to rest on Mwima Hill on 15 

January, 2017. 

     Near the very spot where he had first been proclaimed King on 28 July, 1959, 

and in a dignified and moving funeral Mass that was led by Monsignor Philippe 

Rukamba, Roman Catholic Bishop of Butare, and which featured sometime royal 

aide Pastor Ezra Mpyisi, the late Mwami was remembered and celebrated by all. 

During this ceremony, which was attended by thousands of Rwandan well-

wishers and countless family members (including his only surviving sibling, 

H.R.H. Princess Speciosa Mukabayojo), as well as by representatives of other 

African royal houses, the body of the patriot-king, encased in a massive silver-

hued casket, itself surmounted by a Rwandan royal crown, was gently lowered 

into a grave located directly beside that of his late brother, King Mutara. Family 

and mourners alike wore umushanana dress, the formal style for occasions of 

great moment, and many wept openly as the rites were carried out beneath the 

hot and unrelenting sun on Mwima Hill. The Rwandan Minister for Culture and 

Sport, Julienne Uwacu, spoke movingly of the King's place in Rwandan culture, 

as did Pastor Mpyisi, and a grandson of H.R.H. Princess Speciosa, speaking on 

her behalf.

     Pennington, however, had other thoughts about the nature and tenor of the 

final rites that took place as His Majesty was at last ushered into eternity by his 

family and countrymen.

In contrast, I was disappointed that His Majesty’s burial in Rwanda was

not consistent with his rank as a former head of state. Flying from her home in

Australia to attend the King’s burial, one of His Majesty’s nieces, Pia Umulisa,

wrote to thank Boniface and me for our service to His Majesty during his life.

She also said some interesting things. For example, in a message from January

20, 2017, she wrote, “Every thing  [sic] happening now is not in our power.”

When she refers to “our power”, that’s a reference to the royal family inside

Rwanda, as they had political pressure (and maybe even physical intimidation)

on them to disparage us. She also said, “It’s complicated for us, the family.” I
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thoroughly agreed with her, as it was complicated for us, too. I certainly had no

desire to be at odds with some members of the royal family of Rwanda, and this

was a family feud in which only President Kagame could win by the family

being on different sides. Another message she wrote me later that day was, “Am

now in Kigali. They told me to watch what I say. Family & Friends”. From that,

I took it that other members of the royal family were encouraging Pia not to rile

up the government during her visit to Rwanda. I can only imagine the pressure

on the family there. 

Although the ceremony and the burial itself were certainly very dignified

and solemn, as befitting the rites surrounding the interment of the last reigning

King of Rwanda, the behind-the-scenes atmosphere seems to have been fraught

with fear, tension, and hidden agendas. Describing his messages from Rwandan

Royal Family members during this time, Pennington speaks sympathetically of

their collective plight.

She  [Pia  Umulisa]  also  wrote,  “People  are  scared  here.”  I  certainly

believe it,  and it  helps  explain  the negative reactions  of  the Rwandan royal

family  living  in  and  around  Rwanda  to  Chancellor  Benzinge’s  efforts  to

proclaim  Yuhi  VI  as  the  heir.  I  really  think  Chancellor  Benzinge  beating

President Kagame in announcing the royal heir was effective in staving off a

rival royal heir being proclaimed and under the thumb of President Kagame. In

fact, I heard from Mr. Ntaganza that Christine Mukabayojo, who is usually a

very kind and thoughtful person, was driven into leading the lawsuit against

us,  on  behalf  of  her  mother,  because  she  was  scared  of  President  Kagame.

Supposedly,  she’d  also been promised that  her brother would be proclaimed

king by the Rwandan government if she helped them. I have no way to know

whether this is true or not, but I’m sure this put her in a very difficult position

where she was virtually forced against us. Also of note is that some members of

the Rwandan royal  family,  including Marie-Claire Franklin,  who personally

shared this with me, had encouraged Ms. Mukabayojo to drop the lawsuit and

instead  seek  political  asylum  in  the  United  States,  as  Ms.  Mukabayojo  was

being manipulated and everyone knew it.  Once again,  I  was not  personally

privy to this discussion, but I would certainly have done anything in my power
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to encourage the U.S. government to support a political asylum request from

Ms. Mukabayojo, had she requested it. I’d certainly witnessed enough strange

things in my work with His Majesty to fully believe that the government is way

more involved than as it is officially presented.

Pennington also writes, with a measure of astonishment, of the revelations

that were to arise in the wake of the King's earlier funeral Mass at St. Athanasius

Church, in Vienna, Virginia, in the days and weeks following his death.

Amidst  the  grief  and  sorrow  of  that  day  and  the  immediate  days

surrounding the  Mass,  I  met  a number of  His  Majesty’s  relatives,  including

H.R.H. Prince Emmanuel Bushayija, the royal successor, although I didn’t know

this at the time. T.I.H. Prince and Princess Ermias Sahle-Selassie of Ethiopia

were  also  in  attendance,  and  it  was  my  first  opportunity  to  meet  them  in

person. His Majesty had never discussed who he wanted as his royal heir with

me. There were just some things that he didn’t talk to me about, such as the

existence  of  his  secret  daughter,  H.R.H.  Jackie  Rwivanga  Rugasira,  about

whom I had to find out from others. Her Royal Highness’ identity, of course,

had to be kept strictly secret, in order to protect her. 

     As for Prince Emmanuel, however (now officially H. M. King Yuhi VI 

Bushyija), proclaimed Umwami wu Rwanda on 9 January, 2017, the world was 

soon to learn that he was the married father of two children, and had lived briefly 

in his homeland before fleeing the country as a small boy, living initially in 

Uganda with his family. A grandson of King Yuhi V Musinga, nephew of both 

King Kigeli and King Mutara, and the son of H.R.H. Prince Théoneste Bushayija, 

he was educated in Uganda, and rose to become a management-level official in 

Pepsi-Cola Company in Kampala, later returning to Rwanda between 1994 and 

2000. 

     Today, King Yuhi VI Bushayija makes his home in the small community of 

Sale, just outside Manchester, UK, where he is widely liked and truly respected by

all who know him. Always very low-key about his royal origins and connections, 

his proclamation as the titular Mwami of Rwanda, with the regnal name of Yuhi 

VI, took almost everyone in the small bedroom community completely by 

surprise; nevertheless, the new King has already garnered much attention and 
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support throughout the world, including from the Royal Family of Portugal, the 

Royal Family of Hawai'i, and from several members of the imperial Hapsburg 

family, descendants of the rulers of the former Austro-Hungarian empire.

     The tale of the struggles, triumphs, trials, and wanderings of the modern 

monarchs of Rwanda, from pre-colonial Nyanza to modern Nairobi, from the 

shores of Lake Tanganyika to those of the Potomac River, and from thence to the 

little suburb of Sale in the contemporary United Kingdom, has been fraught with 

immense challenges and countless obstacles. Notwithstanding, each of the 

nation's sovereigns, from Kigeli IV Rwabugili to Yuhi VI Bushayija, has taken up 

his regal burden in good faith, and with most profound sincerity, shouldering the 

attendant difficulties and personal suffering occasioned by his role with courage 

and resourcefulness, and none has ever suffered the dignity of either the nation, 

or of the monarchy, to be in any way compromised or undone. The last century 

has dealt some bitter blows to those of her anointed sovereigns who have sought 

to raise high the banner of her culture, traditions, and way of life, but none has 

ever hesitated or faltered in the complete and selfless execution of his duty to the 

Rwandan people, or to their common homeland. What the future holds in store 

for King Yuhi VI, the present bearer of the spirit of Inganji Kalinga, the 

Victorious Emblem of Hope, can be known only to Providence, but every 

Rwandan should be rightfully proud and deeply honored to call all of these 

individuals both brothers and countrymen. Like Banyarwanda everywhere 

throughout today's world, unconquered, they have persevered.
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AFTERWORD

     Completing the work that has occupied the better part of the last four years of

my life, during which time Rwanda has lost the last of its reigning monarchs, I

am filled with both a deep sense of gratitude and with a quiet, pervasive, and

amorphous species of low-grade melancholy. The former happy sentiment is the

product of my having been granted such a precious opportunity to record the

crepuscular hours of a once-great East African dynasty; the latter feeling is the

direct result of my having discovered just how much of the splendid and unique

monarchical history and culture of Rwanda has been lost since the arrival of the

European colonialists at the end of the nineteenth century. 

     According to the well-known ancient Egyptian proverb, “To speak the name of

a dead man is to make him live again.” The desire to resurrect and illuminate

once more the names and careers of Rwandan men and women who have long

since passed away, kings and consorts, courtiers and concubines, has thus guided

my steps since the very inception of this project in the autumn of 2014. Although

I  have  been  involved  in  the  independent  study  and  analysis  of  Rwandan

monarchical culture for well over a decade, I am always profoundly aware that

there  still  remains  so  very  much  for  me  to  discover.  Nevertheless,  because

Rwandan history was transmitted in an exclusively oral fashion, at least until the

eventual arrival of European writing culture in the late 1890s, I fear that many of

the historical masterpieces of the earliest days of the monarchy may by now have

simply vanished into the echoes of the nation's increasingly distant past. 

    The names of the last great poets and historians of the royal court are unknown

to  most  people,  even  to  the  majority  of  well-educated  Rwandans  today.

Throughout the course of my labors, however, I have felt the powerful shadows of

these royal bards behind me, generously inspiring and carefully guiding me as I

have worked to reveal aspects of the long-lost cultural heritage to which these 
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men  devoted  their  lives,  their  careers,  and  their  genuinely  phenomenal

memories. Karera, Kamananga, Sebaganji, and Sekarama are among the last of 

those  men who once passed down and created verse  that  recorded the  deeds

(ibitekerezo), events (impakanizi), and praise (ibisigo) of the great kings of the

Nyinginya dynasty and their respective reigns, reaching all the way back to the

remote history surrounding Gihanga, first of the historical rulers of the expanse

that was, and always shall be, Rwanda. Cast aside in the whirlwind of chaos that

followed the violent dissolution of the monarchy in 1962, the commemoration in

verse of the lives and acts of the nation's kings by the  intebe y'abasizi b'umwami

(“the royal academy of the poets of the king”) has long since ceased to be carried

out.

    The bards of this academy of poets were members of the royal courts of the

bami of  Rwanda,  and  as  such  were  official  figures  who  glorified  and

memorialized the Nyiginya monarchs, carefully recording their words, personal

characteristics, and acts of rule in dense, compact, and evocative verse, creating

thereby  highly  distinctive  forms  of  orally-transmitted  res  gestae for  these

powerful Great Lakes rulers. Particularly since the death of the last ruling king,

H. M. Jean-Baptiste Kigeli  V Ndahindurwa, in 2016,  I  have been increasingly

mindful of the fact that the responsibility for the continuation of the hallowed

work  of  these  distinguished  and  dedicated  men  has  in  an  inexplicable  and

entirely unforeseen way fallen to me. I am muzungu, and am neither a poet, nor a

Rwandan, but I am nevertheless profoundly touched and thoroughly humbled to

have  been  thus  associated  with  such  an  immensely  significant  task.  Ever

mysterious  in  their  movements  and motives,  the  Fates  have decreed  that  the

musizi  of the last reigning Mwami wu Rwanda, a ruler once known among his

people as the “Eye of God,” and who, as a modern Roman Catholic monarch,

lately bore the papally-granted title of “Most Christian King,” should be nothing

more than a simple foreigner and a caring friend.
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APPENDIX I

CHRONOLOGIES OF THE 

PRE-COLONIAL MONARCHS OF RWANDA

(1312-1931)

REGNAL NAME Alexis 
KAGAME

Jean-Luc
GALABERT

1. RUGANZU I BWIMBA 1312-1345 1468-1470

2. CYILIMA I RUGWE 1345-1378 1470-1520

3. KIGELI I MUKOBANYA 1378-1411 1520-1543

4. MIBAMBWE I
SEKARONGORO

1411-1444 1543-1566

5. YUHI II GAHIMA 1444-1477 1566-1589

6. NDAHIRO CYAMATARE 1477-1510 1589-1600

7. RUGANZU II NDOLI 1510-1543 1600-1623

8. MUTARA I SEMUGESHI 1543-1576 1623-1646

9. KIGELI II NYAMUHESHERA 1576-1609 1646-1669

10. MIBAMBWE II GISANURA 1609-1642 1669-1692

11. YUHI III MAZIMPAKA 1642-1675 1735-1766

(KAREMERA RWAKU) ---------------------------- 1754-66/1766-1770

12. CYILIMA II RUJUGIRA 1675-1708 1770-1786

13. KIGELI III NDABARASA 1708-1741 1786-1796

14. MIBAMBWE III SENTABYO 1741-1746 1796-1801

15. YUHI IV GAHINDIRO 1746-1802 1801-1845

16. MUTARA II RWOGERA 1802-1853 1845-1867

17. KIGELI IV RWABUGILI 1853-1895 1867-1895

18. MIBAMBWE IV
RUTALINDWA

1895-1896 1895-1896

19. YUHI V MUSINGA 1896-1931 1896-1931

N.B. Personal names of monarchs are given in italics.
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APPENDIX II

Early German Visitors to the Royal Court of Rwanda

COUNT ADOLPH von GÖTZEN

(1894)

Muagissense, 24 May, 1894

     While pursuing our route to the northeast, we were surprised by the manifest 

change in the surrounding natural environment. Until now, we had crossed 

marvelously cultivated fields; climbing the hills did not offer many difficulties; 

banana fields alternated with gentle prairies. The density of the population, the 

fields of beans, the sorghum plants scattered with scarecrows (dummies made up 

as archers): all of this had aroused our admiration. But now, we found ourselves 

brusquely faced with magnificent mountain ranges of which the peaks were 

enveloped by clouds, and the color of the slopes was of a deep black. It did not 

require much imagination to accept the idea that the most elevated summits were

covered by snow, for those of us who found ourselves in the midst of this 

prestigious mountain landscape. The silvery traces of the mountain torrents and 

of the waterfalls reinforced this impression. In such a region, enormous efforts at 

ascent were compensated by the arresting image of the countryside. But on the 

poor Negroes, to whom such impressions are foreign, was also lost the sense of 

the beauty of nature. But at least they had the satisfaction of seeing the great 

flocks grazing in the elevated pastures, and [of noting] that even the most rugged 

flanks were cultivated, thanks to terraces identical to those of our hillside 

vineyards.

     The range of the Indisi was crossed at the height of a pass situated at 2,130 

meters in altitude. We had to climb ravines in which grew a species of isolated 

lilacs that were especially picturesque. The soil was scattered with very pure mica 

the size of a large coin. Once arrived on the windy summit, we took a half-hour of 

rest, and our gaze wandered over the irregular terrain and onto the thick clouds 

that floated at our feet. 
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 Before us rose a new mountain range like a rampart, and on its flanks one 

noticed everywhere the fires and the thick clouds of smoke that issued from 

villages engulfed in flames. Schirangawe explained triumphantly that it was his 

father [King Kigeri IV Rwabugiri] who collected taxes from the inhabitants, and 

punished the recalcitrant. Beside Schirangawe flew our flag, black, white, red, 

which sent its first threat of civilization to the representatives of brutal 

barbarism...

****

     There are some days that are rich in events, and in hopes in perspective. 

Mugussagussa had returned to us after having been received very warmly in the 

guard camp of the Kigeri. Rather curiously, he had again encountered there the 

old Mhuma with the face of an Indian. He joined us at Karagwe to conduct us 

toward the Akagera. It can thereby be confirmed that we have had dealings with a

spy and a secret agent of the King.

     Between the place where we confirmed the presence of the Kigeri on 26 May 

(1894), and the place of his current residence, there yet stretched several deep 

valleys that we would not have been able to cross within one or two days' march. 

A dangerous descent lasting several hours, by a rocky mountain path, led us once 

more to the Nyavarongo. Here it flowed from the south toward the north. 

Schirangawe tried once again to dissuade me from already crossing it on the 

following day, so much so that I came to suppose that he had recently obtained 

formal instructions to that end. The poor boy was finally very unhappy, and 

would have truly shed bitter tears as he heard me, despite everything, give the 

order to speed up the crossing.

     But now, any hesitation, in the eyes of Luabugiri, would be incongruous, and 

harmful to our prestige.

     In view of the early morning hour of our embarkation, we went to bed early, 

and toward 9 o'clock we were already asleep. Around 10 o'clock, the corporal of 

the guard, Juma Ngosi, rushed suddenly into our tent and awakened me by 

crying, “The sky is burning, Sir!” A joyful idea crossed my mind: the volcano! But 

afterward, while dressing myself, as it was a cold and humid night, I thought 
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again, disillusioned, of the fires that the Kigeri would be quite capable of setting 

during the night.

     I exited the tent and let loose a great cry of joy, for this radiant light came not 

from huts on fire, and there was no longer any doubt whatsoever about the fact 

that the Virunga Mountains were active volcanoes. The western part of the cone, 

called Kirunga Tscha Gongo, seemed to be in full activity. I quickly woke 

Prittwitz, and sounded the alarm intended to alert the askaris. They ran from 

every direction, clothed or naked, but carrying their arms and their ammunition. 

I then indicated to the astonished regard of all the light in the sky, and explained 

to them that the goal which we had for months been pursuing was now practically

achieved, for it was within arm's reach. Prittwitz then gave the command, 

“Battalion, break ranks!” We three, however, remained to shake each others' 

hands, and soon the camp was plunged once again into profound silence. Alone, 

at the bottom of the valley, the murmuring of the Nyavarongo caressed our ears.  

     In the morning, the crossing of the river, which was 30 to 40 meters wide at 

this point, took place entirely as well as it had the first time. One could see quite 

manifestly that the men were already accustomed to the maneuvers. As a result, 

the phases of embarkation and debarkation required less attention on our part, 

and we could see to the restocking of the kitchen with wild fowl: wild ducks and 

geese. Upon our return from the hunt, the fording of the river had been 

completed. We once again took a noontime meal, and then the scaling of the hills 

recommenced. 

     This time we were accompanied by by a crowd numbering hundreds of 

savages. They moved aside from the path, and despite the high grasses and the 

rocky passages, they succeeded in keeping up with us.

     The place that I chose to establish the camp was not separated from the 

mountain range, on the side of which I had seen houses burning, but by the 

Satinye river. At its height, on the crest one could distinguish on its twin an 

assemblage of some large, round huts: the current residence of Luabugiri. 

      The evening passed without any particular incident: the personnel shivering 

from the cold were seated around the many small fires which gave off a thick 

smoke, because of the bad wood that was used. Whereas a European would not 
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be able to withstand it for but a brief instant, the people from here did not seem 

to be bothered by it. But it gave rise to the many ophthalmic problems observed 

in the caravan these last weeks. The cook, as well as my own servant, Swedi, were 

struck by this, and they were sadly crouched in front of the kitchen tent. My other

servant, Isa, found it difficult to regain his good humor. Eight days ago, he bought

himself, despite a formal prohibition, a female slave, for a bolt of cloth. This 

behavior merited a severe punishment; if not, the convoy of our caravan would 

have taken on an unacceptable length. As a result, he received 25 lashes of the 

whip every night, at the moment of the roll call.

     The following morning, 29 May (1894), we were once again enveloped by fog. 

The tents dripped humidity and the burdens impregnated by humidity were 

heavier to carry: the porters had some difficulty in progressing on the slippery 

paths in this very steep course. 

     At mid-course, I decided to establish yet another camp, before climbing 

toward the Kigeri, for Schirangawe begged me to permit him to precede us in 

haste, in order to warn his father of our arrival. This time, I found that his 

initiative was was justified, and I signaled my assent, for it would be 

advantageous for us that the Kigeri should come to know of our strength, as well 

as of our peaceful intentions, from the mouth of his own son.

     We had not, therefore, begun to ascend the last buttress until the following 

morning. It was once again cold and rainy. A glacial wind swept the summits and 

pushed the banks of fog toward the height, thus affording us a view of the 

magnificent panorama of the high ground. 

     The crest of the mountain on which we found ourselves was at an altitude of 

2,300 meters above sea level. Contrary to what we had believed in the beginning, 

it was not rocky. It consisted of a series of small rounded hills on which grew an 

abundance of vigorous grass. As we approached, we spied on one of these hills a 

collection of large, well-built round huts, surrounded by woven enclosures. 

     I ordered that a halt be made on the hill preceding it, for Schirangawe came to 

meet us and told me that his father was not yet ready to receive us. I was not 

pleased by that. The more time remained for the Kigeri. the more elaborate the 

preparations of the theatrical presentation doubtless would be. In effect, we have 
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retained a lively remembrance of the splendid reception and the arrangement of 

the troops of Kassussura of Ussuwi. And by how much was the reception of the 

incomparable and powerful Luabugiri going to be yet more grandiose!

      It was, however, striking that one could detect only a few people here: some 

poorly armed Wahutu whose exterior aspect did in no way portend the proximity 

of the great lord.

      Finally, the wait seemed to us, all the same, too long. I asked Prittwitz and 

Kersting to accompany me, put two units of askaris at the head, and accompanied

by the beating of the drums, we crossed the open space between the principal 

farm and the gateway of the entrance.

     We were on the point of descending from our mules when a remarkable 

apparition came to meet us: a man of great height, as impressive in his height as 

in his dress. His powerful limbs were abundantly decked out in rows of pearls; 

only his thighs were covered by a tanned hide.

      This giant, apparently a senechal or a master of ceremonies, came to meet me,

and ordered me to stop in an authoritarian fashion by pointing his white staff 

toward the ground. As I passed him, while looking at him and smiling, his 

features froze in astonishment. While some of my people laughed loudly, he 

retired with long strides to the interior of the enclosure to tell his master of our 

incredible disdain for his authority.

    Meanwhile, we descended from our mounts and entered the interior court, 

which to our great astonishment we found completely empty. Nowhere were 

there to be found any decorated warriors or musicians. On the outside a poorly 

armed crowd regarded my porters with curiosity. My askaris and my servants 

accompanied us into the interior court and placed themselves here and there 

around the central portal.

      On the interior, the same master of ceremonies came toward me once more, 

but accompanied this time by an even more impressive colleague. Our 

outstretched hands are clasped while trembling, and the two giants again 

disappeared into a large, round hut that was brand new and well woven.

      I do not know if it is above all an astonishment that animated us, faced with 

these gigantic figures who reminded us of fairy tales, or rather the sensation of 
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the comical, arising from the contrast between their huge stature and the timid 

fear of these children of nature who were accustomed to orders from the lords, 

and who found themselves brusquely faced with some strangers who were 

entirely ignorant of their dignity. 

      We had some campaign chairs brought, and we seated ourselves, surrounded 

by our servants, exactly in front of the arched entry door.

     After a certain time, several dignitaries leave the hut, and finally there 

appeared, stooping, as a result of the low height of the arcade, while hesitating 

and looking at us timidly, the greatly-feared Kigeri himself.

      A low stool is brought for him, completely decorated with glass pearls, on 

which he seats himself slowly. Schirangawe crouches down on his right and Tofi, 

who is unable to hide a certain anxiety, on his left. The ground is covered with 

mats. 

      While some beakers of pombe are spread out before the Kigeri, we have the 

leisure to observe him and his entourage.

      Luabugiri and his close relatives assuredly number among the most important

figures who live under the sun, and, transposed to Europe, they would engender 

an extraordinary admiration. We have already frequently had occasion to 

emphasize the size of the Wahuma, but in general the limbs of this pastoral 

people are thin, and often of a terrifying aspect; we have found here marvelously 

proportioned corporeal forms. The skin is of a very light brown color, and the 

practice of daubing it with animal fat gives it a particular shine. The only clothing 

of these giants, otherwise characteristic for Rwanda, is a long band of finely 

tanned goatskin leather, closed in front by white and brown strings that hang 

down to the ground. The protection of the thighs of the King consisted almost 

entirely of a tapestry of pearls, of which the colors were disposed very 

aesthetically in a lively arrangement: white, red, and blue. Some amulets around 

the neck, as well as innumerable finely-woven bracelets and some anklets, 

completed his attire. The head was almost entirely shaven; there remained only a 

crest similar to the tuft of old Bavarian helmets.

     The facial features of Luabugiri were particularly handsome. Around his 

forehead, he wore a crown of green leaves; his sensual regard and the cruel aspect
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of his mouth instinctively recalled the look of certain Roman Caesars. His 

movements were indolent, and in all of his behavior one might notice that he had 

practically become unaccustomed to walking, and generally needed to be carried.

     We waited patiently while Luabugiri, faithful to his habit, began to suck up his 

pombe with the help of a narrow tube. We began a ceremonial conversation that 

he interrupted from time to time with grunts of astonishment at the whiteness of 

our skin. Repeatedly, he asked to see our knees, for it seemed incredible to him 

that our entire body should be white.

     The first time that he saw us, his son Schirangawe showed himself to be much 

more a man of the world in the expression of his astonishment. Gallantly, he even

said to us that if in our country the women had such white skin, and if one of 

them came to Ruanda, she would be carried from hand to hand across the 

country.

     One might remark that the young man was already unconsciously closer to our

civilization than the people of his country. His great understanding and his great 

interest in all that he had seen in our company with regard to European culture, 

as well as his enlightened mind, lead me to believe in the probability that a future 

occupation of the country would be beneficial if one day he could succeed 

Luabugiri. Without hostility, nor protestation, his succession as the head of the 

country is little likely, Luabugiri is still in the full flower of his age, and he has 90 

children. During our visit, Schirangawe was humbly crouched at the feet of his 

father: he visibly sighed with relief when I prepared to leave, and asked that a 

good camp location be designated for me.

     The small neighboring hill seemed to fit this aim, and shortly afterward we 

were suitably installed there. 

     From our tent, with its doors wide open, we could observe a wide valley with 

pretty farms and appetizing banana fields, and we found it remarkable that 

Luabugiri had recently chosen the highest and most inhospitable hill in his 

country to have thereupon constructed a new residence.

     We had manifestly surprised him in his construction projects, for all of the 

buildings were new, and certain among them were not yet completed. The reeds 

which had served to build his house were still almost green, and the small 
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number of  personnel that he had assembled here around him seemed to have 

come as reinforcements a few days before our arrival.  The huts were woven at 

the place where there were reeds, and the wood and the panels were transported 

by 20 to 50 carriers toward the hill. Seen from afar, these rooftops on the move 

resembled giant tortoises with innumerable limbs. 

     To reinforce the confidence of Luabugiri I decided to pay him a new visit, but 

in great “tralala,” as formerly we did with Kassussura in Ussuwi. I was 

determined to learn as much as possible about this country, but the King himself 

paid no attention to anything but our physical persons and our equipment, so 

much so that there was very little to learn on that subject. When he came to pay 

us a visit, he was as curious as a child, provoking their forced laughter.

     This time his dress was different from that of the previous occasions: he wore a

sort of diadem with woven pearls, edged with long monkey hair toward the top, 

and toward the bottom a series of cords decorated with pearls that hung in front 

of his face, to such an extent that he could barely see beyond them. His face 

appeared less swollen, and he had an Indian appearance. On the return path, 

beneath a continual downpour, he used the fabrics that he doubtless had had 

acquired in Karagwe to protect his overly pampered body.

     The biggest of this family of giants was Kaware, whose province on the shores 

of Lake Mohasi we had already crossed. In general, these people had an 

insouciant behavior: at the time of our earlier meeting his intimacy began to 

weigh on me. Luabugiri himself, the bloody, feared by all, showed us another face

entirely. 

     In possession of an all-potent despotism which, according to those who best 

know the country, even the power of Uganda did not equal, he had not judged it 

necessary to associate himself with a protective armed force. He still did not have 

any idea whatsoever of the nature and power of guns, and thus disappeared the 

fear that the foreigner had inspired in his savage nature, intact as it was from all 

exterior culture.

      He had thereafter the idea to extract the most profit possible from these 

uninvited foreigners. Some commercial notions were born in him. He decided as 

a result to adopt a position of waiting with regard to the bestowal of gifts. The 7 
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pitchers of pombe and the 44 goats which were offered to us shortly after our 

arrival did not correspond, and by far, to our needs. Given the power of the 

donor, it was a rather lamentable gift. On the entirely denuded heights there was 

nothing to buy, ad if I wanted to extend my stay here, I had to apply to the Kigeri.

     To my repeated requests to obtain the furnishing of necessities, he had the 

following response conveyed: he is accustomed to receive first, and then to give, a

principle that he did not care to leave off from now, even less so because he had 

learned many things from the mouth of his son Schirangawe, on the quantity of 

treasures that I transported in my baggage.

     The negotiations lasted yet another entire day, so much so that my people 

became disquieted. They sent me a deputation of negotiators who pushed me to 

yield. Naturally, I did not yield, and clearly told the delegation that our positionw 

as the good one, and that it was carefully considered, even if it might lead to 

military complications. To the Arab Abdallah, who showed himself to be 

particularly virulent,  I had to explain even more clearly that he was especially 

cowardly. He seemed to take this reproach particularly to heart, for he later 

returned to my tent secretly, and declared to me with emphasis, in the Arab 

manner, “I am not a coward, and if you command me, lord, to put my hand in the

fire, I will do it immediately.” Had he already heard talk of a certain “Mucius 

Sclhvola”!?

      If I have talked earlier about the possibility of military complications, there 

was not yet any question of it now. However, a salvo fired on the residence 

situated 500 meters away would have sufficed to have the Kigeri borne bodily to 

us, and who knows if the tyrannized people would not have applauded us as 

liberators. 

     But there was yet another weakness within this superstitious potentate, in 

particular his timidity before the sinister volcanoes of his country. 

     The intention that I had occasionally pronounced of climbing to its summit 

had made him laugh with commiseration. The moment had come to demonstrate 

our power over the magic of fire.

     Two flares fired toward the heights on that evening sufficed already to render 

him more servile. Two emissaries came on behalf of their lord to ask me 
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worriedly what were my intentions. They promised some food, as well, and 

offered to put at our disposition some porters for the next day. The following 

morning, Schirangawe came to pay us a visit, in order to admire the awaited 

presents. Then, toward noon, there came a new delegation with 2 cows, 64 goats, 

and 29 porters. Thus relations were once again taken up, and became even better 

following my presents: I was sent two magnificent elephant tusks and a milk cow.

     We thereafter began the preparations for departure. For although the volcano 

exercised a real daily attraction the evening glow of its fire, my people suffered 

excessively from the cold and the humidity on these heights. 

     We did not, however, leave these places without regret. Even if many partially 

grotesque anecdotes on the subject of the Kigeri were phantasms, the sight of this

powerful potentate in all of his originality had made a strong impression on us. 

     Luabugiri is one of the last pillars of despotism of central Africa. He has kept 

the nomadic nature that he inherited, and as the veritable dominating figure of a 

people who not so long ago led the life of shepherds, he still roams the entire 

country, as did our kings of the Middle Ages, lives no longer than two months in 

the same spot, and builds himself a new residence every year.

     Whether he had wished it, or if it was by pure chance that we had encountered 

him on the high plains, I do not know. In any case, the savagely romantic nature 

of the mountainous country created a picturesque frame in which the giant figure

of the king took on the appearance of a fairy tale in our eyes...

     

Friday, 1 June, 1894

     We were in the Tschingogo Mountains. A light rain fell during the last night of 

our presence at the residence of the Kigeri. From 2 o'clock in the morning a 

drumming made itself heard directly opposite, neither confused nor monotone, 

but sonorous, clear: the harmony of the drums became, after all, a melodious 

concert. From our beds we listened to it with pleasure, and did not take badly the 

disturbance of our sleep. 

     We broke camp at the rising of the sun. Luabugiri and Schirangawe were 

perhaps still recovering from their wine, but we did not see them. 
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CAPTAIN HANS von RAMSAY

(1897)

… King Juhi made me wait during three days, and he invented all kinds of 

pretexts to excuse himself for not appearing. I think that only fear and 

superstition have impeded him from so doing; perhaps he wanted to gain some 

time to assemble the greatest number of warriors possible. But we were 

generously provisioned with food and heating wood. Wood is here an extremely 

rare article, because on this immense high plateau, the altitude of which varies 

between 1,880 and 2,000 meters, is cultivated throughout and because it is 

almost without shrubs and without trees. In order to quickly furnish us with the 

heating wood necessary, the Waniampara of the King had several huts destroyed. 

The cold on this plateau is extremely biting, and we were terribly cold, despite the

fact that we had put on all of the clothing that we had with us. On the morning of 

the 3rd day, I walked toward Juhi's village with two officers, 2 detachments, and 

all the musicians. I supposed that in this fashion, I would arrive more rapidly at 

the goal, that is to say to obtain an interview with Juhi.

      In this village surrounded by a pretty, bushy enclosure, very clean and newly 

constructed, were about 1,000 armed men, who waited for us seated, silent, and 

suspicious. Juhi received me, in his audience hut, surrounded by his principal 

councilors. Undeniably, these are the tallest people I have met in my life, these 

sprouted giants – I believe that none of them is below 1.80 meters. Lieutenant 

Fonk measured 20 men in two days; the tallest were two meters in height, and 

some of them more than 2.20 meters. King Juhi himself is a man of around 40 

years of age, thin, of light brown color. All the other Watussi were richly dressed 

with fabrics. By the contrast, the King had nothing but a fine hide around his 

thighs; on his head, a very curious adornment, made of long pearled strings, 

partially hid his face. After I had explained to him the reason for my journey and 

revealed my intentions, he responded to me, by way of an interpreter, that he 

wished to be the friend of the Germans. He requested from me a letter of 

protection and a flag. He complained vigorously about the penetration of the 

Belgians [into Rwanda]. Thereafter, I asked him to kindly give me a sign of his 
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sincere friendship by making a blood pact with me. He agreed, but he said to me 

that it was only ordinary people who gouge their hands in order to mutually drink

each other's blood. The King and I, an important man sent from a great King, 

have an entirely different way to assure each other of our friendship. Following 

this, a giant Mutussi, elegantly playing the role of master of ceremonies, acquired 

some long, thin grass. I needed to pass a strand around the body of Juhi, and he 

tied a few strands around me; then, we had to energetically clap our hands. Thus 

was peacefully obtained the principal goal of our expedition. 
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DOCTOR RICHARD KANDT

(1898)

At the Court of Rwanda

...Four years passed until another European could once again visit Rwanda. 

Luabugiri Kigeri, of the royal family of the Wanjiiginia fell ill, shortly after the 

visit of the Count [von] Goetzen, far from the land of his birth in a war against 

Bunjabungu, where he died suddenly; according to the rumors of the people, he 

died poisoned by his own wife Kansugera. He had as his successor his son, still a 

minor, Juhi Msinga, who was, by his mother's blood, of the same family as the 

much-feared clan of the Wega. He was a sort of doll for his ambitious mother, 

and for his uncles, Kaware and Ruhenankiko, two giants of more than two meters

in height, whom he regarded with an undisguised fear. These two figures soon 

became the true sovereigns of Rwanda, after having killed the all the adult sons of

Luabugiri, or any other person of the family of the Wanjiginia who dared to 

aspire to power, or who seemed suspect in one way or another. This massacre 

began with the influential Mibambwe, whose proud beauty met a tragic end in his

hut. He believed to have inherited from his father the right of succession. It is 

entirely possible that Luabugiri had promised the throne to several of his sons; it 

is also possible that he had designated Mibambwe as tutor and chief during the 

minority of Juhi Msinga. In any event, as the dying Luabugiri crossed the lake to 

enter the land of his birth, where he drew his last breath as soon as he set foot on 

his native soil, Kaware did not leave to Mibambwe the time to defend his throne, 

he instead burned him in his hut with the members of his tribe, his wives, his 

children, and with his servants, during the course of a nighttime attack. He was 

soon followed in death by other sons of Luabugiri, the names of whom are, for the

moment, without great interest; only very few among them were able to escape 

the wrath of Kaware by taking refuge in neighboring countries. All of this took 

place just a few months after the visit of von Goetzen. During the period that 

followed this massacre, the Wega tried to stabilize their position through 

presents, by family ties, by alliance, and as they judged it necessary, by instituting

a reign of terror. The surviving sons of Luabugiri are but frightened adolescents 
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lacking energy who, surrounded in part by distrustful and insincere friends, live 

at Court; others are far from the residence, devoting themselves to raising 

livestock, without seeking to influence the administration of the country...

15 June, 1898

     Yesterday, while crossing a dense mass of people, I noticed that behind me 

walked 150 individuals behaving strangely. My people, who normally walked 

while chatting and singing, who according to them could never make enough 

noise (especially when we were approaching one of the residences of the local 

chiefs), had ceased to speak, or to frenetically beat the drums (something which 

they usually did with a mad pleasure), they no longer spun their staves on the 

boxes and cases, they no longer emitted their joyful cries.

     A strange image: to the right and to the left, these masses of immobile Blacks. 

As if in a profound sleep they are crouched there; nothing moves any longer, only 

a slight vibration crosses the forest of spears from time to time, like a small gust 

of wind that brushes the surface of a calm body of water; no other noise pierces 

the silence of midday, the heat of which weighs heavily on the countryside, except

for that of the hooves of my white horse on the dry earth. But as soon as the last 

man has passed the crowd, I hear an uproar from the two sides of the porters, 

which now give free rein to their oppressed hearts, men and children hurl 

themselves onto the slopes of the mountains without paying any attention to the 

fields of peas, or to the millet sprouts, arriving at the crest of the mountain to 

watch us set up our camp.

     When, fortifed by a bath, I leave my tent an hour later, I find outside an envoyé

of the King, his uncle Ruhenankiko, a man of around 33 years who exceeds by the

length of a hand his young companion, Rudegembia, who himself possesses a 

proud height of 1.90 meters. They bring me the salutations of Juhi, and as 

“funguro” two pots of honey wine and a bit of heating wood. 

     I must admit that the two envoyés of the King, and others who came to visit 

the camp during the course of the afternoon produced a strange impression on 

me. If I can analyze and define my feelings in an honest fashion, I must say that 
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they impressed me a lot. I still hold the same feeling today, despite my reasoning, 

which refuses to believe this, and although I have told myself more than 100 

times that these people are nothing more than barbarians of a lower intellectual 

level than mine. In spite of that!!!

     I have naturally asked myself the reasons which have impelled me to allow 

such strange feelings about a people of color to take root. Even if I do not seek to 

understand, there still remains something of the undefined and the imposing 

which escapes me as I believe to capture and encapsulate my feelings in words. 

There is, apart from their giant stature, apart from the nobility of each of their 

movements, and the dignity of their manner of speaking, apart from their very 

distinguished and discreet manner of dress, apart from the distinguished features

and the calm eyes with a penetrating look, sometimes even ironic or 

disconcerting, according to the case, apart from all that there is yet – but see here

how I begin yet again to hesitate about the form to give to my feelings, which are 

so imprecise...

     My relations wih them were very difficult. I already had to send back, while in 

Urundi, the interpreter that Ssef bin Ssad had given me at Tabora, for he had no 

knowledge of Kitussi whatsoever- under this name, I place the dialect that is not 

so different from that of the Watussi people. I would have undertaken nothing if 

the wife of my cook, Dahoma, had not known the dialect of the Watussi of 

Uganda. She would have sufficed for my needs if her respect for the strange 

appearance of Ruhenankiko and the members of his family had not discouraged 

her.

Evening of 15 June (1898)

     In the afternoon, I sent a very costly gift to Juhi to thank him for his welcome 

present; very costly, because I thought it was bound to incline him favorably in 

my regard for, after the interesting impressions of the day, I seriously entertained

the hope of settling down in this country.

     And now  small characteristic detail: I made a gift of textiles to some nobles 

and let them choose themselves. I had, especially for the Royal Court of Rwanda, 

purchased a large number of costly silk textiles, some long Arab robes, some vests
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of every color, embroidered with silver thread. All of this was disdained by the 

Watussi, even though I drew their attention to the far greater value of these, than 

that of the cotton fabrics that they had chosen. They disdained in the same 

fashion the red uniforms of the Prussian and English hussards that I had found 

by chance in Berlin. “They are only good for the Wahutu,” they said (in the same 

tone, and with the same manner of thinking that a nobleman had had when one 

day I described to him a fine Parisian jewel, and who responded: “It is perhaps 

very, very beautiful, but for a banker's wife”).

     It is very clear that the Watussi observed two points of view in their choice: 

they took all that did not stand out, either by its form, or its color. They chose 

very simple fabrics with discreet designs, and even of a single dark color; a 

practical sense played a certain role here; my people, however, made fun of these 

barbarians who appreciated more the cotton fabrics than the fineness of the silk, 

but they still forgot that they appreciated much more the silk because they knew 

the value of money, and knew that one textile is more valuable than another 

because, from a young age, they were able to see that those who could buy silk for

themselves were the wealthiest, and the most highly-esteemed socially. One 

should try to understand certain things, for I must admit that I also made a little 

fun of the choices of the Watussi. 

     A single discordant note, which has perturbed our relations up until now, is 

the fact that the King has not yet sent a gift to my people, and we were sold 

nothing in the camp, apart from the heating wood. But tomorrow, before noon, I 

will receive some foodstuffs; I suppose that they await first my visit with the King,

which I have announced for tomorrow morning.

Forenoon of 16 June (1898), at 11 o'clock

     These Watussi play a game of bad taste with me; this morning, at the break of 

day, as I looked outside through the fog that surrounded our camp, I saw the thin 

figures of the Watussi, carrying long staves, and in the midst of chasing away the 

Wahutu. The latter fled in an undisguised panic, rapidly descending the slopes of 

the mountain. I do not understand this strange game, and when my people say 

that it was no different yesterday, I did not want to believe it; the Watussi have 
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some idea in mind, for they chase away the Wahutu who have come to sell 

foodstuffs. Some hours later, Ruhenankiko came with a large escort, and replied 

to me, as I drew his attention to the famished bellies of my porters, and to the 

welcome gift of the King, that the latter wished first to see the gifts that I would 

bring to him. I replied to him that he had already seen yesterday, that I will 

appear before the King without any gift, and that I wanted to personally ask Juhi 

Msinga if what they said was accurate. They returned to the residence without 

uttering a word. But already, however, several hours later, they were once again 

in the camp, saying that the King awaited my visit on the following day. I retorted

at first in a heated fashion, but when I saw the ironic smile of Ruhenankiko, of 

whose face the right half is more jumpy than the left, such that when he laughs, 

his mouth is deformed on one side, thus revealing those protuberant teeth 

[characteristic of all the Watussi], I became calmer and replied to him that I will 

not wait much longer than the agreed-upon time, that I will be at the doors of the 

residence as soon as the sun shall be at its zenith. Ruhenankiko did not respond, 

and departed, surrounded by his people, who talked and gesticulated 

unceasingly.

     The sun was a its zenith, and the thousands of spears afforded nary an inch of 

shade, when, arriving at 50 steps from the entrance, I descended from my mount 

and left its reins to my boy. Looking neither to the right, nor to the left, I carried 

myself toward the entrance, before which stood, hiding half of it, a giant Mtussi, 

2.20 meters tall, of light color, almost pink, holding in his right hand a finely 

worked spear and a long staff, and in his left hand, a tiny shield. I had the 

impression that he wanted to forbid me entry, but at the last minute, he stepped 

aside. I entered a well-swept courtyard, passed in front of a row of men, and one 

minute later, I crossed the entrance to the large hut, where I was received by 

Ruhenankiko. A dozen nobles were seated, pressed one against the other, in the 

barely lit antechamber. To their right was a seat, on which I wished to sit. 

Ruhenankiko forbade it, for it was reserved for the King, and signaled to me to 

seat myself on the mat beside him. I answered that I was not accustomed to sit on

the ground, and requested a chair. After some minutes of hesitation, one of the 

youngest left and returned with a seat. At that moment, the clapping of the 
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assembly informed me that the Mtussi who exited from the back of the hut, 

leaning on the shoulders of two men, was the King; without looking at me, he sat 

down on a seat, to my right. I was stupefied, for according to what I had heard, 

Juhi must have been a young man of around 16, but he whom I saw next to me 

was a man of about forty. He had eyes that were half closed, and a sleepy air. His 

skin was the color of copper. But he wore the royal insignia: a band 20 

centimeters wide, decorated with dentilated rows of pink pearls. From the upper 

edge of the band emerged a sort of silky mane which fell on the back of the head. 

On the bottom of the band, there were around fifteen laces, finely ornamented 

with red and white pearls, ending in acorns, long and wide as a finger, which hid 

the face down to the upper lip. All he wore was a finely tanned hide, lower than 

the waist, folded at the top part, with about a hundred little pieces sewn together 

which formed a linear decoration. On the lower part hung about twenty straps, 

doubtless of snakeskin. Some pearl necklaces enclosed his waist, and ten to 

fifteen circlets woven with some grass, and decorated with three white pearls, 

hung on top. A necklace of fine pearls decorated his throat, as well as a whole 

series of amulets, which covered his chest. These amulets made one think of 

small bottles, and were covered with pearls which created a zigzag design. On 

each arm, he wore 150 to 200 rings made of bronze or copper wire, most of which

carried a large blue pearl, or little bells of the same metal. Several hundred rings 

encircled his ankles. They were almost all of iron, which explains the heavy steps 

described earlier.

     The purely conventional conversation was conducted from start to finish by a 

Court functionary, to whom the wife of my cook relayed my words with a timid 

and trembling voice. For at the sight of this black majesty, she had lost heart. The 

King seems not to have taken part in the conversation. From time to time, he 

signaled with his head, and I perceived a discreet laugh, to which I replied in a 

similar fashion. During the quarter of an hour that followed, this was repeated 

several times. At the end, I was tired of it, and took my leave. I asked of Juhi once

again to make me a gift of some foodstuffs, or to sell me some. He promised it me

for the next day, saying that it was not possible to find provisions on the same 

day. I took up my mount, escorted by hundreds of people, [and] I returned to 
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camp, where they awaited my return with a certain worry, and where I was 

received with a triple hurrah!

     17 June (1898) at 10 o'clock

     Why am I here? What am I waiting for? The King has not kept his word. He 

has sent nothing; the King? I would kneel before the gods of the country if I saw 

the King. For, the more I reflect on it, the more I see that yesterday's scene was 

but a masquerade, where some Mtussi played the role of Mwami. But they should

not have taken man of forty years old! In effect, everyone speaks of Juhi Msinga 

as a very young boy. In Urundi and Ussui already, the chiefs have described him 

thus. 

     I made a mistake in thinking that the Europeans could ever see the King, 

because some superstitious belief was opposed to it. Myself, two years later, I 

would be the first before whom the mask was made to fall, whereas some months 

before, they had again tried to trick the Bishop of Bukumbi, Mgr. Hirth. In the 

meantime, each time that the occasion presented itself, I had not ceased to make 

known at the Court that these attempted ruses would lead to nothing. 

     I was otherwise known for my peaceful activities in Rwanda, and was feared by

no one, and I could have confidence that the inhabitants, so much so that at my 

last visit to the residence, I took only three guns with me.

     I had the impression that the Watussi wanted to envelop me in a halo of lies, 

not only on the subject of the King, but for other people, as well. From the time of

my arrival, I had asked to see Schirangawe, the son of Luabugiri, of whom 

Goetzen had traced such a sympathetic portrait in his book. I heard the response 

that he was in his village, very far away, in Kissaka. I received the same response 

when I asked to see Kaware; then, yesterday afternoon, my Ombascha Mkona 

and some porters from the expedition of Goetzen recognized among the camp's 

guests some Watussi as being those whom I wanted to see. They saluted them, 

and exchanged memories with them. I must state with sadness that Ruhenankiko

and Rudegemba were witnesses of this scene, and did not blush because of it, 

while it was they precisely who had said that those whom I wished to see were 

absent. A naive, infantile smile was the only response to my reproaches. 

     For someone who knows the Watussi, there is nothing astonishing in this; lies 
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in no way offend their ethical considerations. For them, it is one of the aspects, 

and not less noble, of the confrontation of two intelligences: the adversary is 

honored, and the vanquished is not stricken by shame. 

     A Muhutu does not deny that he lies to a peer, but denies that he lies to a 

European, the latter is a “Mwami.” From whence comes the typical retort, 

“Sinsaweh' umwami,” i.e., “All the same, I cannot lie to the King!” A Mtsussi, on 

the contrary, says, “A Mtussi does not lie.” Hundreds of times, I have heard it said

at the same moment when someone told me a lie. And it's true, a Mtussi does not 

lie, he lets you guess the truth! Their lie is the unconscious transfer into real life 

of their guessing games, by which, already as children, they groomed their 

popularity.

     Yesterday, during the entire afternoon, the camp was filled with natives, 

whereas it is as if dead now. In the crowd, there were Watussi and Wahutu; they 

tried to obtain some textiles, some through begging, others by becoming more 

and more demanding. I did not react to the requests, neither of one, nor of the 

other, and bought from some Wahutu some ethnographic objects. When on 

repeated instances I saw some Watussi who wanted to take from the Wahutu the 

fabrics that these latter had bought, I took a sly pleasure in sharing out some 

small bolts of cloth to only the Wahutu. The Watussi looked on for a time, then 

began to strike their subordinates with their long staves, which had the effect of 

cleansing the camp of all these intruders. I began to have more than enough of 

the effrontery of certain Watussi. These boys, after having been dismissed 

because of their insolent mendacity, returned laughing after some time, and 

presented to me, in order to sell it to me, a little potato or a rotten banana. I 

looked on without saying anything for quite a while. But when a young guy with a 

frighteningly ugly face advanced toward me, holding between the tips of his 

fingers a half-decomposed pheasant, in order to stick it under my nose, I did 

neither one, nor two, [but] took the beast and hit him in the face with it two or 

three times, so well that the feathers remained stuck on his jaw. Shaken by fear 

and disgust, furious, he ran, beneath the laughter of his companions, until he 

reached the river, while I threw after him the now-featherless pheasant.
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ADOLPHUS FREDERICK,

DUKE OF MECKLENBURG

(1907)

Through Ruanda to Lake Kivu

The month of August found us in Ruanda, that land of fable which we had been 

longing to see.

     Ruanda is certainly the most interesting country in the German East African 

Protectorate- in fact, in all Central Africa- chiefly on account of its ethnographical

and geographical position. Its interest is further increased by the fact that it is 

one of the last Negro kingdoms governed autocratically by a sovereign sultan, for 

German supremacy is only recognized to a very limited extent...

     For our first knowledge of Ruanda our thanks are due to the report of Count 

von Götzen, the former Governor of German East Africa and the present German 

Ambassador to the State of Hamburg. Since 1894, when Count von Götzen passed

through this territory, enroute to Kiwu, its conditions had apparently changed 

very little. The hostile attitude adopted by the inhabitants at that period has, 

however, given place to a more friendly one, a condition of things due to the 

increasing European influence. Later one we gained further information 

concerning this wonderful country through Dr. Kandt, who has narrated his 

experiences in that admirably written work, Caput Nili.

     Kandt is well known as one of the greatest authorities onRuanda... With his 

name that of Captain Grawert may well and worthily be mentioned, the latter 

having represented the Residency for ten years, until the separation of Urundi 

and Ruanda made a new administration necessary...

     Ruanda is doubtless, with the eception of Urandi, the last Sultanate or 

“Kingdom” in Central Africa which is governed today, as in centuries gone by, by 

a prince clothed with absolute and illimitable powers. There is only one ruler, and

no rival sultans are allowed...

     The people hold their “Mwami” - which is the official title of the Sultan- in the 

greatest awe and reverence. It is extremely rare for anyone to venture to thwart 

his will, for the Sultan is the owner of the land and all the stock, oxen, calves, 
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goats, pigs, etc. The people certainly enjoy the use of them, but the Sultan retains 

the power of demanding at his pleasure the return of his property from his 

subjects...

     On the 14th of August we set out from Lake Mohasi towards the west, our road 

leading us at first through the swampy end of the lake. To accomplish the passage

a huge quantity of payprus stalks were cut and placed in layers. On this swaying 

but reliable foundation even the mules were able to pass across safely. The usual 

laod-humping recommenced, which was a painful and laborious business at first 

for our carriers after their lengthy rest.

     Near the village of Katschuri, on a hill overlooking the surrounding country, 

there stood a mighty tree whose colossal crown of foliage seemed to invite us to a 

shady resting-place...

     Next morning, the... caravan met with a very strange surprise.

     A procession was descending the slope with such solemn gravity and in so 

calm and imposing a manner that the chattering of our carriers ceased as if by 

magic, and we all gazed upwards mute and spellbound.

     Surrounded by a large staff of young men, two ambassadors from Sultan 

Msinga were slowly approaching our camp. They strode along with an 

indescribable self-possession and dignity, like apparitions from another world, 

clothed in the exceedingly picturesque gala costume of the Watussi. Bussissi and 

Nanturu were fine upstanding men of great height, over two meters. They 

brought the Sultan's greetings and presents of numerous oxen, calves, sheep, 

goats, pigs, etc., and were commanded to escort is to their sovereign's residence.

     The whole style and manner of their address and speech was very striking. One

received the impression of being in the presence of an entirely different class of 

men who had nothing further in common with the “n*ggers” than their dark 

complexion. The demeanor of our carriers, who appeared equally impressed, 

confirmed our view. Having received a goodly number of presents in exchange, 

the two emissaries placed themselves as leaders at the head of our column...

     The nearer we approached the Sultan's residence the larger grew the number 

of Watussi marching at the head of the expedition. We soon became aware that 

the Sultan was preparing a grand reception. In all the villages we passed the 

Watuales were absent, and to our inquiries as to their whereabouts we were 
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answered by “Nyanza.” From all sides of the country commissariat caravans and 

herds of small cattle, led by Watussi, were heading in the same direction. It 

seemed as though the Sultan had commanded all the leading men of the kingdom

to his residence. Many approached us and fell in at our van. When acquaintances 

met, they greeted one another by putting their arms lightly round each other's 

waist or seizing each other's elbows. They remained in this position for a few 

moments. “Amasho,” one would then say (“I wish you cattle”). “Amasho ngurre,” 

replied the other (“I wish you women”). It can, therefore, easily be understood 

that expectation became more eager daily in our caravan; everyone looked 

forward to some remarkable and memorable incidents and was impatient for the 

moment when he should be able to see the man whose name was a household 

word in Ruanda, whose word was law, and by whose sovereign will everyone in 

the whole wide realm of Ruanda existed.

     At length we reached the high-lying residence. Hundreds of Watussi advanced 

in front, increasing the already imposing dimensions of our caravan. A few high-

born subjects were escorted by a number of carriers, bearing on their heads large 

baskets containing apparel and necessaries of life for the “Master.” Others even 

led a cow along with them, in order that a supply of fresh milk should be 

forthcoming.

     Shortly before our entry into the residence we had the pleasure of meeting and 

greeting Captain von Grawert, who had not shirked the long journey from 

Usumbura, and had already been camping with the Sultan for some days. Our 

arrival was watched from a distance, from the hill summits and elevated spots, by

thousands of people, quiet in demeanor. No loud noise and clamor, no crushing 

throngs, as had been usual elsewhere, signaled our entrance. The behavior of the 

people compared most favorably with that of their kindred on the coast.

     The intense eagerness with which the inhabitants of Nyanza watched us, 

however, also had a special reason. The imagination of the people had been 

strongly stirred by the display of power which had been made, and which must 

particularly have been associated with my own personality. The immense 

supplies of provisions, the vast herds of cattle, which formed the presents from 

the Sultan, and the presence of Resident von Grawert, who came to meet us in 

full uniform, all this had made a tremendous impression on the minds of the 
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people.

     “The great ox arrives with his calves,” flew the message form summit to 

summit. “He has four arms and six legs,” which was mean less as a description of 

my personal appearance than the impression upon the pastoral mind of my 

power and might.  

     Thanks to Captain von Grawert's good offices, my camp was now most 

carefully and excellently laid out in a broad space not far from the Sultan's huts. 

For we were awaiting a visit from the “Mwami.”

     Before “the mighty one” appeared, however, we were witness of a highly 

diverting scene. Great crowds had gathered round the camp. Their curiosity being

aroused, they had flocked around and stared hard at the new arrivals. It was 

evident, however, that Msinga considered these masses of people would spoil the 

effect of his approach, for suddenly two forms clothed in red togas appeared upon

the scene, staring fiercely at the crowd, and swinging long staffs around their 

heads with very unmistakable intent, and they whirled them recklessly, with their

full strength, into the midst of the people. But the latter were apparently familiar 

with this maneuver, for at the same moment that the staff-bearers began to swing

their weapons over their heads the whole mass was off in wild flight, and only a 

few laggards were struck. The square was empty in a trice. A few of the most 

curious who ventured to return had stones flung at them to drive them away.

     A moment later the rolling of drums was heard from the palace, and then we 

were spectators of a unique drama such as could only be enacted far from the 

beaten path of the ordinary traveler.

     The splendid figures of the Ruanda princes, with their sons, marching in pairs,

headed the procession. Msinga's palanquin, which then left the gate of the 

residence, followed slowly. Everyone wore festive apparel, similar to that in 

which Nanturu and Bussissi had appeared. Their bodies were naked, but their 

hips were wound round by a narrow loin-cloth of tanned cowhide in two 

transverse folds, from which a number of strips of otterskin or cowhide fell down 

to the ankles, which in their turn were adorned with various metal rings. On their

heads were hair-combs reaching from ear to ear, I which a thin pearl chain lay 

gleaming. Long yellow strips of banana hemp  hung down in a copious mass from

their necks to their breasts, on which pearl ornaments of varying sizes, called 
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mitako, were fastened. Their wrists were encircled with bracelets of copper wire 

and glass beads of various color. Thus the train approached my tent with 

measured steps and quiet, dignified demeanor. Our guard of honor for the 

Sultan- a non-commissioned officer and two men- presented arms. The Sultan's 

litter, a long simple basket, the bamboo rods of which rested on the shoulders of 

Batwa people, was carefully lowered, and with the German words, “Guten 

morgen, Euer Hoheit,” Msinga stretched out his hand to me. 

     The Sultan's figure, a little rounded in contour in consequence of  his easy 

manner of life, exceeds two meters in height. One searches vainly at first for an 

expression of his vaunted intelligence, and an eye defect, coupled with strongly 

protruding upper teeth, emphasizes the unfavorable impression. Yet the 

questions which he addressed to me, and to those standing round, whilst 

reclining near me in a long chair, touched on the most various spheres of interest 

and bore witness to his keen, logical power of thought. 

     After a lengthy conversation, which was carried on the in Swahili tongue and 

which touched on many topics, Msinga begged to be allowed to deliver his 

presents to me. This was a moment of great political importance and keen 

suspense to Msinga and his friends, as well as to his enemies, as the refusal of any

portion of such presents would be a sign on my part that I was desirous of 

assisting the pretender to the crown, a relative of Msinga's, and that I wished to 

overthrow the reigning “Mwami.”

     A tremendous gathering of people had therefore assembled behind the chairs 

on which we were sitting with the Sultan, as well as opposite them, forming a 

lane, and awaiting the appearance of the gifts with painfully subdued excitement. 

And they came- came in endless succession. In front was a milk cow, whose calf 

was carried behind. She was intended to represent the greatest honor that could 

befall me. She was followed by ten oxen, with immense horns, and then a never-

ending herd of goats. Flock followed flock, fresh contingents constantly rolling up

and overflowing the cantonment. They were succeeded by an endless train of 

heavy-laden Wahutu, with hundreds of loads, consisting of meal, milk,  honey, 

butter, beans and bananas. After them appeared other trains bearing firewood- 

which was rare in the neighborhood, and therefore particularly valuable. All these

treasures were stored away I the camp, but the stock was driven into a hedged 
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enclosure and placed under the guardianship of an Askari patrol. The procession 

had taken nearly an hour to pass by. Von Grawert himself, in spite of his lengthy 

term of office as Resident, declared that he had never before witnessed such an 

imposing spectacle. 

     The great and overwhelming fear of a refusal of the gifts having passed, 

Msinga's court breathed freely again. The visit was at an end, and with solemn 

farewells the sovereign entered his litter and was borne away, followed by a forest

of five hundred spears. An ineffaceable impression!

     The return visit in the afternoon was conducted with as much splendor as it 

was possible for a traveling caravan to offer. In addition to the ordinary gifts of 

stuff and beads customary in the country, others were specially selected in the 

hope of “lightening up the countenance of the ruler” and rejoicing his heart. Any 

real equivalent to his own gifts was, of course, impossible. Preceded by the Askari

with flying flags, followed by all the “boys,” each acrrying a present in his 

outstretched arms, and with horns blowing, we entered the Sultan's courtyard, 

which is brightly and cleanly kept, and passed on to the palace, which is bordered

round by a hedging of wicker-work and papyrus. After an interchange of the 

customary greetings and when we had taken seats, the presentation of our gifts 

took place. In order to heighten the effect, we ordered the “boys” up singly with 

their presents, so that they might be displayed to the best advantage. 

     The ordinary presents did not in the least excite the attention of the potentate; 

they were put aside with indifference or divided immediately amongst his head 

men. The clanging of an alarm clock, which had to be explained in every detail, 

pleased Msinga rather more, and his satisfaction grew into rapture when I 

handed him my hunting knife and cartridge pouch filled with ammunition to fit 

the sharpshooter rifle which had been lent him. But his enthusiasm reached its 

climax when I, with much solemnity, presented him with a saw, for which he had 

specially asked. After a few failures, he succeeded in sawing away the legs of my 

chair and operating upon everything else within reach with fairly good results. 

The “ministry,” too, watched the experiments with the liveliest interest. The 

Askari, who were put trhought their drill and evolutions, gave considerable 

satisfaction, and this was heightened by the firing of a few rapid volleys.

     The following few days were devoted to sports and athletic exercises, of which 
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the high jumping of the young Watussi was a most remarkable feature...

     The Sultan being also desirous of seeing the white men do some shooting, an 

iron pot was placed on a stake and set up at a distance of 150 meters. As I, as well 

as others of my company, were successful in hitting this tolerably easy mark 

several times in succession, the plaudits from the crowd were great, and 

innumerable hands were stretched out in congratulation. 

     The Sultan, fearing that he would be beaten if he tried his skill from the same 

point, approached within fifty paces of the mark. His efforts were not exactly 

brilliant, yet every company-captain would have been delighted with the faultless 

way in which he made ready and the precision with which he carried out all the 

movements; he was like an infantry man at the rifle butts.

     The Sultan made me a further present of several objects of native industry. Yet 

the purchase of ethnographical material met with obstinate opposition. However,

after some persuasion, Msinga gave his permission for goods to be bartered, and 

forthwith the whole population hastened from all quarters to enrich themselves 

by high prices for their wares. It was principally through Wiese's efforts that we 

were enabled to get together a Ruanda collection such as has never been seen 

before in Europe...

     When we took our leave of the Sultan, at early dawn on the 12th of August, it 

was with a certain amount of satisfaction. We had been afforded an insight into 

the court life of a Negro prince and favored with a display of his power such as no 

one had ever experienced previously, or would probably ever experience again. 

When the illimitable power of this Sultan has receded before European influence,

and when busy throngs of traders encroach upon the haughty aloofness of this 

most aristocratic of all Negro tribes, and the white man's herds graze in its 

pastures, then we shall be able to appreciate to the full the value of our 

remarkable experience.
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